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Abstract

For the generation of ultrashort laser pulses, the 90's can be considered as the decade of

the Tksapphire (11:A1203) laser. Nowadays, pulses as short as two optical cycles

(T ~ 5.5 fs) are obtained directly from a Ti:sapphire laser oscillator. The generation of

such short pulses requires techniques for dispersion compensation over an enormous

bandwidth. The prism pair as the standard device for dispersion compensation suffers

from considerable residual higher-order dispersion. This limitation has been overcome

by chirped mirrors, which were invented in 1994.

In a chirped mirror, the local Bragg wavelength is varied along the mirror structure,

producing a controlled group delay dispersion (GDD). Additionally, their high-

reflectance bandwidth is extended in comparison with standard dielectric quarter-wave

Bragg mirrors due to the chirp of the Bragg wavelength. Therefore, chirped mirrors are

the ideal compact device for broadband dispersion compensation. However, chirped

mirrors have one important drawback. The designed dispersion properties show

unwanted oscillations around their target functions, desired for optimum dispersion

compensation. So far, there was no satisfying theory for the correct description of the

spectral response characteristics of a chirped mirror. In particular, an analytical

explanation of the oscillations occurring in the group delay and GDD did not exist.

In this thesis, we develop an extensive theory of chirped mirrors on the basis of exact

coupled-mode equations. As a consequence of the theory, we introduce the very

powerful double-chirped mirror (DCM) design technique in order to avoid the undesired

oscillations. Double-chirping means that, in addition to the local Bragg wavelength, the

duty cycle of the Bragg period is independently chirped. Furthermore, the theory allows

the design of DCM's with custom-tailored dispersion characteristics over an extended

high-reflectance bandwidth.

Il is often believed that the coupled-mode approach is not valid for optical interference

coatings that are composed of discrete layers with large differences in the refractive

indices, e. g., dielectric multilayer coatings. Therefore, the coupled-mode approach is

ignored in almost all textbooks and journal papers dealing with the design of optical

filters and mirrors. In the first part of this work, we show, to our knowledge for the first

time, that an exact analysis with coupled-mode equations is possible by a proper

redefinition of the coupling and detuning coefficients. Using these exact coefficients, all
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powerful analytical design tools originally developed for standard coupled-mode analysis

can be directly transferred to the design of arbitrary thin-film optical coatings.

Applying the exact coupled-mode analysis on chirped mirrors, one finds that the

oscillations in the group delay and GDD are caused by an impedance-matching problem.

This matching probleni is solved by the double-chirp technique in combination with a

broadband antireflection coating. The DCM design technique has been found in a

forward calculation of the spectral properties of a chirped mirror for given layer materials

and layer thicknesses. Moreover, we also derive an approximate universal solution for

the significantly more complicated inverse problem. In the inverse problem, one asks for

a formula (chiip law) that determines the layer thicknesses for an arbitrarily desired

GDD. We derive a simple closed-form solution, in which the desired GDD is taken as an

input function and the chirp law is given as an output. This chirp law determines the

local Bragg wavelengths in the mirror. Using the analytical formula for the chirp law, a

DCM structure with an arbitrarily chosen dispersion characteristic can be designed. This

design is used as an excellent starting structure for a subsequent computer optimization.

We discuss the basic ideas of various optimization techniques and motivate our choice of

a standard gradient algorithm for the optimization of our DCM's.

In the last part of this thesis, we discuss a representative selection of different DCM

designs. The designs are obtained from the theory after computer refinement. We

investigate dielectric DCM's designed for Thsapphire laser oscillators as well as for

optical parametric amplifiers. It is shown that hybrid dispersion compensation, i. e.,

DCM's in combination with a prism pair, is preferable with respect to the design

constraints imposed on the DCM's. Indeed, to date the shortest pulses directly from an

oscillator are obtained by such a hybrid solution. Finally, we present the first step

towards a semiconductor saturable absorber mirror, which simultaneously provides a

broadband dispersion compensation. The DCM approach is applied on semiconductor

materials, yielding a double-chirped semiconductor mirror. The successful application of

this device in a Nckglass laser is demonstrated and the potential integration of quantum-

well absorberlavers is discussed.
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Kurzfassung

Im Bereich der Erzeugung ultrakurzer Laserpulse können die 90-er Jahre als das Jahr¬

zehnt des Ti:Saphir (Ti:Al203) Lasers betrachtet werden. Heutzutage erhält man Pulse,

die nur zwei optische Zyklen (t ~ 5.5 fs) lang sind, direkt aus einem Ti:Saphir Laser.

Die Erzeugung solch kurzer Pulse erfordert Techniken zur Dispersionskompensation

über eine enorme spektrale Bandbreite. Das Prismenpaar als das Standardbauelement zur

Dispersionskompensation hat den Nachteil, eine beträchtliche Dispersion höherer

Ordnung zu erzeugen. Diese Limition wurde mit gechirpten1 Spiegeln überwunden,

welche 1994 erfunden wurden.

In einem gechirpten Spiegel wird die lokale Bragg-Wellenlänge entlang der Spiegel struk¬

tur variiert, was es einem erlaubt, einen kontrollierten Verlauf der Gruppenverzögerungs¬

dispersion (GDD; englisch für: group delay dispersion) zu erzeugen. Zusätzlich kann der

Bereich hoher Reflektivität im Vergleich zu herkömmlichen dielektrischen Vieitelwellen-

Bragg-Spiegeln aufgrund des Chirps in der Bragg-Wellenlänge ausgedehnt werden.

Deshalb sind gechirpte Spiegel das ideale kompakte Bauteil zur breitbandigen Disper¬

sionskompensation, Gechirpte Spiegel haben jedoch einen wichtigen Nachteil: Die be¬

rechneten Dispersionseigenschaften zeigen unerwünschte Oszillationen um die für eine

optimale Dispersionskompensation erwünschten Zielfunktionen herum. Bisher gab es

keine befriedigende Theorie für die korrekte Beschreibung der spektralen Eigenschaften

solcher Spiegel. Insbesondere existierte keine analytische Erklärung für die Oszillatio¬

nen, die in der Gruppenverzögerung und im GDD auftauchen.

In dieser Arbeit entwickeln wir eine umfassende Theorie über gechirpte Spiegel auf der

Basis von exakten Modenkopplungsgleichungen. Als Konsequenz aus der Theorie

führen wir die sehr leistungsfähige Designtechnik der doppelt-gechirpten Spiegel (DCM;

englisch für: double-chirped mirror) ein, um die unerwünschten Oszillationen zu vermei¬

den. Doppelter Chirp bedeutet, daß zusätzlich zur lokalen Bragg-Wellenlänge das Tast¬

verhältnis unabhängig davon gechirpt wird. Darüber hinaus erlaubt einem die Theorie,

Tm Deutschen scheint es kein entsprechendes physikalisches Woit fur ..chirp" (englisch für: /witschern.

zirpen) /u geben. Deswegen \erv\enden \\u in dieser Kur/Iassimg wcitethin das englische Wott.
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DCM's mit maßgeschneiderten Dispersionscharakteristiken über einen ausgedehnten

Bereich mit hohem Reflexionsvermögen zu entwerfen.

Es wird sehr oft geglaubt, daß der Modenkopplungsansatz ungültig ist für solche opti¬

sche Interfcrenzbcschichtungen, die aus diskreten Schichten mit großen Fînterschieden

im Brechungsindex bestehen, wie z. B. dielektrische Vielschichtstrukturcn. Deshalb

wird das Modenkopplungsmodell in fast allen Lehrbüchern und Zeitschriftenartikeln, die

sich mit dem Design von optischen Filtern und Spiegeln befassen, ignoriert. Im ersten

Teil dieser Arbeit zeigen wir - unseres Wissens nach zum ersten Mal -, daß eine exakte

Beschreibung mit Modenkopplungsgleichungen möglich ist, wenn die Koppiungskon-

stante und der Verstimmungsparameter geeignet umdefiniert werden. FJnter Verwendung

dieser exakten Größen können all die leistungsfähigen Designwerkzeuge, welche

ursprünglich für die herkömmlichen Modenkopplungsgleichungen entwickelt wurden,

direkt auf beliebige optische Dünnschichtsysteme übertragen werden.

Wendet man die exakte Modenkopplungstheorie auf gechirpte Spiegel an, so stellt sich

heraus, daß die Oszillationen in der Gruppenverzögerung und im GDD durch ein Tmpe-

danzanpassungsproblem verursacht werden. Dieses Anpassungsproblem wird durch die

Technik des doppelten Chirpens in Verbindung mit einer breitbandigen Antireflexbe-

schichtung gelöst. Die DCM-Designtechnik folgt aus einer Vorwärtsrechnung der spek¬

tralen Eigenschaften eines gechirpten Spiegels bei bekannten Schichtmaterialicn und

Schichtdicken. Darüber hinaus leiten wir eine näherungsweise gültige universelle

Lösung für die sehr viel komplizierte umgekehrte Fragestellung her. Beim inversen

Problem fragt man nach einer Formel (Chirp-Gesetz), welche die Schichtdicken für einen

beliebig gewünschten GDD bestimmt. Wir leiten eine einfache geschlossene Lösung ab.

bei der der gewünschte GDD als eine Eingabefunktion fungiert und das Chirp-Gesetz als

Ausgabefunktion herauskommt. Dieses Chirp-Gesetz bestimmt die lokalen Bragg-Wel-

lenlängen im Spiegel. FJnter Verwendung der analytischen Formel für das Chirp-Gesetz

können wir eine DCM-Struktur mit einer beliebig vorgegebenen Dispersionscharakteris-

tik konstruieren. Dieses Design kann als ausgezeichnete Startstruktur für eine nachfol¬

gende Computeroptimierung \erwendet werden. Wir diskutieren die Grundzüge ver¬

schiedener Optimierungstechniken und motivieren unsere Wahl eines Standardgradien-

tenverfahrens für die Optimierung unserer DCM's.

Im letzten Teil dieser Arbeit diskutieren wir eine repräsentative Auswahl von verschiede¬

nen DCM-Designs. Diese Designs erhält man aus der Theorie nach geeigneter Compu¬

teroptimierung. Wir untersuchen dielektrische DCM's, die zum einen für den TkSaphir

Laseroszillator und zum anderen für optische parametrische Verstärker entworfen

wurden. Es wird gezeigt, daß hybride Dispersionskompensation, d. h., DCM's in

Kombination mit einem Prismenpaar, in Bezug auf die Randbedingungen, die einem
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DCM auferlegt werden, zu bevorzugen ist. Tatsächlich werden heutzutage die kürzesten

Pulse direkt aus einem Oszillator mit solch einer Hybridlösung erzeugt. Abschließend

präsentieren wir den ersten Schritt in Richtung eines sättigbaren Halbleitcrspiegels, der

gleichzeitig die Dispersion breitbandig kompensiert. Die Anwendung der DCM-Methode

auf Halbleitermaterialien ergibt einen doppelt-gechirpten Halbleiterspiegel. Die erfolg¬

reiche Verwendung dieses Bauteils in einem Nd:Glas Laser wird demonstriert, und die

mögliche Integration von absorbierenden Quantenfilmen diskutiert.



Chapter 1

Introduction and Motivation

With the demonstration of a laser by Maiman in I960 [11, generating short laser pulses
became an immediate goal and spawned an entire field of research. Short laser pulses are

very attractive for two reasons: The concentration of a large amount of energy within a

short time interval and the broadband coherent pulse spectrum. These two properties are

connected via a time/frequency uncertainty relationship (time-bandwidth product). Thus,

a shorter pulse width corresponds to a broader spectrum. The short pulse duration

allows the time-resolved studies of fast processes, occurring on a time scale of the pulse
width. A decreasing pulse width is desirable for the investigation of new phenomena on

shorter time scales. Applications, e. g., "optical coherence tomography" (OCT) or "co¬

herent control", benefit from the broad coherent pulse spectrum.

Tksapphire (TkA^C^) is an excellent ultrabroadband solid-state laser material. Since its

introduction by Moulton [2, 3], the generation of ultrashort pulses from this laser

advances in rapid steps. It became evident that the main limitation to ultrashort pulse

generation is given by higher-order dispersion. Dispersion is introduced by the laser

crystal and all optical elements of the laser set-up. Standard dielectric quarter-wave

Bragg mirrors are inappropriate for the generation of sub-10-fs pulses. The reason is the

restricted high-reflectance (HR) bandwidth and the strong higher-order dispersion near

the edges of the FIR range. Metal mirrors do not suffer from any bandwidth limitation.

However, they introduce large losses into the laser. Indeed, the first sub-10-fs pulses

directly from an oscillator were obtained by using silver mirrors instead of dielectric

mirrors and by using a prism pair for dispersion compensation [4]. This laser was

operated at a center wavelength, where the prism pair simultaneously provides sccond-

and third-order dispersion compensation. However, considerable residual higher-order
contributions prevented the laser from producing pulses shorter than ~8.5fs.

Therefore, for the generation of even shorter pulses, advanced methods for dispersion

compensation are necessary.

The invention of chirped mirrors by Szipöcs et al. set a new milestone in ultrashort pulse

generation [5, 6]. The dispersive properties of a chirped mirror are designed such that the
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dispersion of other elements in the laser cavity is compensated for. The basic idea behind

a chirped mirror is relatively simple: Layers with increasing thicknesses (e. g., quarter-

wave layers with a gradually increasing local Bragg wavelength) are stacked such that

longer wavelengths penetrate deeper into the mirror structure, producing a negative group

delay dispersion (GDD)2. Due to the chirp of the Bragg wavelength, the HR bandwidth

is broader compared to standard dielectric quarter-wave mirrors. Both features together

allow a more efficient compensation of higher-order dispersion over a broader spectral

range. In [7], 7.5-fs pulses were demonstrated with a prismless ring oscillator by using

only chirped mirrors, which provided dispersion compensation over a bandwidth of

180 nra (710-890 nm).

FJp to the present, a further reduction of the pulse width with this kind of chirped mirror

is prevented because of strong oscillations in the dispersion properties. This means that

the designed group delay and GDD oscillate around their desired smooth target functions.

Unfortunately, the amplitude of the oscillations dramatically increase with an increasing

bandwidth. Szipöcs and others obtain their mirror designs mainly by computer optimiza¬

tion. Therefore, they cannot give an analytical explanation for the undesired oscillations.

In addition, due to the lack of analytical insight it was even not clear whether the

oscillations could be prevented.

On the foundation of an accurate theory, we will show that these oscillations are caused

by an impedance mismatch in the front part of the mirror. This mismatch of the

characteristic impedance effectively causes an Gires-Tournois interferometer (GTT).

Slight reflections in the front section interfere with strong reflections from the back,

leading to oscillations well known for a GTI. As a powerful solution for the matching

problem, we introduce the concept of double-chirped mirrors (DCM's). A DCM consists

of a theoretically derived dispersion-compensating mirror structure with an antireflection

(AR) coating on top of it. It will turn out that residual oscillations in the dispersion

properties are mainly caused by the imperfection of the AR coating. As a consequence,

we will find a trade-off between the dispersion-compensation bandwidth and the

amplitude of the GDD oscillation.

Nevertheless, based on the DCM approach and using simple numerical refinement tech¬

niques, we achieve essential improvements in the mirror design. In combination with a

" The whole principle can he also insetted by decreasing the layer thicknesses, which results in chirped
mirrors with a positive GDD, Ho\\e\er. foi most applications the GDD of the chirped mirrors should

be negative m order to compensate for the positive material dispeision.
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high-precision state-of-the-art ion-beam sputtering fabrication process [8], this results in

chirped mirror structures with superior performance compared to standard chirped mirror

designs. Using DCM's the shortest pulses ever obtained directly from a laser oscillator

have been generated [9-11]. In [10J and [11]. the pulse duration corresponds to

approximately two optical cycles ( z ~ 5.5 fs ). Another application is the demonstration

of ultrashort laser pulses (r ~ 30 fs), which are tuned over a bandwidth of 300 nm

(700-1000 nm) without changing the cavity mirrors [12|. Chirped mirrors are not only

beneficial for intracavity application in Ti:sapphire lasers. They can be also implemented

in low-gain lasers like Cr:LiSGaF [13], in external pulse compressor schemes [14, 15],

and in optical parametric oscillators (OPO's) and amplifiers (OPA's) [16, 17].

The following chapters of this thesis deal with the theory and design of chirped and

double-chirped mirrors. It is structured in the following way: In Chapter 2. we derive

an exact coupled-mode analysis for multilayer interference coatings with arbitrarily strong

index modulations. The exact coupled-mode equations lay the basis for the theory of

chirped and double-chirped mirrors, as derived in Chapter 3. In the first part of Chap¬

ter 3, we investigate the impedance-matching problem occurring in the chirped mirror

design. As a solution for this problem, we introduce the DCM design technique. Then

we ask for a formula (chirp law), that determines the local Bragg wavelengths for an

arbitrarily desired GDD. For given layer materials, this allows the calculation of the

thicknesses of the high- and low-index layers. Generally, the treatment of this kind of

inverse problem is very difficult. However, it is shown that an approximate universal

closed-form solution for the chirp law can be derived. In the last part of Chapter 3, we

concentrate on some practical aspects of the chirped mirror design. In particular, we

discuss the refinement of a theoretical DCM structure with a computer optimization

algorithm. Subsequently, the sensitivity of a final DCM design on deposition errors is

investigated. Finally, practical methods for the reduction of residual oscillations in the

GDD are considered. In Chapter 4. a variety of different DCM designs is discussed. We

compare broadband with ultrabroadband DCM's, which will clearly illustrate the trade¬

off between bandwidth and GDD oscillations. Additionally, the first DCM design for an

OPA is presented. Finally, we show results for a DCM structure, realized in semi¬

conductor technology. This double-chirped semiconductor mirror (DCSM) has been

successfully implemented in a Nd:glass laser. Without any additional dispersion-com¬

pensating element, this device allows the generation of clean transform-limited soliton

pulses with a pulse duration of 200 fs. Chapter 5 summarizes the results of this thesis

and gives a short outlook.
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xact Coupled-Mode Theories
for Multilayer Interference

Coatings

Coupled-mode analysis is widely used in the field of integrated optoelectronics for the

description of two coupled waves traveling in the same direction (co-directional coupling)
or in the opposite direction (contra-directional coupling) [18]. Indeed, it is the method of

choice for weakly index-modulated systems like waveguides in general [19, 20],

(chirped) fiber gratings [21], and distributed feedback (DFB) lasers [22]. For such

systems the coupled-mode approach represents an excellent approximation to the exact

problem. Additionally, a lot of powerful analytical design tools based on the coupled-
mode equations have been developed. They allow the design of various types of

structures and the fast calculation of their spectral response characteristics.

On the other hand, for the design of optical filters and mirrors, which are composed of

discrete layers with large differences in the refractive indices (e. g., dielectric multilayer

coatings), the coupled-mode approach is hardly considered. Its applicability seems to be

questionable because the assumption of a small Pertubation is violated in the case of large
index discontinuities. In fact, for such systems the index difference is of the same order

of magnitude as the average and effective refractive index, respectively. Therefore, the

coupled-mode approach is ignored in almost all textbooks about optical interference

coatings (see, for example [23-25]). Nevertheless, using standard coupled-mode

analysis, one still observes a surprisingly good agreement with exact calculations for

broadband quarter-wave Bragg mirrors, which consist of layer pairs with a large
refractive-index difference [26]. Motivated by this finding, we show in this chapter that

coupled-mode theory for the description of a multilayer Bragg mirror is indeed exact for

arbitrarily large refractive-index differences if redefined coupling and detuning
coefficients are used [27]. This explains the good agreement of standard coupled-mode

theory and exact analysis for the quarter-wave Bragg mirrors with large index

discontinuities as mentioned abo\e.
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In Section 2.1, we review the standard coupled-mode theory for a periodic Bragg

structure and derive its transfer matrix. Our starting-point are the coupled-mode equa¬

tions for the right- and leftward traveling parts of the electromagnetic wave. An heuristic

derivation of this differential equation system is given in Appendix A for the most

simplified case of a small, periodic scalar perturbation, which is caused by the

modulation of the refractive index profile. A rigorous derivation can be found in many

textbooks (see, e. g.. [18, 28]). Such general derivations also include the case of three-

dimensional anisotropic pertubations described by a dielectric tensor. More details can be

found in Appendix A. The exact transfer matrix is given in Section 2.2. Its structural

equivalence to the transfer matrix of coupled-mode theory, as derived in Section 2.1, is

shown. Both transfer matrices are absolutely equivalent over the whole wavelength range

if the coupling and detuning coefficients are properly chosen, as we derive in Section

2.3. In contrast to the standard coefficients, these redefined quantities exhibit a

complicated wavelength dependence. However, with the redefined quantities coupled-
mode analysis is exact and not limited to small index differences. In Section 2.4, we

discuss the results of the exact coupled-mode theory by investigation of two examples, a

quarter-wave Bragg mirror and a mirror with layers, which are far from quarter-wave

layers. Additionally, we compare the exact results with various approximations that are

normally used in the literature. The results of this chapter are summarized in Section 2.5

and conclusions for arbitrary grating structures are given.

2.1 Standard Coupled-Mode Theory for

Periodic Bragg Gratings

We consider a Bragg grating which consists of a series of homogeneous layer pairs with

refractive indices nh and //,. The period of the resulting index profile, shown in

Fig. 2.1, is given by A = dh +d,, where dh ,
is the physical thickness of the high- and

low-index layer, respectively. One has to note that due to the symmetric definition of the

unit cell, the low-index layer is split up into two parts of length <•/, 12 (sec Fig. 2.1).

The effective refractive index nclt of the medium is determined by

».tr\ = /?,//„+«,</, =</,„,, (2.1)

where d is the optical thickness of one period of the structure. For all theoretical
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Fig. 2.1: Rectangular-shaped index profile ofa Bragg grating consisting of a series of
alternate discrete high- and low-index layers with indices nh and n,, respec¬

tively. Three symmetrical periods oj the layered structure are shown.

derivations based on the coupled-mode approach, we assume in this work that the

medium is free of absorption. As a consequence, the refractive index is a real quantity.

This approximation is justified for dielectric materials and semiconductors below the

band edge, because for these cases the extinction coefficient3 is many orders of

magnitudes smaller than the real part of the refractive index.

Theright-andleftwardtravcling waves are described by Äfz) and B(z). These functions

are normalized such that their absolute square is proportional to the energy flux in the

corresponding direction. Hence, the condition of energy conservation can be written as

-B(: = const., \/z. (2.2)

If the refractive-index difference is small, it is well known that the dynamics of the right-

and leftward wave can be approximately described by the coupled-mode equations (see,

e. g., [18, 28, 29] or Appendix A)

1
In the theory of thin-film optical coatings, absotption and scattering losses are described by a complex

refractive index h = /; — ic,. Usual!}, the real part n is called "lelraetne index" and the imaginary part

Ç is called '"extinction coefficient". Note that the negative sign m this deünitton is due to the sign

convention we make for the light- and lclt-tia\eling waves, as gnen in Appendix A.
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Here, </>B(z) = Kz is the Bragg phase, where K = In IA denotes the wavenumber of the

periodic index profile. The effective wavenumber of the layered medium is ß = knm-,

with k = 27ilX representing the vacuum wavenumber, where X is the vacuum

wavelength. The quantity k is the coupling coefficient, which is determined by the first

Fourier coefficient of the periodic Pertubation in standard coupled-mode theory [18, 28,

29J.

Equation (2.3) is a first-order differential equation system with a non-constant coefficient

matrix. In order to solve these coupled differential equations it is convenient to introduce

slowly varying field amplitudes with respect to the Bragg phase <j>n. This transformation

leads us to a new set of coupled-mode equations, however, with a constant coefficient

matrix. The new system can easily be solved by standard mathematical methods. Hence,

we define

A{m) = Ä(m)e"ir> 2=/4(/h)c'.

B(m) = B{m)c~6«'- = B(m)z'm",

(2.4)

(2.5)

where we have introduced the dimensionless variable m = z I A. For a periodic Bragg

structure, A is constant and the transformation simply represents a linear normalization

of an index step to unit thickness, i. e., 8m = 1. The variable /// is a continuous variable

like z. Furthermore, (-/;/) also directly counts the number of index steps, whenever it

is a natural number. This interpretation is valid, if the mirror is placed on the negative

side of the z-axis, i. e., r < 0, where c = 0 defines the beginning of the mirror (see

Fig. 2.1). Here, we discuss this transformation in detail. In Chapter 3. we investigate

nonuniform (aperiodic) Bragg gratings and follow exactly the same way. However, for

the case of nonuniform structures A(z) depends on the spatial variable z because of the

chirp of the Bragg period, and the nonlinear transformation is not trivial. Using the

transformations (2.4) and (2.5). we obtain

dm

A{m^

B(m

(-8 -K\ A(m)}
B(m)l

(2.6)

In (2.6) k and 8 denote the dimcnsionless coupling and detuning coefficients,

respectively, as derived in Appendix A. Both coefficients are independent of the spatial
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variable m, as mentioned above. The detuning coefficient 8, which describes the phase

mismatch between the effective wavenumber and the half wavenumber of the index

profile, is given by

8 = d\ = ßl\-K. (2.7)

The phase-matching condition 8 = 0 for Bragg resonance defines the Bragg wavenumber

where the strongest Bragg reflection occurs, according to

2/r K K Tl

K »elf A >V/h+/W/, <pt
(2.8)

with the Bragg wavelength XB = 2 • (nhdh + /;,</, ) = 2 • d
.
If we choose the period of the

index profile symmetrically, as shown in Fig. 2.2. the coupling coefficient is a real

negative number. Otherwise it includes an additional complex phase factor [18, 28]. For

the rectangular-shaped index-profile considered here, we obtain (see Appendix A)

~.
2Ann A

. ( cl
K = kA = —sin Jt-^ |< 0,

".,„ X V A
(2.9)

where n — [nh + n, j / 2 is the average refractive index and An = nh n{ the refractive-

index difference. If we evaluate (2.9) at the Bragg wavelength, this coupling coefficient

AH)

B[-e)

su Sd

A(-C+A)

B{-C+A)

M(-(,-(+A)

Fig. 2.2: The total transfer malm for one period is written as the product of five
matrices for this- symmetric aldefinition of the unit cell. It involves three pro¬
pagation steps andtw o jump steps (see Appendix B).
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simplifies to

2Ann
. ( cL

K = 7;—sin K-

A)
(2.10)

Very often the coupling coefficient (2.10) is further simplified for small index differences

( An I nctt « 1 ) and layers, which are near quarter-wave layers, i. e., nhdh^n]dl

~ XB I 4. Then it follows that nell ~ n and sin(/ïï/h / A) = 1. With these approximations

the coupling coefficient is given by [29]

K = -2r = --—- = const.

n

(2.11)

with the Fresnel reflectivity

An

in m + 7/,

(2.12)

The quantity 7- describes the amplitude reflectivity of an index discontinuity (see also

Appendix B). One has to note that (2.11) is independent of wavelength and layer

thicknesses.

Solution of the coupled-mode equations (2.3) between the positions z = ~f? and z = 0

results in the transfer matrix of the Bragg grating [18. 26]. This solution is obtained by

solving (2.6) and by backtranslbrmation to the original field amplitudes according to

(2.4) and (2.5). Finally, one finds

{B(-t)j
= M(-/'.0)

'A(o)

ß(0)J
(2.13)

with the transfer matrix

MH,0) = (-!)'
co4i(yN) + i — <mh()N)

v

~i — sinh^/V)

/'—sinh(A/?V)
7

cosh(}A7) - /—sinh(yV)
(2.14)
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Here, i? = A/A is the length of the medium expressed by the number of index steps N,

and y = v tt2 - S2 is the propagation constant in the medium. One has to note that this

propagation constant becomes purely imaginary outside the stop band, i. e., for \k\ < \8\.

For a wave incident from the right, the amplitude reflectivity 7^, of the periodic structure

is then given by

r,l=M = -!!hl, (2.15)
B(0) mu

where mn are the matrix elements of the corresponding transfer matrix, given in this case

by (2.14).

2.2 Exact Transfer Matrix of a Bragg Grating for

Arbitrarily Large Index Differences

In this section, we derive a compact expression for the exact transfer matrix of a Bragg

grating. The transfer matrix of one Bragg period, as shown in Fig. 2.2, can be obtained

by the transfer matrix method (see, for example. [23-25], For the design of thin-film

optical interference coatings the analytical description by characteristic matrices is more

commonly used. The characteristic matrix of a layer combines the electric and magnetic

fields, respectively, at the beginning and the end of the layer. However, we prefer the

description by transfer matrices, which combine the right- and leftward traveling parts of

the electric field. The reason is that the coupled-mode equations directly lead to the

transfer matrix of the system, as has been shown in the preceding section. Thus, a

comparison of the exact transfer matrix with the transfer matrix from coupled-mode

theory is possible.

For the sake of completeness, the transfer matrix of one Bragg period is derived in

Appendix B. The result is

M(-i,~( + A) =

fF G \

G F
(2.16)

with
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F = —L^-rV^), (2.17)
1 - 7

G-^sin^). (2.18)

(> = &+<&,. (2.19)

Ao = ph - 0, (2.20)

0h=A7^h. (2.21)

0, =7v'771(/!, (2.22)

where F and G denote the complex conjugate quantities. As can be seen, <phn

describes the optical phase shift in the high/low-index layer. The total optical phase shift

over one index step is given by (p, and Ati is the difference in the optical phase shifts

between the high- and low-index layer. Note that the particular structure of matrix (2.16)

combined with the unimodularity

detM(-c\.-(? + A) = |/f - |G|: = 1 (2.23)

is a consequence of the losslessness (energy conservation) and the time-reversal

invariance of the structure, as is shown in Appendix C.

Since the total grating is a sequence of N unit ceils with transfer matrix (2.16), the

transfer matrix of the periodic structure is given as the /Vth power of this matrix, i. e.,

M(-c,0) = MN(-('.--f+ A). To calculate this expression in a simple way, one needs to

know the eigenvalues of matrix (2.16) that determine the behavior of the field ampli¬

tudes. The two eigenvalues are

A1; = FR^"-T (2.24)

with the real part

FK=ft{F} = -K{œs(<»-r-cos{Aç)) (2.25)
1-7

and imaginary part

F. = 3{ F\ = —L^(sin(p) + r1 sin(Ao)) (2.26)
1-7
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of F, where we have used the identity

JpflK = J^ZeJ, r2.27)

which follows from (2.23). As can be directly seen from (2.24). the qualitative behavior

of A, 2 strongly depends on whether |FRj > 1 or |FR| < I. In [27] we have shown that an

absolute equivalence between the exact and the coupled-mode transfer matrix can be

obtained, if for Xt the negative sign in (2.24) is conseciuently chosen. However, this

effectively results in complex exact coupling and detuning coefficients, whenever FR

takes a value greater than +1 [27]. In order to avoid complex values for these quantities,

we choose

A,=FR+sign(FR)^FR2-l, (2.28)

A, = FR - sign(FR ) JfT~[ (2.29)

in this work. The consequences of this particular choice will be discussed below.

Because of the unimodularity and time-reversal invariance of the transfer matrix, its

eigenvalues (2.28) and (2.29) fulfill the conditions

A,-A2 = l and A,+A, elR. (2.30)

Thus, only two cases are possible:

1) A,, A,eR« \FR\>1:
The eigenvalues are real and can be written as

A,=sign(FR)-e\ A2 = sign(FR)-e '! ijeRj. (2.31)

The field in the grating then exponentially increases or decreases, respectively.

These wavelengthranges correspond to the stop bands of the Bragg grating.

2) A„ X2e(C <=> \FR\<\:
The eigenvalues are complex and can be written as

A,=sign(F7)-e'". A, = sign(FR)-e"" i] e R+ . (2.32)

The field shows an oscillatory behaxior. These wa\elength ranges correspond to

the pass bands of the Bragg grating.
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for Xi:

Im{X}

Fig. 2.3: Loci of the roots A, cmd A,, 7>? f/V complex X-plane. Each arrow represents
one of the four ranges of FR. In this ligure, the FR-axis corresponds to the

eigenvalue A,. Note that A, is the reciprocal of A,.

To avoid ambiguities, we cover both cases bv

A, = sign(FR)-e'!, (2.33)

where i] e C is piecewise defined as

WIfJ + JFr2-1);

; • arctan

1 - F
•

F !

v Fr I y

/•; >

*R<1

(2.34)

Here, we remark that the first case for FR <-l describes the usual stop band regime
around the Bragg wavelength AR. The case FR > +1 also describes a stop band.

However, this can only occur if Ad ^ 0. Otherw ise the condition FR > +1 cannot be sat¬

isfied according(2.25). The appearance of this additional stop band will be discussed

in detailin Section 2.4.2. where the standard coupled-mode theory is compared with the

exact coupled-mode theory for the case of an example for which the layers are not

quarter-wave layers. As an illustration, Fig. 2.3 shows the loci ofthe roots A, and A, in

the A-plane in dependence on FR.

With A, and r/ as defined in (2.33) and (2.34). respectively, we obtain
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cosh(rç) = sign(FR)-FR,

sinh(rç) = ^FR2 - L

(2.35)

(2.36)

and the transfer matrix of a unit cell (2.16) can be written as

M(-£,-? + A) = sign(FR)x

,sisn(F )• F

cosh(/)) + /
&

AfLL-
'

sinh(/7)
V fi - '

-^4^===—sinh(/7)

sign FkG .

-sin

x^-'
h(/7)

cosh(7|) -/— rx2kk^smh(?7)
/V-l

. (2.37)

J

It can be proven by induction that the Mh power of this unimodular matrix is given by

m(-^,o) = m,v\-e,-ê+a)

= (sign(FR)l x

cosh(i]N) + i-
,
sign) F ) F

F; -1
sinhfrjN)

sign(^)-G

FR-1
smn(UN)

sign(F ) G

'F2-l
sinh(/]A)

cosh(r/A) - i^iàLiisinh(/7A)
F;-\

. (2.38)

As is shown in Appendix C. all matrices of the form (2.16) with detM = 1 generate a

matrix subgroup of the special linear group 51(2. C ). For this reason, the coupled-mode

matrix in (2.14) is also an element of this subgroup. The transfer matrix of the unit cell

(2.37) is of the same form as the transfer matrix of the coupled-mode theory (2.14) for

N=l. Hence. (2.37) is an element of the same subgroup of 5F(2, C). The transfer

matrix of the coupled-mode theory obviously obeys a power law of the form (2.38).

Therefore, the exact transfer matrix(2.38) also must obey this power law. It is a special

case of the generally valid power law for an arbitrary unimodular matrix, as given in [30]

and proven in [31].
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2.3 Exact Coupled-Mode Theory

Comparison of the two transfer matrices (2.14) and (2.38) shows that they are structur¬

ally equivalent and even equal (except for an factor signv(-FR), if the corresponding

coefficients and arguments of the hyperbolic functions are matched. Thus, we identify

the coupling and detuning coefficients of the coupled-mode equations, which give the

correct transfer matrix of the Bragg grating, as

K" = Fa-sign(FR)-G

= a-sign(FR)^-Tsin(oh). (2.39)

<5 = a-sign(FR)'Fj

= a • sign(FR)-—-(sin(o) + /'2 sin(A0)). (2.40)

Here, the factor a has to be chosen such that the propagation constants of the exact

transfer matrix and the equivalent coupled-mode matrix agree, i. e..

t

y = 4k2-82 =a-Y/F,2-l =77. (2.41)

From (2.41) with (2.36) we can obtain an explicit expression for a

a = —l—t (2.42)
sinh(?7)

where ?7 is determined according to (2.34).

With the definitions gixen here. a. K. and 8 are real quantities for all possible values of

FR; but they are discontinuous when FR changes from negative to positive values and

vice versa. In addition, for the case FR > 0. the transfer matrix of the coupled-mode

theory with the redefined values (2.39) and (2.40) differs by an overall factor (-i)N
from the correct transfer matrix. However, this factor is irrelevant for the computation of

the amplitude reflectivity rM, because it vanishes if the ratio of two elements of the

transfer matrix is built according to (2.15). Therefore, in the following we can neglect

this. Our conclusion is that the coupled-mode equations exactly describe a Bragg grating

for arbitrary refractive-index differences, if the exact coupling coefficient (2.39) and the

exact detuning coefficient (2.40) arc used instead of the standard values presented in
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Section 2.1. Here, we mention that it is easy to obtain the exact coefficients for the case

of an refractive-index profile, which is mirrored at the average refractive index n, i. e.,

the role of the high- and loxv-index layer is exchanged (see Fig. 2.1). Then the results

(2.39) and (2.40) are still valid if the substitutions nh <H> 7;, and dh <-> d{ take place. As

a consequence, the sign of the Fresnel reflectivity changes, i. e.. r —> -r, which results

in a change of the sign of the coupling coefficient. Additionally, the phases (phn are

exchanged, i. e., (f)h <-> (pv which leads to a change of the sign in the phase difference,

i. e., A(p ~-> -A(p, The quantities a and FR remain unchanged by these substitutions.

The exact coefficients can be considered in two different ways. For given refractive

indices and layer thicknesses, these coefficients are functions of wavenumber k. Flence,

if we analyze the spectral response of a given mirror structure, it is reasonable to discuss

(2.39) and (2.40) with respect to the wavenumber. In the next section, we discuss two

examples in this way. On the other hand, for the synthesis of a mirror with a desired

spectral response characteristic, it is useful to consider the exact coefficients as functions

of two independent phase variables, e. g., à and Ac). Both variables can be engineered

independently by the right choice of the thickness of the high- and low-index layer. In

this case the wavenumber should be only considered as a given design parameter. In

Chapter 3, where we discuss the synthesis problem of a DCM, we take this viewpoint

for the coefficients (2.39) and (2.40).

2.4 Comparison Between Exact and Approxi¬
mate Coupled-Mode Theories

In this section, we discuss results of the exact coupled-mode theory (obtained with

(2.39) and (2.40)) on a "global" wavenumber scale. Additionally, we compare the exact

results with standard coupled-mode theories on a "local" wavenumber scale around the

fundamental Bragg wavenumber. Four different cases are computed:

(T) exact calculation, using the coupling coefficient (2.39) and detuning coefficient

(2.40);

(II) approximation, using the standard coupling coefficient (2.9) and detuning

coefficient (2.7);

(III) approximation, using the simplified coupling coefficient (2.10) and detuning

coefficient (2.7);
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(IV) approximation, using a linear expansion of the redefined coupling and detuning

coefficients with respect to wavenumber around the Bragg wavenumber, as

presented in Appendix D.

Our comparison is made for a mirror xvhich consists of five periods of layers with a

Bragg wavelength at 800 nm. We choose (he refractive indices 77, = 1.5 and ;;h =2.5

(i. e., r = 0.25), which are close to refractive indices of Si02 and TiOj, compounds

used for standard laser mirrors.

2.4.1 Quarter-Wave Bragg Mirror

First, we want to discuss the case of a quarter-waxe Bragg mirror, i.e., A0 = O

(77,//h =/;,<:/, =200 nm). Figure 2.4 shows the numerical results for the amplitude

reflectivity rM = VFe"'5'. In Fig. 2.4 (a), we show its absolute square R and in Fig. 2.4

(b) its phase (fY as a function of wavenumber normalized to the Bragg wavenumber

£B=7F/(77ctfA).

The spectral response characteristics can be explained in the picture of interfering

electromagnetic waves and in the coupled-mode picture. Of course, both pictures are

equivalent. Arguing xvith interfering waves, one finds that in the case of A(p = 0 the

condition for a maximum reflectance is k I /cB = 2// - I, and for a vanishing reflectance is

k I kB -2pi, for all natural numbers f.i. This can be explained by the fact that for the

former case all waves reflected at any refractive-index step are in phase at position z - 0,

and therefore, show maximum constructive interference. In the latter case it is the other

xvay around, and the interference is totally destructive.

In the coupled-mode picture, the interpretation is as follows; The location of possible

stop bands is. where the condition for Bragg resonance is fulfilled, i. e., where the exact

detuning coefficient vanishes. As Fig, 2.4 (d) shows, this happens for normalized

wavenumbers k I kB=v, v g N
.
However. Fig. 2.4 (c) shows that if v = 2p, /leN,

is an even number, the exact coupling coefficient vanishes and hence, the reflectance is

zero. Figure 2.4 (f) demonstrates that stop bands only exist around wavenumbers

defined by kIkn -2p-1,/ieN, because these are the wavenumber ranges, where

FR <-l. The case FR > 1 does not exist for Ap = 0, as has been discussed in Sec¬

tion 2.2. Figure 2.4 (c) shows, that the absolute value of the coupling coefficient, \k\,
has a large and almost constant value in the stop band regimes. This results in strong

reflectances for these wavenumbers. As is illustrated in Fig. 2.4 (e), the factor a, de¬

fined in (2.42), takes a value of ~l around waxenumbers with vanishing detuning.

Considerable deviations only occur near the locations, where the sign of the coupling
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(a) Wavelength, nm
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Fig. 2.5: Conipaiison of the exact coupled-mode theon with approximate coupled-
mode theoiies aiound the fundamental slop band at XB = 800 nm for the

same qucutei-wene Biuqq inn)oi as described in Fig 2 4 The comparison
is made foi (a) i oflee tance, (b) phase, (c) coupling coefficient, and (d) de-

tuninq coefficient foi the four diffei eut c ases as defined m the text
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and detuning coefficients abruptly changes, which happens at the zeros of FR.

Figure 2.5 shows a comparison around the fundamental stop band for the four different

cases described above. The reflectances of the cases (III) and (IV) agree surprisingly

well with the exact result (I) over the whole wavelength range shown. In contrast, the

standard coefficients used in case (II). lead to considerable deviations. The same is true

for the phase. This behavior can be explained by Fig. 2.5 (c) and (d), where the cou¬

pling and detuning coefficients used in the four cases are compared. For a quarter-wave

stack, the exact coupling coefficient depends to lowest order only quadratic on the

wavenumber around kB (see Appendix D). Therefore, a constant coupling coefficient

results in a better approximate description of the Bragg mirror than the value (2.9)

derived from the Fourier expansion of the squared index profile. Obviously, the linear

dependence of the coupling coefficient (2.9) on wavenumber leads to a shift of the stop

band to higher wavenumbers. This destroys the symmetry relative to the Bragg wave-

number. Thus, the range to the right of kB is overemphasized by the larger absolute

value of the coupling coefficient in this range. Figure 2.5 (d) shows that the discussion

of the quality of various approximations essentially can be reduced to a discussion of the

coupling coefficient, because all detuning coefficients show approximately the same

linear behavior over the xxhole range depicted.

One has to note that the approximations (II)-(IV) become arbitrarily wrong in the regime

when the next stop band of the exact computation arises ( k I kß = 3). The reason is that

all approximations to the exact expressions are expansions around the Bragg wavenum¬

ber and therefore, only the stop band around this wavenumber exists. The greater the

deviation from the Bragg wavenumber, the greater the phase mismatch gix^en by the

detuning coefficient 8. This is responsible for the decay of the envelope of the reflec¬

tance R to zero instead of the periodic revival of the exactly calculated reflectance.

2.4.2 Bragg Mirror with Layers Far from Quarter-Wave

Layers

The situation becomes more complex for the case of index steps consisting of two materi¬

als with unequal optical thicknesses, i. e.. Ad^O. Figure 2.6 shows the results for

nhdh = 100 nm and 77,d, = 300 nm ( AoB = A0[kB) = -n I 2 ). In the same xvay as dis¬

cussed in the preceding subsection, the location of possible stop bands is at the zeros of

the exact detuning coefficient. It is noteworthy that for Ao ^ 0 the detuning is zero for

wavenumbers lying slightly below the wavenumbers defined by vkB, vsN .
How¬

ever, on the global wavenumber scale of Fig. 2.6 this shift is not visible (but see
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Fig. 2.7: Comparison of the exact coupled-mode theoix with appi oxinieite coupled-
mode theoiies aiound the fundamental stop band at ?^R = 800 nm foi the

same Biagu, iiiinoi as in F/e 2 6, which is composed of laxeis fai awav

fiom cfuaitei-wcne laxeis The compeliiscvi is made foi (a) leflectance,
(b)phase, (c) coupling coefficient and (d) detuning coefficient foi the foui
diffeient c ases as defined m die text
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Fig. 2.7 (d)!). Figure 2.6 (c) shows that if the normalized wavenumber is a multiple of

4, i. e., v = 4pi, //e IN
,

the exact coupling coefficient vanishes and hence, the

rcflectanceis zero. In this case the amplitudes interfere totally destructive. Now, two

different types of stop bands exist, as is demonstrated by Fig. 2.4 (f). The first type

covers a range around wavenumbers defined byk I kB = 2/i - k fi e IN
,
where FR < -1.

The second type is centered at wavenumbers defined by k I kB =4/t-2,/telN, where

FR > +1. The stop bands of the latter are broader and show a greater peak reflectance

compared to the stop bands of the first type (see Fig. 2.5 (a)). This behavior is ex¬

plained by the larger absolute value of the exact coupling coefficient, as follows from

Fig. 2.6 (c). Due to the deviation from quarter-wave layers. \k\ is reduced for xvave-

numbers around (2fi~\)-kB in comparison to the case A(p = 0 (compare Fig. 2.4 (c)

with 2.6 (c)). This also reduces the width and peak reflectance of the corresponding

stop bands (compareFig. 2.4 (a) with 2.6 (a)). Comparing Fig. 2.4 (e) with Fig. 2.6 (e)

we find that the behavior of the factor a is similar for both examples.

In the picture of interfering waves, the observed behavior is explained as follows:

Starting from a quarter-wave Bragg mirror, the amplitudes interference is totally

constructive for k / kB=2iu-i and totally destructive for kfkB=2ti (see preceding

subsection). If the layer thicknesses are changed by keeping the Bragg wavenumber

fixed such that the phase difference |A0B| increases from its value at a quarter-wave stack

( A<pB = 0), a partially destructive (constructive) interference occurs for k I kB = 2fi - 1

(kIkB = 2/i). Thus, the reflectance decreases (increases) in the corresponding stop

bands. This phenomenon is amplified until \Aqb\ reaches the value 711 2, where the in¬

terference at k I kB = 2ß is totally constructive and the reflectance reaches its maximum

value. Figure 2.6 shows the results for Acl)B = -n 'I 2 and therefore, depicts this extreme

case.

In Fig. 2.7, the four different cases described aboxe are compared around the funda¬

mental stop band in a similarway as in Fig. 2.5. Again the worst approximation is given

for the case (II). the standard coupled-mode theorx. As for the quarter-wave stack, the

stop band is shifted and the quality of approximation (II) is similar for both cases.

Again, case (III) leads to a very accurate agreement, at least in the stop band regime.

However, the accuracy is not as good as for the case of a quarter-wave stack. The best

approximation is the redefined coupled-mode theory with a linear approximation of the

coupling and detuning coefficients, case (IV). The different quality of the approxi¬

mations follows again from the behavior of the coupling and detuning coefficients. If

the optical thicknesses of the layers are not equal ( A0B •£ 0). the exact coupling coeffi¬

cient also has a linear term (see Appendix D). Then both, the first Fourier coefficient

with the wrong slope lease (II)) and the constant coupling coefficient case (III), results
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in a considerable deviation from the exact result. Especially, the worse agreement of case

(III) in comparison to the quarter-wave case directly follows from the greater deviation of

the coupling coefficient, as the comparison between the Figs. 2.5 (c) and 2.7 (c) shows

clearly. Now, the deviation in the detuning coefficient is not negligible anymore.

2.5 Summary and Conclusions

We have studied a Bragg mirror with a rectangular-shaped index profile by coupled-

mode theory and transfer-matrix method. We haxe shown that the transfer matrices

derived with both methods are structurally equivalent. It is possible to attain an absolute

equivalence between both matrices by suitable definition of the coupling and detuning

coefficients. Thus, there is an exact coupled-mode theory for Bragg gratings with

arbitrary refractive-index differences.

The only prerequisite for the existence of an exact coupled-mode theoiy is that the

transfer matrix of a unit cell has the form stated in (2.16). This is the case for every

lossless and time-reversal invariant Bragg grating with an arbitrarily shaped index

profile, as proven in Appendix C. Thus, we can conclude that there always exists a set

of equivalent coupled-mode equations, which exactly describe a periodic Bragg structure.

Here, we derived the exact coupling and detuning coefficients for the special case of a

binary multilayer system. In this work onlx such types of mirrors are considered.

Additionally, it is the technically most important case with respect to optical coatings. In

principle, the exact coupled-mode analysis can be applied to any grating structure, if the

matrix elements F and G of the unit cell are known, according to (2.16). An example is

a multilayer structure consisting of more than two different layer materials.

Furthermore, the exact analysis is not limited to periodic Bragg structures. The exact

coefficients are derived for any number A' of periods. Therefore, they are also correct

for the special case of one period4. This allows us to use the exact coefficients for the

synthesis of nonuniform grating structures, where the coefficients take different values

for the individual index steps. In the next chapter, we derive design formulas for DCM's

In particular, the exact coupling eoelheient is not related anxmoie to the tust Founer coefficient of the

relative pcrmittiMtx. as it is the case in standaid coupled-mode thconcs isec Appendix A).
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on the basis of exact coupling and detuning coefficients, which are slowly varying

functions along the Bragg structure.



Chapter 3

Theory and Design of Double-

Chirped Mirrors

Ultrashort pulse generation has advanced to a level where the bandwidth of standard

Bragg mirrors, composed of Si02 and TiCF quarter-vxave layers, limits the pulse width.

The limitation is twofold, First, due to the limited difference in the refractive index of

both materials, nSl0^ -1.45 and nh0> =2.4, the FIR bandwidth of a standard quarter-

wave Bragg mirror at 800 nm is only about 200 nm. Second, the higher-order

dispersion produced by quarter-wave Bragg mirrors limits the useful bandwidth to about

100 nm for 10-fs pulses. Chirped mirrors [5] provide a powerful and compact tech¬

nique for dispersion compensation. Additionally, they exhibit a broader FIR range than

standard quarter-wave Bragg mirrors. A chirped mirror introduces a controlled negative

group delay dispersion (GDD) by varying the local Bragg period of the mirror along the

grating.

However, so far there was no satisfying theory for the correct description of the

dispersive properties of a chirped mirror. In particular, an analytical explanation of the

unwanted oscillations occurring in the group delay and GDD did not exist. Furthermore,

there were no analytical laxvs for the chirping of the layer thicknesses to produce mirrors

with a given dispersion characteristic. Therefore, the mirrors are often designed by time-

consuming numerical optimization. Standard design methods for optical interference

coatings are mostly focused on their reflection and transmission properties but not on the

phase properties of the coatings (see. e. g.. [23-25]). Only a few papers exist that

describe the phase properties of multilayer coatings by analytical means (see for example

[32]). Most of these results are only of a qualitative nature and give little analytical

insight into the design problem. Additionally, they do not answer important questions

such as: "Is it possible to design chirped mirrors with some arbitrarily chosen dispersion

characteristics?", or: "What is a good starting structure for a chirped mirror that can be

used for computer optimization, given the desired reflectance and GDD of the mirror?".

It is the goal of this chapter to give satisfying answers to these questions.
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The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.1, we give an introduction into the

basic ideas of dispersion compensation in lasers for the generation of ultrashort pulses.

First, we consider the broadening of a light pulse, which travels through a dispersive
medium. Subsequently, techniques for dispersion compensation are discussed. In

particular, we introduce the concept of chirped and double-chirped mirrors (DCM's) foi-

dispersion compensation. In Section 3.2 the theory of DCM's is derived in detail. Our

approach is based on the exact coupled-mode analysis derived in Chapter 2. In a first

step, we show that it is possible to reduce and eliminate the observed, disturbing
oscillations in the group delay by a sufficiently slow increase of the coupling coefficient

in the front section of the mirror. This leads to a matching of the impedance to the low-

or high-index material, in which the structure is embedded. The chirp of both

parameters, the Bragg wavelength and the coupling coefficient, results in the DCM

design technique. Then we investigate the inverse problem, i. e., we ask for a formula,

which determines the layer thicknesses for an arbitrary desired GDD. As we will see, we

are able to derive a universal chirp law within the approximation of the standard coupled-
mode theory. The chirp law allows determining excellent starting designs with

dispersion characteristics close to the desired ones from the very beginning. The severe

matching problem of the mirror structure to air using a broadband AR coating is

considered in Section 3.3. The refinement of the DCM with an optimization algorithm is

discussed in Section 3.4. Subsequently, the sensitivity of a final design is investigated

(Section 3.5). Finally, we discuss techniques for the partial cancellation of residual

oscillations in the group delay and GDD (Section 3.6).

3.1 Principle of Dispersion Compensation

3.1.1 Pulse Propagation in Dispersive Media

We consider the propagation of a rightward-traveling light pulse through a linear

dispersive medium of length Lm. The dispersive character of the medium is described by
a refractive index n(m). where co is the angular frequency. Furthermore, we assume

that the pulse is transform-limited, when it enters the medium. Each spectral component

experiences a phase shift

cp{to) = k((û)n(cù)Lm = cùn(to)LM I c (3.1)
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by passing through the linear medium. In (3.1) k = colc denotes the vacuum

wavenumber, where c is the light velocity in vacuum. Thus, the Fourier expansion of

the electric field after passing through the medium can be written as

At,z = L) = fJi(to,z = 0)= u e
i<o/-i/'(n)l

eko. (3.2)

where h(co,z = 0) is the Fourier transform of the electric field before the pulse enters the

medium. If the pulse spectrum is centered around a frequency û)0, the phase shift (p(to)
can be expanded in a series according to

<p(œ) = <p((O0) +^
6(0

<B=ffln

, ^
i a>

' doY
CO-co,

% + (p'((ù0) • A« + ]T — D, • (Acof (3.3)
;v:

Here, we have introduced the difference frequency Acù = co-coQ and the dispersion

coefficients

D„ =

a>
doY

i a>

ft)-(0„
dk'

: vgN\{F (3.4)
t--'

where ku is the center wavenumber corresponding to the center frequency oo0. The

physical meaning of the expansion coefficients becomes clear, if the expansion (3.3) is

substituted into the Fourier integral(3.2). The result is

E(t.z=L) = cna" ,r->-h(t.: = L)

= exp{/(ft)0r - (A,)} • J Ji(Acù.z = 0) x

exp< ? Acu(t- (p\co()))- I — /V(Aw
i =? v!

d(Acù). (3.5)

The first exponential function describes the fast oscillating carrier wave, which propa¬

gates with the phase velocity vvh((Ol)) = c/n(co0). Flie factor h(t.z = L) describes the

slowly varying pulse envelope. The center of the pulse propagates with the group
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velocity v^cùq), so that the time required for the pulse to reach the end of the medium is

given by

7eKWK) = 4
d{kn((o)]

d(0
(3.6)

The quantity T„(co0) is called the group delay at the carrier frequency. In (3.5) the sum

term in the exponent describes a frequency dependence of the group delay and, hence, is

responsible for dispersive pulse broadening [33. 34]. Dcrivating (3.3), we can write the

frequency dependent group delay as

s co rr v!
(3.7)

The dispersive behavior of the medium is determined by the change of the group delay
with angular frequency. Thus, the dispersion of the system is given by the derivative of

(3.7), which we write in the form

GDD(co) =^^ = IX + È-^A .2
• (M1'• (3.8)

The name group delay dispersion (GDD) directly follows from the interpretation given
above. Equation (3.8) shows that the dispersion at the carrier frequency is given by

GDD(co0) = D,. Obviously, the sum in (3.8) describes higher-order contributions to the

dispersion. Thus, the procedure of building derivatives can be continued by introducing

quantities termed third-order dispersion (TOD), fourth-order dispersion (FOD), etc.,

according to

TOD{co) = ^^ = D, + Y - Dv+- (Aco)v,
dak f^v!

FOD(co) = ^P- = A + X-7A
- » (Aw)1.

daf

(3.9)

(3.10)
\".
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Any medium with a frequency dependent refractive index n(co) produces material

dispersion, which causes broadening of a transform-limited pulse [33, 34]. Inserting the

phase shift (3.1) into (3.8). the connection between the refractive index of the medium

and the resulting GDD can be written as

GDD{co) =
F„ ndn{co) d'n(co)

7—i—-+C0 —

dco d(0~
or GDD(X)

A3Lm d2n(co)
2nc dX~

(3.11)

As a function of the vacuum wavelength X = 2n / k, the GDD takes a very simple form,

as the second expression in (3.11) shows.

As an example, Fig. 3.1 (a) shows the material dispersion produced by a 5.2 mm thick

Tksapphire (Ti:Al20,) crystal. The wavelength dependence of the refractive index has

been approximated by a commonly used Sellmeier equation, and the fit parameters of

sapphire have been taken from [35]. The assumed thickness corresponds to a double

pass per round trip through a 2.3 mm thick Brewster-cut sapphire slab. This results in

an effective single path length of 2.6 mm in the crystaF. The figure shows that the GDD

is positive over the entire range from 600 nm to 1100 nm. This is approximately the

range, which is covered by the gain bandwidth of the Tksapphire crystal. For example,
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Fig. 3.1: (a) Material dispersion introduced by a 5.2 mm thick Ti:sapphire crystal.
The GDD decreases almost linearly over the gain bandwidth of the Ti:sap¬

phire crystal, (b) Schematic drawing of the electric field of a chirped pulse.
The longer wavelengths can be found in the leading edge of the pulse due to

the positive GDD.

* Indeed.the thickness data correspond to the crystal, which works in our laser.
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at around 800 nm (gain maximum), we find a GDD of = +300 fsx Additional higher-

order dispersion is present. The negative slope along the curve indicates a positive TOD

as the leading term. Figure 3.1 (b) shows the schematic drawing of the electric field after

the light pulse has passed through the dispersive medium. Due to the positive GDD, the

longer wavelengths have passed the short wavelengths and can be now found in the

leading edge of the pulse. The short wavelengths stay behind in the trailing part of the

pulse. A laser pulse broadened in this way is called a chirped pulse.

All optical devices, like bulk materials and elements for dispersion compensation, intro¬

duce second-order and higher-order dispersion in the laser. However, for the generation

of ultrashort laser pulses the net GDD per round trip in the laser must be in balance with

self-phase modulation (SPM) [36, 37]. This requires a small amount of negative GDD

being constant over the full spectral bandwidth of the pulse. Therefore, it is the goal to

find a combination of elements that fulfill this requirement over as broad a spectral range

as possible. Starting with the second-order term D, at the center frequency, one tries to

compensate for the higher-order contributions If, A. etc.. The shorter the pulse is, the

more important higher-order contributions become because of the increasing spectral

bandwidth. "Critical values of the dispersion coefficients, above xvhich dispersion

causes a substantial change of the pulse, obey the simple scaling" law Dv = Tlp, where Tp
is the full-width at half maximum (FWHM) pulse duration [38]. As an example, a sub-

two-cycle pulse centered at 800 nm with a pulse duration of t = 5 fs is strongly

influenced by a second-order dispersion coefficient D2~25fs2, a TOD coefficient

A = 125 fs\ and a FOD coefficient Dl ~ 625 fs4. In contrast, with the pulse xvidth

doubled (r =10fs), we obtain significantly reduced constraints D-,~100fs2,

A ~ 1000 fs1, and D, ~ 10000 fs4. The scaling law reveals that even small values of

the higher-order dispersion coefficients can lead to a strong distortion of an ultrashort

laser pulse. Thus, uncompensated higher-order contributions set a limit in the generation

of shortest pulses.

3.1.2 Dispersion Compensation with Prism Pairs

Given the wide gain bandwidth of a Tksapphire crystal, there exists no bulk material with

a negative GDD that can compensate for the positive GDD of the laser crystal and other

elements of the laser. Flierefore. other techniques are needed to generate a negative

GDD. Techniques include optical interference coatings and optical devices based on

angular dispersion such as grating and prism sequences. Diffraction gratings have been

used for the external compression of chirped pulses [39]: but the Josses introduced by

gratings are too high to be used for intracavity applications. Later it was found that

prisms and prism sequences are also capable of producing a negative GDD [40, 41]. In
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particular, a prism pair is useful for dispersion compensation in femtosecond solid-state

lasers. The first sub-10-fs pulses from a Tksapphire laser were obtained using only a

prism pair for dispersion compensation [4J. The performance of this laser was limited by
residual higher-order contributions of the GDD introduced by the prism pair. In our

group, we use a prism pair in the laser cavity together with dispersion-compensating
DCM's. In the following, we shortly discuss the mode of operation of the prism pair.

According to Fig. 3.2, we assume that a laser pulse enters the first prism from the left

side. The apex angle 9 of the prisms is chosen such that the angle of minimum deviation

fulfills the Brewster condition for p-polarized light. In this case, reflection losses are

minimized. Due to the frequency dependence of the refractive index, different spectral

components of the laser pulse are refracted in different directions by passing through the

prisms. Hence, the spectral components are spatially separated and travel at different

paths through the prism configuration. This results in a frequency dependent delay time

of each spectral component and. therefore, in a frequency dependent GDD. One has to

note that the total GDD produced by a prism pair consists of two contributions. The first

one is always negative and follows from beam geometry in the prism arrangement. The

amount of negative GDD can be adjusted by the proper choice of the prism separation L

(see Fig. 3.2). A longer distance L leads to a larger negative GDD. The second

contribution is always positive due to the pass inside the prisms. The amount of material

dispersion is adjusted by the proper choice of the total prism insertion // (see Fig. 3.2).

In principle, little material dispersion is preferable, i. e.. a small value for the prism
insertion. However, there is a lower limit for the insertion in order to guide all

wavelengths of the pulse spectrum through the prism arrangement. Wavelengths below a

critical wavelength (the horizon) will be effectively clipped at the second prism.

Fig. 3.2: Arrangement of a prism pair used for dispersion compensation. The amount

cd' GDD is adjusted via the proper choice of the prism separation L and the

totalprism insertion h.
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In Fig. 3.3, we have plotted the GDD of the prism pair for different values L and h.

The table inset summarizes these values for five different configurations. Additionally,

the last column gives the horizon wavelength corresponding to each curve. All curves

are calculated for fused silica prisms with the exception of the last curve (dotted line),

which is calculated for low-dispersive CaF2 prisms. The shaded region surrounded by

the solid and dash-doubly dotted line gives the range, which can be covered with fused

silica prisms for reasonable values of L and h. All curves show the form of a parabola

indicating the presence of strong higher-order dispersion. We can clearly see that

increasing the prism separation for a fixed total insertion introduces a large amount of

negative GDD. This is accompanied by a shift of the vertex of the parabola to longer

wavelengths. Additionally, the curvature of the parabola increases, i. e., the higher-

order dispersion increases. Moreover, we find a shift of the horizon wavelength towards

longer wavelengths. To fully support the gain bandwidth of Tksapphire, no horizon

wavelength above 600 nm can be tolerated. Thus, a prism separation of much more

than 60 cm would clip parts of the spectrum on the short-wavelength side. The dashed

line and the dash-dotted line show the GDD for vanishing dispersion at the vertex. The

first case (dashed line) is achieved with relatively small values for L and h. In the
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Fig. 3.3 : GDD c^f the prism pair for five different configurations. For the first four
examples fused silica is used as the prism material. The last curve (dotted

line) is calculated for a low-dispersive CaF? prism pair.
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second case (dash-dotted line), the same is achieved with larger values. The table inset

shows that the horizon wavelength is nearly the same for both cases. However, the

larger prism separation (dash-dotted line) leads to a larger higher-order dispersion, i. e.,

the curvature of the GDD curve is stronger. Recently, low-dispersive CaF2 prisms have

been successfully implemented in a Ti:sapphire laser for the generation of pulses in the

two-cycle regime [42]. The values that we have taken for the dotted line are similar to the

values given in this reference. As can be seen, the GDD is shifted to longer wave¬

lengths. The curvature of the GDD curve is much weaker, as expected for low-disper¬

sive materials. The lower higher-order dispersion is advantageous for the design of the

DCMY, in particular, the weak negative TOD for the long wavelengths is helpful, as we

will see later on in this chapter. The use of CaF^ prisms also has some disadvantageous.

Obviously, the amount of negative GDD, which can be produced, is limited. Secondly,
the horizon wavelength is shifted to longer wavelengths reaching the Tksapphire gain

region. Thus, we can conclude that using low-dispersive prism materials instead of

standard fused silica prisms can be a useful option depending on the particular laser set¬

up.

3.1.3 Dispersion Compensation with Optical Interference

Coatings

Before the introduction of chirped mirrors by Szipöcs et cd. [5], standard dielectric Bragg

mirrors were used as high reflectors in the laser. These multilayer coalings are composed
of a periodic sequence of quarter-wave layers (see Fig. 3.4 (a)). Typical combinations

for the layer materials are Si02/Ti02 or SiOi/DvT)^. In Chapter 2, we have extensively

studied the reflectance and phase characteristics of such mirrors. Here, we are interested

in the group delay and GDD of a quarter-wave Bragg mirror. According to (3.7) and

(3.8), the group delay and the GDD are derivatives of the phase upon reflection with

respect to angular frequency6. A detailed study of these quantities can be found in [43].

The effects of the dispersion from quarter-wav e Bragg mirrors on short pulse generation

has been investigated with CPM-dye lasers ([44]. and references therein). Figure 3.5

summarizes the results for a mirror composed of 20 laver pairs with a Bragg wavelength
at XB = 800 nm. Similar to Chapter 2. the mirror properties are calculated with respect

ftMore precisely, the negative derivatives have to be taken because o\' the sign convention we make for

the right- and lefVtiavelmg waves, as given m Appendix \
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(a) Bragg Mirror: Ti09 / SiOo
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i c
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Fig. 3.5: Spectral response characteristics of a standard quarter-wave Bragg mirror

composed erf 20 layer pairs of SiO: TiO? with a Bragg wavelength at

XB=800nm. (a) The reflectance is extremely high over the range

~ 700-900 nm. (b) The group delay (upper plot) is almost constant over a

bandwidth of about 100 nm ( 750-850 nm ). In this range the GDD (lower

plot) is verv small and vanishes at the Bragg wavelength. The negative

slope indicates a positive TOD. <c) Distribution of the field intensity as a

function of wavelength and position inside the mirror. While regions

represent high intensities and black regions low intensities. The image plot
shows that in the stop-band regime the field intensity rapidly decreases with

an increasing distancefrom the mirror surface.

reflection of the wavelength in the front part of the mirror. Or. in other words, the

effective turning point, which defines the effective penetration depth, is close to the

mirror surface [43]. This explains why the group delay is small and almost constant for

these wavelengths (see Fig. 3.5 (b)). From the discussion given here it follows that

standard quarter-wave Bragg mirrors are unsuitable for sub-10-fs pulse generation.
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In the last couple of years, a few methods have been proposed for the design of disper¬

sion-compensating multilayer coatings. We start our overview with a relatively old

method, a Gircs-Tournois interferometer (GTI) [45]. It consists of a highly reflecting

bottom mirror (R ~ 100%) followed by a spacer layer and a top mirror. The thickness of

the spacer layer and the reflectance of the top mirror are design parameters. Such devices

can be designed so that they produce large amounts of negative GDD. However, the

bandwidth of a GTT is very narrow and the GDD shows large higher-order contributions.

The methods proposed by Laude el ah [46] and Dods et al. [47 ] are based on the optimi¬

zation of a quarter-wave Bragg mirror, which is used as a starting design. Both methods

result in designs with a dispersion-compensating FIR bandwidth of less than the band¬

width of the starting design. Additionally, the former method is very time-consuming

due to the application of a stochastic optimization algorithm (see also Section 3.4). A

major problem of the latter method is that the final design shows large deviations from

the desired dispersion characteristic.

The invention of chirped mirrors by Szipöcs et al. [5, 6] set a new milestone in ultrashort

pulse generation. In a chirped mirror, the Bragg wavelength XB is gradually increased

from layer pair to layer pair (e. g., linearlv). so that longer wavelengths penetrate deeper

into the mirror structure than shorter wavelengths (Fig. 3.4 (b)). Such mirrors show an

enhanced HR bandwidth compared to quarter-wave Bragg mirrors. However, the

dispersion properties of these mirrors were found to be inadequate for ultrashort pulse

generation [48]. It turns out that the simple picture of a chirped mirror, as presented in

Fig. 3.4 (b), is not true. One observes that the group delay produced by such a chirped
mirror does not vary linearly with wavelength, as one would expect for a mirror with

linearly chirped Bragg wavelength. The average of the group delay shows the expected

tendency to increase linearly with increasing wavelength. However, it also exhibits

strong oscillations around the average value [48]. The cause of these oscillations is the

following. Longer wavelengths have to pass the first section of the Bragg mirror, which

acts as a transmission grating for theses wavelengths. Slight reflections in the front

section interfere with the strong reflections from the back, as in a GTI. The oscillations

in the group delay have an amplitude of several tens of femtoseconds, which make these

simple-chirped mirrors useless for ultrashort pulse generation. Nevertheless, Szipöcs
and others use such mirrors as a starting design and reduce the oscillations with special

computer optimization algorithms [5]. We note that instead of using a starting design

with an arithmetic progression of the Bragg wavelength the use of other starting designs

has also been proposed. For example, the Bragg wavelength can be chirped with a

geometric progression. Alternatively, imprinting a sinusoidal modulation on the chirp of

the Bragg wavelength has been suggested [49], Another possibility is the derivation of a
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starting design from the Fourier-transform method [6. 50]. However, the group delay of

all these starting designs shows the same large oscillations. The shortest pulses, that

were obtained with standard chirped mirrors, were generated in a prismless ring

oscillator with a duration of ~ 7.5 fs [7].

Based on the exact coupled-mode analysis presented in Chapter 2, we are able to derive a

theory of chirped mirrors. The theory shows the origin of the oscillations in the group

delay and in the GDD. They are caused by an impedance mismatch. In order to avoid

the oscillations, one has to use the double-chirp design technique in combination with a

broadband AR coating (see Fig. 3.4 (c)). The detailed analysis is subject of the next

section. In our group, we use the combined action of a prism pair and DCM's in the

Ti:sapphire laser for optimum dispersion compensation. A careful investigation of the

analytical chirp law will show that such a hybrid solution (DCM's + prism pair) is

preferable for DCM's. The reason is that in this case the DCM's should have a positive

TOD for the short wavelengths, which is the "natural" dispersion of a chirped mirror.

This behavior is directly connected with the positive TOD of a standard quarter-wave

Bragg mirror (see Fig. 3.5 (b)). In a prismless laser oscillator, the chirped mirrors

should have a negative TOD over the entire wavelength range. On the short-wavelength

side, this negative TOD cannot be provided by chirped mirrors. A further advantage of

the hybrid solution is the continuous adjustment of the GDD. In a prismless laser the

GDD can only be changed in discrete steps by changing the number of bounces on the

chirped mirrors. The continuous adjustment of the GDI) is necessary for the precise

control of the net GDD in the cavity. Additionally, the laser can be simply tuned in

wavelength by moving a knife edge at a position, where different spectral components

are spatially separated by the prism pair. The power of the hybrid dispersion compen¬

sation has been recently shown by Morgner et ed. [10] and our group [11]. Both groups

achieved pulses in the two-cycle regime directly from the Thsapphire laser, which are the

shortest pulses to date. Previously, pulses that short have been exclusively accessible by

external pulse compression [ 15. 51],

3.2 Theory of Double-Chirped Mirrors

This section treats the theory of chirped and double-chirped mirrors. After a short

introduction (Subsection 3.2.1), the exact description of nonuniform grating structures

with exact coupled-mode equations is given (Subsection 3.2.2). The coupled-mode

picture is equivalent to an mhomogeneous transmission line with a slowly varying
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characteristic impedance, as described in Subsection 3.2.3. The transmission-line model

for the chirped Bragg grating gives two stationary Schrödinger equations for the

equivalent voltage and current. In Subsection 3.2.4. we study the solutions of these

Schrödinger equations using WKB solutions and derive an explicit expression for the

complex reflection coefficient of the mirror. The expression shows that the origin of the

oscillation in the group delay is an impedance mismatch in the front section of the mirror.

This impedance mismatch and, therefore, the oscillation in the group delay, can be

eliminated, if we chirp the coupling coefficient along with the period of the grating. In

this way, we generate DCM's with a controlled group delay and an extended HR range in

comparison with standard dielectric Bragg mirrors. Subsection 3.2.5 deals with the

derivation of the analytical chirp law. The chirp law allows for the generation of an

analytical design of a DCM with a custom-tailored dispersion characteristic. In

Subsection 3.2.6, we analytically evaluate the chirp law. Finally, numerical examples

are discussed in detail (Subsection 3.2.7).

3.2.1 Concept of Double-Chirped Mirrors

According to Fig. 3.6, a DCM is an optical interference coating that in general consists of

four multilayer subsections deposited on a substrate. For dispersion-compensating

broadband high reflectors dielectric materials, such as Si02 and FT02, are used. The first

section of a DCM is a broadband AR coating, which typically consists of 8 to 14 layers

and matches the subsequent optical coating to the ambient medium. The problem of

finding a proper high-quality AR coating is considered later. We start to design the phase

and amplitude properties of the mirror under the assumption of perfect matching to the

ambient medium. Therefore, by convention we count the layers starting from Ihe first

layer following the AR-coating section and we calculate all quantities with respect to this

layer, which we assume to be made of the low-index material.

The double-chirp section is necessary for the avoidance of GTI-like oscillations in the

group delay. Double-chirping means that the local Bragg wavelength of the index grating

and the local coupling of the incident wave to the reflected wave are chirped

simultaneously. The chirp of the duty cycle (coupling coefficient) leads to an adiabatic

matching of the impedance of the grating to the low-index layer at the front. In the

subsequent simple-chirp section only the Bragg wavelength is chirped. This means that

the high- and low-index layers are quarter-wave layers for maximum reflection of waves

with a wavelength close to the local Bragg wavelength. The fourth section is a quarter-

wave Bragg mirror with fixed Bragg wavelength. The third and fourth sections are

optional and depend on the special design problem considered. However, they are
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Fig. 3.6: Schematic drawing of a DCM. which is composed of four multilayer
subsections. The different task of each section is described in the text. The

position inside the mirror is determined by the variable m, where m=0

defines the beginning of the theoretical DCM structure directly after the AR

coating. Light, with wavenumber k. is reflected at the wavenumber-

dependent classical turning point m{ (k).
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Fig. 3.7: Reflectance and group delax for a mirror, which is linearly chirped in the

Bragg wavenumber, as described in Fig. 3.13. The upper plot shows an en¬

larged view of the top l°c of the reflectance. The dotted lines show the re¬

sults for a simple-chirped mirror (1. e., impedance is not matched). The

dashed and solid lines show results for a DCM with a chirp m both para¬
meters, the Bragg wen enumber andthe thickness of die high-index layer. The

high-index lasers are linearis (dashed lines) and quadraticallx(solid lines)
chirped, respectively, as described in Fig. 3.13.
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required to obtain ultimate broadband reflectance. The theoretical derivation of the chiip

law, as presented in the Subsections 3.2.5 and 3.2.6, deals only with the double-chirp

and simple-chirp section of the DCM and does not include the quarter-wave section. The

quarter-wave section leads to an almost vanishing dispersion, and, therefore, is not

considered by the chirp law. which produces a negative GDD.

Figure 3.7 summarizes the results for a simple-chirped and double-chirped mirror. The

dotted lines corresponds to a simple-chirped mirror, i. e., only the Bragg wavelength is

chirped along the grating. Obviously, the HR range is very broad. However, the strong

oscillations in the group delay prevent the use of such a mirror in a sub-10-fs Tksapphire

laser. The dashed and solid lines summarize the effect of double-chirping. We can

clearly see that, in principle, it is possible to reduce and eliminate the disturbing oscilla¬

tion in the group delay by a sufficiently slow increase in the coupling coefficient in the

front section of the mirror. This conies at the expense of a somewhat reduced bandwidth

of the HR region, as will be explained later.

3.2.2 Analytical Description of Nonuniform Grating Struc¬

tures with Exact Coupled-Mode Equations

In this subsection, we give an exact analytical description for nonuniform grating struc¬

tures by exact coupled-mode equations similar to those given in Chapter 2 for uniform

Bragg gratings. Again, the multilayer coating is decomposed into symmetrically defined

index steps. Figure 3.8 shows the corresponding refractive-index profile. Here, the

continuous variable ;eR specifies the location in the grating and the discrete variable

(-7??) g IN counts the index steps along the negative c-axis. As mentioned above, we

define the origin ofthe /?? -axis, m = 0, at the beginning of the theoreticalDCM structure

directly after the AR coating (Fig. 3.6). The physical thickness of the individual index

step at position z,„ is given by A(z„) = dl)m + dlpi, where dhm and dlm are the physical

thicknesses of the high- and low-index layer, respectively, at the {-in) th index step.

Thus, each index step has a different optical thickness given by

4*t »,

= »ell ,,AU„) = "A „,
+ "A ,„• (3-I2^

In the following, we generally call a Bragg mirror with an 77;-dependence of the optical

properties ofthe individual index steps a chirped mirror. We denote
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Fig. 3.8: Refractive-index profile of a chirped mirror with a symmetrically defined
local Bragg period.

ka{m) =
2n K %

KA) »An+»Am d,
(3.13)

h n II m opt, Hi

as the local Bragg wavenumber and XB = 2 (»hJh „
+ nyf „,) = 2 • elm as the correspond¬

ing local Bragg wavelength.

The coupled-mode equations (2.3) can be extended to the case of nonuniform Bragg

gratings by introducing local variables with a spatial dependence on z [19. 20]. Hence,

we write

'He)
_

dz{B(z)i
-ß(:) -k(z)e

v(c)e°- ß(z)

-iin(:)\ I ~., 7\
\{Z

B(z
(3.14)

V^v- u

Here. ß(z) is the local effective propagation constant, k(z) the local coupling coefficient

and

o„(.-H K^ = l-n^-
IK

A(:
(3.15)
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the Bragg phase, where K{z) = 2n / A(z) is the local wavenumber of the index profile.

Note that A(z) is constant over a whole index step. Similar to Chapter 2, we define the

dimensionless continuous variable 777 via the following integral

777= \mdïïï=\:-!—d:. (3.16)
Jo Jo A(f)

The transformation from variable c to variable 777 is nonlinear because ofthe chirp in the

wavenumber K(z). This means that all local index steps with individual thickness A(zm)

are mapped onto a normalized index step of unit thickness, i. e.. <5/7; = 1. At the begin¬

ning of Ihis subsection, the variable 777 was introduced for counting the index steps. The

more general definition of 77; as a continuous entity, is consistent with this interpretation,

and (-7?;) counts the index steps, whenever it is a natural number. Using the variable 77;,

the Bragg phase is exactly the same as in Section 2.1 and can be written as <pB(in)=2rrm.

Again, we define slowly varying field amplitudes with respect to the Bragg phase by

A(m) = Ä(m)e^ 2
= Afn)^1", (3.17)

5(777) = B(m)e-'0"2 = B(m)e~'m". (3.18)

The slowly varying amplitudes for the forward- and backward waves obey the coupled-

mode equations

±(AAT]
= I

(S{w) -K\my] (A(m))
chn{B(iu)j { K(m) S(m)j {B(m)J, ,

(3.19)
dill

In standard coupled-mode theories, the local detuning coefficient is given by

S(m) = o{m)---—$n(m)
/ /tin2 dm

= 0(777)-7T

K-

k ^

Uni»') )
(3.20)

which is equivalent to the detuning coefficient (2.7) evaluated for the index step (-/?/).
In the same way. one of the standard coupling coefficients (2.9)-(2.11) - separately

evaluated for each index step - has to be used.
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As we know from Section 2.4, the coupled-mode equations (3.19) exactly describe a

chirped Bragg structure if the exact coefficients (2.39) and (2.40) are used instead of the

standard coefficients. For the synthesis of a chirped mirror, it is convenient to consider

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.9: (a) Exact coupling coefficient and (b) exact detuning coefficient as functions
of ê and Ao, which are the sum and differem e phase shifts in the high- and

low-index layers. The coupling coefficient depends on both <p and A(f),
whereas the detuning coefficient depends almost only on 0.
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the exact coefficients as functions of two independent phase variables, e. g. (ph, (pf or ip,

Acp. Here, we prefer the latter choice of the variables. Hence, we write

v(^AO) = «-sign(FR)-^Tsin[^(p + A^)l (3.21)

8((p, Acp) = a sign(FR)^T(sin(p) + 7"2 sin(A0)). (3.22)

Figures 3.9 (a) and (b) show plots of both coefficients as a function of cf) and Acp. As

can be seen, the exact detuning coefficient depends almost only on (p. whereas the exact

coupling coefficient strongly depends on both, ô and Ao.

In order to find an analytical explanation for this behavior, we approximate the

coefficients (3.21) and (3.22). In this thesis, we are interested in a correct description of

broadband highly reflecting laser mirrors. Thus, we will always operate at wavelengths

where </> ~ n (Bragg resonance). Figure 3.9 shows that a linearization of the coefficients

around n with respect to à gives an excellent approximation over the range

\<p - tf| < KI 2. if the expansion coefficients are considered to be functions of A<?). For a

chirped mirror composed of SiOi/TiOi. the Fresnel reflectivity r is approximately 0.25.

Since r is small, we can neglect quadratic or higher-order terms in r. Then it follows

that FR(<p = k) = -1, dFR I dê\à_iT = 0 and a{o = /r) = F da I d<p\ = 0 and we obtain

K(cp.A(p) = K((p,A(p)\
__t

+—-7v(p,Ao)
'l* = .T 30

Ô-K

= ^27"|cos^--is1nf^} (6-A (3.23)

0
8(0,Aè) = S(cp,A(p)

__

+ —(S(ö.Ao)
io=r dû

Ö-/T

= è-K, (3.24)

It is noteworthy that (3.23) and (3.24) are expansions in only one direction, although k

and 8 are functions of two independent variables. Here, Acp is considered to be a free

parameter. Therefore, these linear expansions are different from the expansions (D.l)-

(D.10) derived in Appendix D, where k and 8 are really one-dimensional functions of
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wavenumber7. As expected, the approximate detuning coefficient (3.24) depends only

on cp and is the same as the detuning coefficient (3.20) from standard coupled-mode

theory. In contrast, the approximate coupling coefficient (3.23) depends on both

variables ((p and Ap). Thus, it follows that the coupling and detuning coefficients can

be engineered independently. At first, the detuning coefficient is fixed by choosing cp.

Subsequently, the coupling coefficient is adjusted for the same 0 via the right choice of

Acp. At Bragg resonance {(p = k). the coupling coefficient can take ail values between

zero and -27-. The former case is obtained for |Ao| = n, i.e. (ph=TC, </>, = 0 or </>h =0,

<pl=K. This means that an index step reduces to one layer of the high- or low-index

material (half-wave layer). The latter case is obtained for |A0| = 0, i. e. (ph = (p{ = % 12

(quarter-wave layers). Thus, for a fixed detuning, the coupling strength can be varied by

adjusting the duty cycle within an index step. i. e.. by varying the ratio |A</> / cp\ between

0 and 1.

The exact coupling and detuning coefficients are constant within an individual index step.

Thus, in principle, the coupled-mode equations (3.19) can be solved piecewise. For

each index step, the solution yields a transfer matrix of the form (2.37). Multiplying all

transfer matrices leads to the exact total transfer matrix of the chirped Bragg grating.

Proceeding in this way is appropriate for the numerical evaluation of the spectral

properties of a chirped mirror. However, for the synthesis probleni of a chirped mirror

more analytical insight is needed. Therefore, the goal of the next subsection is to

transform the coupled-mode equations (3.19) into equivalent Schrödinger equations.

Analytical treatment of these Schrödinger equations allows us to derive simple

approximate but still very precise expressions for the phase properties of a chirped

mirror.

3.2.3 Equivalent Transmission-Line Model

A multilayer coating can also be considered as a strongly inhomogeneous microwave

transmission line, with variations on a sub-wavelength scale. If the coupling and

detuning coefficients vary slowly from index step to index step, the coupled-mode

equations for the slowly varying amplitudes (3.19) do not show this strong

inhomogenity. Thus, we can go backward from the coupled-mode equations to weakly

inhomogeneous transmission-line equations.

In Appendix D. the first expansion coefficients are total derivatives with respect to wavenumber k
.

In

(3.23) and (3.24) the derivatives are one component of the gradient, which shows in the direction of (p.
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We introduce the generalized voltage V" and current / of an effective TEM-transmission

line (see Fig. 3.10) [52, 53], equivalent to the forward and backward propagating waves

in the modulated medium. With

V(m)
V2

{A(m)+B{m)).

I(,n) = -j=(A(m)-B(m)),

(3.25)

(3.26)

we obtain from (3.19)

dV
— = -iX{m)I,
dm

— = -iY(m)V.
dm

(3.27)

(3.28)

with the generalized mhomoseneous reactance

X(m) = 8(m) - K(m) (3.29)

and susceptance

Y(m) = 8{m) + K(m) (3.30)

V

\ <

x=6-k

F=8+k

Fig. 3.10: Equivalent transmission line model for the coupled-mode problem. The

reactance X and suscepiance Y change slow h along the transmission line.
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that depend on the index step considered. If the Bragg grating under consideration

consists of identical index steps the new transmission line is homogeneous.

The transmission-line equations (3.27) and (3.28) are exactly of the same form as the

equations for the amplitudes of the electric and magnetic field (A.3) and (A.4) given in

Appendix A. Thus, the equations (A.3) and (A.4) can be also interpreted as

transmission-line equations describing the original problem. However, this set of

equations is always strongly inhomogeneous. even for identical index steps, because of

the strongly modulated refractive index, which enters into (A.4). This interpretation can

also be reversed. The voltage and current of (3.27) and (3.28) can be considered as an

effective electric and magnetic field, respectively [54, 55]. Then the reactance X

corresponds to an effective permeability /;ett and the susceptance Y to an effective

permittivity eett of an effective medium8. Of course, the effective permeability and

permittivity are not identical with the actual quantities. In particular, in the effective-

medium picture the material is magnetic (fielt ^1); however, we assumed the actual

medium to be nonmagnetic (see Appendix A). The effective-medium approach was

introduced by Poladian [54] and Sipe et al. [55] for the description of weakly index-

modulated nonuniform grating structures. Both interpretations given here are equivalent.

In this work, we stay with the terms from transmission-line theory, i. e., we use the

terms "voltage" and "current". Here, we note that the actual fields obtained from the

transmission-line equations (3.27) and (3.28) and the exact fields obtained from the

original equations (A.3) and (A.4) only agree at the discrete values of 777.

The transmission-line equations (3.27) and (3.28) can be used to derive two stationary

Schrödinger equations for the voltage and current. In order to do so, we assume that the

coupling and detuning coefficients are sufficiently smooth functions of ///. Elimination

ofthe voltage or current from (3.27) and (3.28) leads to

;r2:_+xir=(, («d
dm" X dm

il
j y/ n

~T~ + XYI =0, (3.32)
dill" Y dm

Here and in the following, a prime at physical quantities denotes their derivative with

respect to 77;. The substitutions

h
The angular frequency CO is formally set to unity.
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yield

and

with the potentials

where

V = sfXV and 7 = «111 (3.33)

.iA
+ Ui(m)v=0 (3.34)

dur

A+ Urfm)! = 0 (3.35)
dnr

lf(m)=U0(m) + L\ ,(777), (3.36)

U,(m) = UQ{m) + Un{m), (3.37)

Uù{m) = -Xl' = K--Ô\ (3.38)

^ Y'- i y"

4 À" 2Ä

3 y>: i y»
Un(ni)=-^-±—

. (3.40)'
4 1" 2 Y

The equations (3.34) and (3.35) are Schrödinger equations with scattering potentials Uv

and If. The kinetic energy of the incident '"particle" is zero. These Schrödinger

equations can be solved by standard methods known from quantum mechanics. Here,

we are interested in qualitative solutions to understand the origin of the oscillation in the

group delay of a mirror with a chirped Bragg wavenumber and how to prevent it.

Therefore, we use the WKB approach in order to determine simple approximate

expressions for the spectral amplitude and phase properties. As will be shown in the

next subsection, the WKB solutions are rather accurate in the HR region, which is the

interesting range for the design of a chirped mirror.
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3.2.4 WKB Solutions for Chirped Mirrors

a. General WKB Solution for a Chirped Mirror

The WKB method [56. 57] is applicable to our probleni if we assume that the scattering

potentials Uv/l are only slowly varying functions over the index steps, while the wave

functions V and 1 vary on the scale of in. In terms of the coupling and detuning

coefficients, this condition is written as (1 / K){d'k I dm) = 0(e) and

(1/ 8)(d8 / dm) = 0(e). The additional corrections in the potential (3.39) and (3.40)

contribute only to second order in e, as shown in Appendix E. In the following, we

neglect these terms, because they lead to effects one order beyond the usually used and

well-known WKB solution in physical optics approximation [56, 57]. Thus, we are

interested in the WKB solution of

d:V
~ + Ut]V = 0. (3.41)

dm'

-A+rJ =0. (3.42)
dm

The equations for the current and voltage are now identical; but one has to recall that they

are derived from different equations, where we neglected the term Uv] and Un.

respectively. The turning points of the classical motion, corresponding to (3.41) or

(3.42), are determined by the zeros of the potential

U0=0 =» X = Ô-k = 0

sy}' = S + K = 0. (3.43)

At these turning points either the correction (3.39) or the correction (3.40) to the potential

(3.38) diverges. Thus, we solve the approximate equation (3.41) or (3.42), for which

the correction to the potential is small even at the turning point.

To make the discussion more precise, we consider only the family of generic potentials
with one or two classical turning points, to avoid internal resonances in the mirror. Such

potentials are shown in Fig. 3.11 (a). The potentials shown arise for the ease of a

chirped mirror that generates a negative GDD. This case we want to focus on in the fol¬

lowing. The detailed parameters of the mirror correspond to a DCM with a linearly

chirped Bragg wavenumber and a quadratically matched impedance, as will be discussed
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below. The scattering potential is shown for two different wavelengths (750 nm and

950 nm) in the HR region (see also Fig. 3.13 (c)). It can be interpreted in the follow¬

ing way: For a fixed wavelength, index steps with a negative value of the potential

describe regions, for which the mirror is transparent, i. e., a free propagation occurs. In

contrast, index steps with a positive value of the potential describe evanescent regions,

i. e., the light is strongly reflected. Thus, the ranges within the two classical turning

points - or on the left side of the turning point if only one turning point exists - corre¬

spond to the evanescent regions of the mirror. As we can see, it follows that the long

wavelength is reflected deeper inside the mirror than the short wavelength. This leads to

the negative dispersion.

The global behavior of the scattering potential is better illustrated by a contour plot, as

shown in Fig. 3.11 (b) for the same mirror as used in (a). Again, the v-axis refers to

the (negative counted) index steps and the y-axis gives the wavelength of the incident

light. The numbers at each contour line give the value of the potential. The zero contour

line describes the location of the classical turning points. The upper part of this line

corresponds to right turning points and the lower part to left turning points. Hence, the

evanescent region is surrounded by the zero contour line. The monotonie increase of the

right turning points with respect to wavelength demonstrates the increasing penetration

depth for longer wavelengths, and thus, indicates an increasing group delay, which

corresponds to a negative GDD. Horizontal and vertical cuts through the plane of the

contour plot can be used for the determination of transparent and evanescent regions for

fixed wavelengths or fixed index steps. As an example, the horizontal double-headed

arrow covers all evanescent index steps for the wavelength X = 750 nm (compare with

Fig. 3.11 (a)). The vertical double-headed arrow covers the wavelength range, for

which the 15th index step represents a HR barrier.

From Fig. 3.9 (a) we see that k < 0 for A0 « n. For a chirped mirror with negative

GDD, i. e., the Bragg wavenumber is decreasing with increasing \m\, for a fixed

wavelength, the detuning is negative in the front section of the mirror. The detuning

increases along the mirror due to the decrease in the Bragg w avenumber. Therefore, the

right turning point 77/( corresponds to the condition X = 0 and the left turning point /7/ti

(if it exists) corresponds to the condition Y = 0, see Fig. 3.11. As discussed before, the

right turning point is a singularity in the scattering potential for the voltage according to

(3.39) and the left turning point for the current according to (3.40). Thus, for a wave

incident from the right, we can apply the WKB method only to the Schrödinger equation

for the current (3.42). Then the corresponding voltage is determined via (3.28), which is

not singular anywhere in this range. For evaluation of the WKB expressions, the
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scattering potential U0 has to be a continuous function. Thus, for the numerical

calculations, we fit two neighboring and piecewise constant parts of the scattering

potential linearly, as shown in Fig. 3.11 (a).

In Appendix E, we derive the standard WKB solution for the range X < 0 and a highly

reflecting mirror. In our case, the frequency range of high reflectance is the range of

interest. The result is

7 = ^=L=sin(o,(»0) (3-44)

with

#,(/;/) = — + f" t{{m)dm (3.45)

where m e\m{ ,0
. Here, q is the propagation constant, where the solution has an

oscillatory behavior

4(777) = j-Ü~Q = AXY = V?~k-
. (3.46)

Then, we obtain for the current

/(,„) = AMo,) =

,

^^ sinK), (3.47)

where

z"",wiKf+f ,348)

is the characteristic impedance of the inhomogeneous transmission line. From (3.28),

we obtain the voltase
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, , / dl
V(m) =

V '
Y dm

i 'sisnfF) f , , \
Z'

.
,

,
7] ._ ,,,.

-^-^|<ycos(<^-~sui(^)|. (3.49)

The solutions for the current and voltage allow to determine the complex amplitude

reflectivity of the mirror for a wave incident from the right with respect fo the point

m = 0 via

r (!A-A({)AAo)=v(^ + hQ)= i + «(o)
(350

V1

B(0) 5(0) V(0)-/(0) l-7x(0)'

Flere, we introduced the normalized impedance x given by

x =
Ztanfck ) + — with o,=(P,—. (3.51){ J 2q

' '
2

Note that for the scattering potential we yield F(0)<0. as illustrated in Fig. 3.11, and

therefore sign(F) = -1.

In the WKB approximation, the phase ofthe reflected light follows from (3.50) to be

é,(7l-) = /r + 2-arcian(v(0)). (3.52)

Here, we mention that (3.50) is not appropriate for the determination of the reflectance.

Obviously, this expression always results in Ä-|/'M|" = 1 independent of wavenumber.

Below, we give a power reflection coefficient, which is consistent with the WKB

approach. Derivation of (3.52) with respect to angular frequency0 yields the group delay

77„ ofthe chirped mirror

See footnote 6 on page ~s5.
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TA):
d(p, dkdcpl

_

1 2 dx(0)
dco dû) dk rl + .w(0) dk

àZ, i~ \ Z d<p,o

tan((5/) +
( r

-^ —tan (),+—-—rT-^ +

c 1 + a (0) dk { ,j
cos:(ö7) 5/v 2 c^2</

(3.53)

m-0

An important point to note is that the typical singularity ofthe WKB solution at the classi¬

cal turning point does not exist for the amplitude reflectivity rM(k), even though the

current and voltage themselves diverge at this point. This is due to the factor 1 / rfcj(m)
As will be discussed in Subsection 3.2.4-c. this singularity occurs again in the group

delay due to the derivative of Z and Z' with respect to the wavenumber. In principle,
the appearance of these singularities could be avoided by using the exact solutions to the

Schrödinger equations, linearized near the classical turning points, which are the well-

known Airy functions [56. 57]. As this would be at the expense of transparency of the

equations, we stay with the expression derived above for the group delay.

The expressions for phase and group delay show the origin ofthe oscillation in the group

delay arising from a simple-chirped mirror. If the long wavelength penetrates deep into

the mirror, the phase of the corresponding current wave cpI reaches a value of several

2k
.
Because the phase if depends strongly on frequency, the trigonometric functions

ofthe phase cp, occurring in (3.53) lead to strong oscillations in the group delay.

In the HR region, the power transmission coefficient of the chirped mirror is given by

[56,57]

T(k) = CKpA2-jJ,fUl)(m)dm

= expi -2 • I '

\k" - 82dm

= l~~R(k) (3.54)

in the WKB approximation, where R(k) denotes the reflectance (power reflection

coefficient) of the mirror. In [56], also other expressions for the power reflection and

transmission coefficients are discussed depending on the energy of the incident "particle"'

compared to the height of the potential barrier. If the potential barrier is high and broad

enough, as assumed in this work, such expressions lead to almost the same results. If

the energy ofthe "particle" is comparable or above the potential barrier, (3,54) looses its
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validity. Then other expressions have to be used for a more precise determination of the

reflectance and transmittance [56]. In this thesis, we simply set T(k) = I and therefore,

R(k) = Q, if the energy of the "particle" is higher than the potential barrier, i. e., no

turning point exists and the "particle" is fully transmitted without being scattered

backwards.

b. WKB Solution for a Chirped Mirror with Matched Impedance

From (3.51) to (3.53), we find that the oscillations in the phase and group delay vanish,

if the characteristic impedance Z(m = 0) is identical to one and its derivative with respect

to 777 vanishes, Z'{m = 0) = 0. for all frequencies. This is only achieved if the coupling
coefficient and its derivative vanish at the beginning of the mirror

Z(777 = 0)=l V<5 => K(m = 0) = 0. (3.55)

Z'(;» = 0) = 1 V5 =* k\iu = 0) = 0. (3.56)

The physical reason for these conditions is impedance matching to the homogeneous

material of the ambient medium, which is here the low-index material10. In the ambient

medium the characteristic impedance is one due to the lack of coupling. The second

condition, that the derivative of the impedance should also vanish, means that the

coupling coefficient should be ramped as slowly as possible in order to avoid spurious
reflections. Thus, we have to increase the coupling coefficient in 777 at least with a power

greater than one in order to be ideally matched to the low-index material. Equation (2.39)

for the exact coupling coefficient shows that the adiabatic increase can be achieved by

chirping the phase ofthe high-index layer cph from « 0 to ~ k I 2. This corresponds to a

chirp of the thickness of the high-index layer from v ery thin layers to quarter-wave layers

for the corresponding Bragg wavelength. Concomitantly, the low-index layers are

chirped in the reverse direction from half-wave layers down to quarter-wave layers.

To avoid spurious reflections at the front structure ofthe mirror, we have to chiip the two

independent parameters of our theory, i. e.. the Bragg wavenumber for producing the

negative GDD and for the increase of the HR bandwidth, and the coupling coefficient for

the impedance matching. As follows form (3.20) or (3.24). a chirp of the Bragg

If the refractive-mdex profile is mirroied. as descnbed m Section 2 3, the high-index matetial has to be

assumed as the sunoundiim medium.
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wavenumber corresponds to a chirp of the detuning coefficient. In the following

sections, we will see that the GDD of a chirped mirror can be custom-tailored by the

proper choice of the chirp law for the Bragg wavenumber. Thus, the spectral response

of a chirped mirror can be designed by an appropriate choice of the both design

parameters, hfm) and 8{m). Roughly speaking, controlling the chirp of the detuning

coefficient determines the GDD, and controlling the chirp of the coupling coefficient

results in a control of the oscillations in the group delay and GDD. Because of the

required chirping of both parameters, we call these mirrors "double-chirped mirrors" or

DCM's. Now, the functionality of the double-chirp and simple-chirp section with

respect to Fig. 3.6 is easily explained. In both sections the Bragg wavenumber is

chirped in order to achieve the desired GDD. However, in the double-chirp section the

coupling coefficient is additionally chiiped for matching the impedance. We note that for

weakly index-modulated chirped fiber gratings, the function, which describes the chirp

of the coupling coefficient, is often called "apodization function" (see, e. g., [58, 59]).

In contrast to a DCM, in chiiped fiber gratings the apodization is achieved by imprinting

a slowly varying chirp on the depth ofthe refractive-index modulation.

In the case of an impedance matched DCM, the expression for the phase (3.52) simplifies

to

0, (£) = * +20,(0)

= —+ 2 • I q(m)dm
2 •'" a

= 2-0,(0) . (3.57)

Thus, for the matched case, the phase of the amplitude reflectivity is just twice the phase

ofthe equivalent current wave 0, from the beginning ofthe mirror to the classical turning

point /?7t| ofthe scattering potential. In Fig. 3.12, the negative potential -t/0 and the

effective wavenumber q = ^AlJ0 are shown for a typical DCM for a wavelength in the

HR region. The area A in the figure corresponds to the integral that has to be calculated

when evaluating (3.57).

For the group delay and GDD we obtain the following simple expressions:
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Trfk) = -~
1 dip,

_

2 d<p,
c dk c dk

2 3 f°
q(m)dm

cdk

2 ,-o

c

d

«\dk
erfrn) dm. (3.58)

GDD(k) = AAf dAAn
c~ dk" •'"•'>, f;>

2 3 ro ( d

c2 dk^'c^fdk
q(m) lehn (3.59)

One has to note that the classical turning point is a function of wavenumber. The last

equality for the group delay and GDD holds because the integrand vanishes at the classi¬

cal turning point according to (3.43). i. e., q\iiix ) = 0.
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Fig. 3.12: The effective propagation constant q(m) in the grating is the scpiare root of
the negative scattering potential -U0(m). The phase of the reflected light
is essentially given by twice the area A under the q(m) -curve, according
to (3.57). The area has to be integrated from the beginning of the mirror

(777=0) to the right classical turning point mlr In the zeroth-orderapproxi¬
mation, one has to integrateover the absolute value of the detuning coeffi¬
cient \8{m)\. The error in the pliase due to this approximation is indi¬

cated by the additional area A4.. The curves in tflis figure are obtained

for a typical wavelength in the HR reuige of a dielectric DCM.
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c. Comparison of Exact and WKB Results

Here, we compare exact results obtained by the transfer-matrix method with our WKB

results from the preceding subsections for a linearly chirped dielectric mirror, in the case

of a matched and not matched impedance, respectively. The WKB results are obtained

by using the exact coupling and detuning coefficients from Section 2.3 and by linearly

fitting the scattering potential as shown in Fig. 3.11 (a). For the comparison we assume

that the low-index material is the same as the material of the ambient medium, k e., we

always consider the reflection with respect to the first Si02 layer. However, we do not

take into account the index jump to air as the ambient medium.

The Figs. 3.13 (a)-(c) show the reflectance and group delay for a mirror consisting of 25

index steps, where we use the constant refractive indices 77, = 1.5 and/7h = 2.5, which are

close to the indices ofthe standard dielectric materials Si02 and Ti02. Here, we neglect

any frequency dependence of the refractive indices. The Bragg wavenumber is linearly

chirped over the first 20 index steps from kffx = 2k I (600 nm) ~ 10.47 llirC1 to

/<n = 2k I (900 nm) « 6.98 mrk1. according to

*B(;;0 = Cx-T^(Cx-Cn)-(H-l). (3-60)

We mention that the linear chirp ofthe Bragg wavenumber with respect to the variable 777

is nonlinear with respect to the spatial variable because of the nonlinear transformation

(3.16). For the last 5 index steps the Bragg wavenumber is kept constant on its mini¬

mum value Ar'1. In all figures, the wavenumber is normalized to the maximum Bragg
wavenumber kx for the first index step. Thus, in principle, the mirror is easily scalable

to any desired wavelength range. Here, we choose a range suitable for sub-10-fs pulse

generation from a Tksapphire laser (see. e. g.. [4. 7. 9-11]).

In Fig. 3.13 (a), the solid and dashed curves show results for the case of an unmatched

impedance at the front of the mirror. This means that the coupling coefficient is nearly
constant over the whole mirror and the optical thickness of each layer is a quarter of the

Bragg wavelength corresponding to each index step (A(p{kK{m)) = 0). As can be seen,

the WKB results fit very well to the exact results in the region where the resulting mirror

is highly reflective, namely from about k I k?fx = 0.59 - 1.03 ( 580-1020 nm ). Even the

group delay shows an excellent agreement over the full FIR range, except for the range

around 0.85 (706 nm). At this wavenumber. the right turning point coincides with the

front of the mirror and the group delay of the WKB solution diverges. This happens
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Fig. 3.13: Comparison of the exact reflectance and group delay with the WKB results

for a chirped mirror consisting erf 25 laver pairs, with nL=2.5 and

'II77, = 1.5. The Bragg wavenumber is linearly chirped from k\

2k / (600 nm) to k'ff = 2/r / (900 7777;) over the first 20 index steps and

then kept constant. The solid lines show the exact results calculated with

the transfer-matrix theory and the dashed lines the WKB results, (a) In the

case of a simple-chirped mirror the coupling coefficient is nearly constant

for all wavelengths (i. e., the impedance is not matched). Tliis leads to a

broad HR range in combination with strong oscillations in the group delay,
(b) For a DCM with a linearly chiiped thickness of the high-index layer
over the first 12 index steps, the oscillations are strongly reduced at the

expense of the HR range, (c) For a DCM with quadratically chirped
thickness ofthe high-index layer, the group delay is very smooth.
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because the reactance X vanishes at the turning point and, therefore, the derivative of the

impedance Z with respect to wavenumber in (3.53) leads to a singularity in the group

delay. Obviously, the HR range of the mirror already covers most of the fluorescence

bandwidth of Tksapphire. However, the strong oscillations in the group delay, with

amplitudes as large as ±25 fs prevent the use of such mirrors for ultrashort pulse

generation in the range of 50 fs or e\en shorter. These oscillations arise because longer

wavelengths arc reflected deep inside the mirror and they have to pass the Bragg stack

responsible for reflecting the shorter wavelengths. The interference of the partial

reflection at this stack, together with the strong reflection from the back of the mirror,

leads to the formation of a GTI for the long wavelengths. The result is a strong periodic

oscillation ofthe group delay well known for a GTI.

As we have shown in the preceding subsection, additionally chirping of the coupling

coefficient from zero at the front of the mirror to its maximum value, should allow to

eliminate these oscillations and we should achieve a smooth group delay over the HR

wavelength range of the mirror. The solid and dashed curves in Figs. 3.13 (b) and (c)

show the reflectance and group delay for a DCM. where the Bragg wavenumber is

chiiped over the same wavelength range as before, but in addition, also the coupling

coefficient is chirped separately over the first 12 index steps (double-chirp section). This

means that the Brass wavelensth, which is civen bv tw ice of the total optical thickness of

the high- and low-index layer of each symmetrical index step, is again chirped from

600 nm to 900 nm. However, in the front section ofthe mirror, the layers are far away

from quarter-wave layers, i.e., A0(kxfm))^O. In Figs. 3.13 (b) and (c), impedance

matching is achieved by chirping the thickness of the high-index layer over the first 12

index steps according to dhm = n/(2kn{l2)nh) (\m\/ \2)P with p = l and 2, respec¬

tively. The lines in Fig. 3.13 (b) show the reflectance and group delay, if the thickness

ofthe high-index layer is linearly chiiped, i.e.. p = I. and therefore. Z7(0) ^ 0. Again,

the agreement between the exact and the WKB results is excellent, both in reflectance and

group delay. On the downside, the new mirror shows a reduced reflectance for

normalized wavenumbers beyond 0.96 (below 625 nm), due to the reduced coupling

coefficient at the beginning of the structure. Now. the mirror is almost completely

transmissive for normalized wavenumbers at around 1.2 (500 nm). In our case, this is

an additional advantageous side effect of double chirping, because, at that wavelength

range the mirror should be transparent for the pump light of the Tksapphire laser. We

note that the simple linear chirp already removes the undesired oscillations in the group

delay considerably. Nevertheless, the oscillations are too strong for sub-10-fs pulse

generation. Figure 3.13 (c) shows the results for a quadratically chiiped coupling

coefficient, i.e., p = 2 and therefore, in addition Z'(0) = 0. This yields a very smooth

group delay, however, at the expense of an additional fraction ofthe HR range.
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3.2.5 Derivation of the Analytical Chirp Law

In this section, we derive approximate expressions for the group delay and the GDD,

based on the equations (3.57)-(3.59). The relation for the GDD can also be interpreted
as a differential equation for the classical turning point of the Bragg grating as a function

of wavenumber. if a certain GDD is desired. Solving this differential equation leads us

to a closed-form solution for the inverse chirp law. The chirp law determines the chirp of

the Bragg wavenumber required to obtain a given GDD. Thus, the chirp law represents a

simple but powerful solution to the synthesis problem of a chiiped mirror. Generally,
for the synthesis problem of an optical interference coating the following question is

asked: "Which layer thicknesses and refractive indices of the materials are necessary in

order to achieve a given spectral response characteristic of the coating?" Hence,

synthesis problems fall into the category of inverse problems. Of course, such problems

are always much more complicated than the corresponding forward problems, in which

the spectral response characteristics have to be calculated for given material parameters.

a. Approximation of the WKB Formulas

Generally, it is not possible to derive analytical expressions for the GDD due to the

complicated integrand q(m) = rfS2-K2 in (3.57)-(3.59). Therefore, we expand the

square root in a Taylor series according to

CO / 1 / ") \ /

^'(777)-X-">7)=|<5|-]T
-ok M / ô-

fi + ofk"
V 8'

(3.61)

and take only the zeroth-order term |<5| for an analytical estimation of the phase proper¬

ties. The expansion (3.61) is always possible since 7C° < 82 in the interval ["'t^O .

Figure 3.12 also shows the error A4 in the integral (3.57) in zeroth-order

approximation. Note that, in the impedance-matched case considered here, the propaga¬

tion constant q and its approximation \8\ have the same tangent at the beginning of the

mirror, i. e., at 777 = 0. According to Fig. 3.12. the error in the phase (3.57) due to the

approximation made for the integrand seems to be large. However, this error is almost

the same for two neighboring wavelengths. Therefore, the effect is minimal for the

group delay and GDD. where only differences in the phases are considered.

Additionally, we will not numerically evaluate the phases but evaluate the group delay
and GDD directly from (3.58) and (3.59). respectively.
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In principle, one has to use the exact coupling and detuning coefficients for the

calculation of the phase integral. Flowever, for an analytical treatment of the DCM

dispersion, further approximations are necessary. For the derivation of the inverse chirp

law, we have to use the simplified expressions

hfrn) = K0 = -\kq\ = -2r = const. (3.62)

( k )
8(ni) = (p(m)-K = K- —-1

. (3.63)

As can been seen, the detuning coefficient (3.63) is the same as obtained from the linear

expansion (3.24). The coupling coefficient follows from the linear expansion (3-23)

only in the limit of quarter-wave layers, k e., for Au = 0. This additional approxima¬

tion is justified if we assume that the impedance-matching section (double-chirp section)

ofthe mirror is short compared to the rest of the mirror. The other layers of the simple-

chirp and quarter-wave section fulfill the condition A0 = 0 because they are quarter-wave

layers with respect to the Bragg wavelength corresponding to the index step. As shown

in Fig. 3.9 (b), the approximation of the detuning coefficient around (p = m is always

sufficient for arbitrary Ac!», whereas the strong dependence of the exact coupling

coefficient on Ad) will have a detrimental impact on the results. Below (Section 3.2.6-a),

we will see that deviations to the full WKB solution arc essentially caused by the

assumption of a constant coupling coefficient, according to (3.62). This only results in a

nearly constant difference to the exact group delay. However, this is irrelevant for the

physical most important quantity, the GDD. Here we point out that the derivation of an

universal inverse chirp law requires a constant coupling coefficient. Otherwise the chirp
law would explicitly depend on the function K(m) concretely used for the chirp of the

coupling coefficient (apodization function).

b. Chirp Laws for the Bragg Wavenumber

Using the approximations (3.61)-(3.63). we derive the group delay from (3.58)
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ra(*) = -^J° A\S(m)\)dm
h

c J"h3.k)\dk J

2k >«

-dm
c Jn-< tL>kB(m)

\-[ i0XB(m)dm. (3.64)

The zeroth-order approximation of the group delay (3.64) has a simple physical

interpretation. It is the time delay a light pulse experiences by traveling from the mirror

surface to the classical turning point and back. From (3.64) we obtain the GDD

1 d
GDD(k) = --f~T{k)

c d/: r

^K d
-7)1, (fc). (3.65)

c%(mti(k))dk

The meaning of this equation is twofold: The equation allows to calculate the dispersion

if the Bragg wavenumber is given as a function of the index step, kB{m), which also

specifies the classical turning point as a function of wav enumber. The equation can also

be inteipreted as a first order differential equation for the classical turning point if a

certain dispersion GDD(k) is desired. Here we are interested in the second interpreta¬

tion, since it gives us the Bragg wavenumber for the index steps, and therefore the layer

thicknesses, for a desired dispersion characteristic, In [60] the forward calculation of the

group delay and GDD according to (3.64) and (3.65) has been demonstrated at the

example of the same linearly chiiped DCM, as used for the comparison made in

Subsection 3.2.4-c. We do not repeat this calculation because the results are included as

a special case of the analytically invertible examples discussed in the next subsection.

Hence, we proceed and w rite

1
•

f

777, (k) = -—_c
L
,k GDD(k), (3.66)

0
dk "v

2ïï~\K

where we have used the equation for the classical turning point
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K(mt(k)) = ~—rk <=> k(k},) =
Ik- ^
Fol

7r
•tVb, (3.67)

K

which follows from condition (3.43) with the approximations (3.62) and (3.63).

Equation (3.67) shows that, for negligible coupling coefficients, the incident wave is

reflected at the point where the wavenumber equals the Bragg wavenumber. This

happens where the approximate detuning coefficient vanishes according to (3.63).

The general solution of the differential equation (3,66) is given by

771 (k) = c- -A-r—Ts '

f k GDD(k) dk. (3.68)
2(^-KI)

J

Flere, c is an arbitrary integration constant. This equation determines the classical

turning point for a given wavenumber k. By using equation (3.67), which connects the

Bragg wavenumber kn at the classical turning point with the wavenumber k. the classi¬

cal turning point can be written as a function of the corresponding Bragg wavenumber.

Thus, we get the following inverse law for chirping the Bragg wavenumber with position

/77 in the mirror:

J ( \K \\
,k

(*„) = ?-— 1 -i-i2i ,J >kR.GDD{kB)dkR. (3.69)777

'IK
\

K
j

Note that the index t, at the variable 777 is no longer necessary, since we consider 77? as

an independent variable. The integration constant is determined by a boundary condition,

for example the Bragg wavenumber at the beginning of the mirror. Hence, we have a

condition of the form

1

w(Cv) = 0, (3.70)

where A-,"1,n denotes the maximum Bragg wavenumber of a chirped mirror that produces a

negative GDD, In that case, the Bragg wavenumber is a monotonically decreasing

function with respect to the negative 777 -axis.

Using (3.70), we obtain the following closed-form solution for the turning point:
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f W

m
' "'

2K

jL) = — I - L-^i P fcH • G/)Z>(/r„ ) dkn. (3.71)B/

^fr^ ^ J hR » v 'W B

This equation allows to calculate the position of the index step at which the Bragg
wavenumber has the value kB in order to achieve the given GDD. The inverse of this

equation determines the Bragg wavenumber and, therefore, according to (3.13), the

optical thickness as a function of the index step. At first, (3.71) might look surprising,
since it contains the product kB • GDD(kn) and not only GDD(kB). bi the latter case, this

would relate to the change of the group delay over a distance of the index steps, if each

index step would have equal optical length. But this is not the case, and the optical
thickness of the |//7|th index step is proportional to the inverse of kB. It is important to

note that (3.71) remains still valid for a DCM with a refractive-index profile mirrored at

the average refractive index tT, if the notation with the absolute value sign for the

coupling coefficient is used. Then the only difference is that /c0 becomes positive, which

is irrelevant because the absolute value is taken. The reason is that for both cases the

classical right turning point is defined by S = -|x"0|, according to (3.43).

3.2.6 Analytical Evaluation of the Chirp Law

In this section, we analytically discuss examples for using (3.71).

a. Analytically Invertible Examples

For some simple cases ofthe desired GDD, the chirp law can be derived explicitly. This

is the case for a GDD that obeys a power law of the form

( kX

GDD(k) = -D0 • — I
. D0 > 0. Ç g 1R

• (3.72)

Here D0 is the absolute value of the desired GDD at wavenumber k0. For such a

GDD, the TOD is given by

TOD(k) =
-~ïD'

erf

„-i

(3.73)
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One can see that the TOD is positive for £<(), negative for £>0, and vanishes for

C = o.

If we substitute (3.67) into (3.72), the calculation ofthe integral in (3.71) results in

m(>b) = -

c

2K
1--

\K<
\Y>-

K

Do IV'VA/T:
Kb el Kb

27c(C + 2)ti K

C~k°D°
-In

2[k-\k„

j max

7vB

S. kVi J

(C *13 ' b ^ ~2

£ = -2

(3.74)

The inverse relationship leads to

£B(m)

!-
2K^2(C + 2)t

K c-D0(^-|k:0|)- (krf

Cx-exp-
TT - 7C

v
^A

777

77/ ç*-:

(3.75)

where we have used 77; = -(777). Note that the chirp law for the case C = -2 follows

directly from the case Ç = -2 in the limit C -> -2. The case of a linearly chirped Bragg
wavenumber follows directly from (3.75) for Ç = -1. I'sing this value for £ in (3.72)
and (3.73), respectively, we see that the GDD and TOD are hyperbolic functions. The

positive sign ofthe TOD corresponds to a positive curvature of the group delay function.

As can be seen from Fig. 3.13 (b) and (c). the group delay shows the global trend of a

positive curvature. As another example, in order to obtain a constant negative GDD

(Ç = 0) one has to chirp the Bragg wavenumber according to the following square root

law

M»0 = Cv 1—r
4tt

\ C~DfK-\K0\)(k
— \m. (3.76)
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which is a rather unexpected result. An example using this analytical chirp law will be

discussed in Section 3.2.7-a. Reference [611 shows a comparison of group delays with

different TOD's obtained when using (3.75) for different values of the chirp exponent Ç.

Since we want to compare the exactly calculated group delay with the group delay

obtained from the WKB solution, we give the group delay for the chirp law (3.75)

according to (3.64) by using (3,75) and (3,67) for the evaluation of the integral and

determination ofthe classical turning point

T(k) =

cD„

{c+m

cD0k0 hi'

Kt,

K

Ikf

f \k~ \\
Z-mlx

1
l>U

A.B [L0|

% k

L+\
Ç*-l

£ = -i

(3.77)

In the same way as mentioned above the case Ç
limit £—>-!.

1 follows from the Ç^-\ case in the

b. Taylor Expansion of the Desired Dispersion Characteristic

In general, the relationship (3.71) cannot be inverted. Flowever, we can always compute

the index step (-77;) as a function of Bragg wavelength if the dispersion is given as a

Taylor expansion around a center wavenumber kn

GDD(k) = 2-D^:rf'(k~k0)'
i

n > •

i-O

is^(!;)AV(wrv. (3.78)

Flere, Dv_rl denote the dispersion coefficients, as introduced in Subsection 3.1.1.

Substitution of (3.67) into (3.78) and integrating the GDD according to (3.71) finally

leads to
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mM = r-££
2/r^^ v!(// + 2 va'y

- h""1
M))

K J
Fo ((CT'-C2) (3-79)

Once this expression has been obtained and plotted, the inversion can always be obtained

by inspection. As a remark, of course, (3.79) yields exactly the same inverse chirp law

as (3.74) for the special case of a desired constant GDD (Dvin =0 Vv > 0 in (3.79) and

C = 0, D0=-D2 in (3.74)). The analytical equation (3.79) lays the basis for the

generation of an initial DCM design. In the next subsection, we explicitly evaluate (3.79)

for three different examples. The group delays resulting from (3.79) for the three start¬

ing designs are compared with the desired target group delays. We will find an excellent

agreement. This will show the power of the approach for the analytical determination of

an initial design with a dispersion characteristic already very close to the desired one.

3.2.7 Numerical Examples

a. Double-Chirped Mirror Designs with Custom-Tailored

Dispersion Characteristics

As an illustration ofthe method, we discuss the analytical design oi a DCM with a given

dispersion based on (3.79). We investigate three qualitatively different cases for the

desired GDD and compare the obtained reflectances and group delays of the DCM's. We

assume that the desired GDD can be written as GDD(k) = A + Dx'(k - k0) with the

center wavenumber k0 = 2k I (800 nm). The following three cases are considered:

(I) a constant negative GDD. i. e.. a vanishing TOD: D, = -50 fs2, /A, = 0 fs
,

(II) a negative GDD with a positive TOD: D2 = -50 fs2. D, = +40 fs' ;

(III) a negative GDD w ith a negative TOD: If = -50 fs2, IX = -40 fs'.

For the evaluation of (3.79). the minimum Bragg wavelength is set to X = 560 nm for

the three cases. This corresponds to a maximum Bragg wavenumber of k^ —2k I /L'1

~ 11.22 /mi '. Similar to the examples of Section 2.4 and Section 3.2.4-e, the constant

refractive indices 7/, = 1.5 and 77,, =2.5 are used, resulting in a coupling coefficient of

|/f0| = 0.5.
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In Fig. 3.14 the results for the three different chirp laws are compared, respectively. In

Fig. 3.14 (a) the Bragg wavenumber is shown as a function of the continuous variable

\m\. In Fig. 3.14 (b) the same is shown for the Bragg wavelength. The inversion is

obtained numerically, simply by exchange ofthe coordinate axes. By presupposition, all

curves start at 777 = 0 with the same value for klfrfx and A'1, respectively. Obviously,

for/tB =0, the value of the variable |/7/| is finite for all curves shown in Fig. 3.14 (a).

This means that these chirp laws can be only used over a limited number of index steps.
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Fig. 3.14: The chirp law gives (a) the Bragg wavenumber or (b) the Bragg wavelength
as a function of the normalized position \m\. The curves correspond to die

three different examples described in the text. In the case of a desired

constant GDD (solid lines), the chirp law with respect to Bragg wavenum¬

ber is a square root function according to (3.76). In the case of a desired

negative TOD (dotted lines), the inverse chirp law is not invertible at

\m\'"'x ~ 25.4. In (b) also the discrete points are marked, at which the cfiirp
law is evaluated in order to generate the theoretical designs with spectral
response characteristics shown in the Figs. 3.15-3.17.
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The solid lines correspond to a desired constant GDD, case (I), which is a square root

function according to (3.76). Evaluating (3.76) with the numerical values above, the

maximum value for |7/;| is found to be J777|max =-(^K-\K0fjc2D2^X(fn)
'

-37.9. If one

would use this chirp law over the entire range, where it is defined, an infinitely long

wavelength would be reflected near the end of the 38th index step. However, this index

step would have to be infinitely thick, according to (3.13). Hence, for practical

applications, the chirp law should be only used up to a maximum value of |7?î|, which is

sufficiently far away from the singularity point.

If the desired TOD is positive (dashed lines), case (II). the same qualitative behavior is

observed. In this case, the curvature with respect to the Bragg wavelength is weaker

compared to case (I), see Fig. 3.14 (b). Therefore, the chirp law can be used over more

index steps (|m[nm ~ 52.0).

If the desired TOD is negative (dotted lines), case (III), a different behavior is observed.

One can see that, for this case, the curvature with respect to the Bragg wavelength is

stronger compared to case (I). Now, (3.79) is not a one-to-one function with respect to

the Bragg wavenumber. This means that, at \in\f'n =25.4, the inverse chirp law is

locally not invertible. The occurrence of this phenomenon is discussed in detail in the

next subsection. Thus, using this law, one can chirp the Bragg wavenumber only over a

maximum number of 25 index steps.

The Figs. 3.15-3.17 show the spectral response characteristics of the mirror designs

obtained with the three chirp laws depicted in Fig. 3.14. For the computation of the

mirror properties, the Bragg wavenumber is taken at discrete points defined by \m\- 0.5

with |/77| = 1, 2. 3, ...,
which correspond to the |;?;|th discrete index step. For the cases

(I) and (II), the Bragg wavenumber is chirped over 28 index steps, whereas for the case

(III), it is only chirped over 25 index steps. The diamonds in Fig. 3.14 (b) mark all

discrete Bragg wavelengths, where the chirp law is evaluated. The reflectance and phase

properties upon reflection are exactly calculated with the transfer-matrix formalism. It is

important to note that in the case of real layer materials the wavelength dependence of the

refractive indices as well as the absorption and scattering losses have to be taken into

account for the calculation of the mirror properties. In contrast, this is not necessary for

the determination ofthe discrete Bragg wavenumbers from (3.79), because these effects

are considered to be small. In order to avoid undesired oscillations, the impedance is

matched very slowly over the first 20 index steps by an appropriate slow tapering of the

coupling coefficient. The thickness of the high-index layers is linearly increased accord¬

ing to dhm = k/ (2kn(20)nh)(\m\f 20)i0, which leads to an almost linear increase of the

coupling coefficient. The reason is that an increase with a higher power law, e. g.,
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line, upper plot), Small oscillations around the target value are visible.
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WKB solution m a forward calculation. The difference to the designed

group delen is mosth due to the assumed constant coupling coefficient. In

the GDD (lower plot), the oscillations are more emphasized. The average

GDD is m excellent agreement with the desired GDD of -50 fs2. (c) The
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with an exponent 2, would lead to unrealistically thin high-index layers in the front part

of the mirror. Additionally, a double-chirp that is too strong would superimpose an

additional dispersion effect, which is undesired for the demonstration of the method

described here.

Figure 3.15 shows the results for case (I), the mirror with a desired constant GDD. As

follows from Fig, 3,15 (a), the reflectance is very high for wavelengths from about

600 nm to about 1000 nm. This range covers most of the gain bandwidth of the

Tksapphire crystal. The bandwidth is limited by the number of index steps used for

chirping the Bragg wavenumber. A part of the potential HR range has been lost on the

short-wavelength side, due to the long impedance-matching section. To compensate for

this, the minimum Bragg wavelength was chosen as short as 560 nm. The theoretically

designed group delay closely follows the desired group delay over the entire wavelength

range shown, see Fig. 3.15 (b) upper plot. The average value is in excellent agreement

with the desired value. Small oscillations around the target function are visible. Of

course, the same behavior can be found for the GDD (Fig. 3.15 (b) lower plot). In this

case, the oscillations are more emphasized. The oscillations are due to imperfections in

the double-chirp section, essentially caused by the finite thickness of the thin layers and

the linear chirp of the high-index lay ers instead of a chirp with an exponent greater than

I. The oscillations can be further reduced by methods such as numerical optimization.

Directly optimizing the group delay and/or GDD without considering the refractive-index

jump to air, would result in extremely smooth phase characteristics with negligibly small

oscillations (see, e. g., [61]).

For a given chirp law, the group delay in WKB approximation can be obtained in a

forward calculation from (3.64) by the numerical evaluation of the integral. In the case

of a desired constant GDD, this group delay is analytically expressed by (3.77) for

£ = 0. The result is shown by the dotted line in Fig. 3.15 (b). Obviously, there is an

almost constant difference of about 14 fs between the exact group delay and the WKB

solution. The group delay is systematically underestimated due to the assumption of a

constant coupling coefficient with a maximum absolute value, according to (3.62). The

stronger coupling into the reflected wave implies a reduced penetration depth compared to

the actual penetration depth, resulting in a smaller group delay for all wavelengths.

However, this is irrelevant for the physically most important quantity, the GDD. With

respect to the chirp law, the irrelev ance of a constant offset value follows from the fact

that only the desired GDD enters into (3.71) and not the group delay. Therefore, we

adjust the desired group delay for one wavelength, the center wavelength of the Taylor

expansion. This leads to the dashed line shown in Fig. 3.15 (b) upper plot.
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dotted lines are obtained if a quarter-wave section consisting of three index
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reduced on the short-wavelength side in comparison to the cases (I) and

(II). Adding a quarter-wave section results in an increase of die reflectance
for the long wavelengths, (b) Again, the designed phase properties are

close to the desired target functions. The curvature of the group delay
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illustrated by the positive slope of the desired GDD (lower plot). For the
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Similar to the group delay, the curvature of the turning point is stronger

compared to case (I).
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This curve is in excellent agreement with the positions where the exactly calculated field

intensities start to decay exponentially. The curve corresponds to the dotted line of

Fig. 3.15 (b) for the group delay of the WKB solution. Field intensities are visible

beyond the border marked by the line for the classical turning points, illustrating the

underestimation of the penetration depth due to the assumed constant coupling

coefficient. We note that on the short-wavelength side (below 600 nm) the penetration

depth (group delay) strongly increases, which corresponds to a positive TOD. Thus, a

desired constant GDD, case (I), or a desired negative TOD, case (111), can be only

achieved for wavelengths, sufficiently far away from that region.

In case (II) the mirror is designed to have a positive TOD. Figure 3.16 (a) shows that the

reflectance is approximately the same as for case (I). The curvature of the group delay

and the classical turning point are weaker compared to case (I). The positive TOD is

illustrated by the negative slope ofthe desired GDD. Again, the designed phase proper¬

ties are close to the desired target functions. In Fig. 3.17 the curves for case (III) are

shown. Because ofthe negative TOD of the mirror, the curvature of the group delay and

the classical turning point are stronger compared to case (I). The positive slope ofthe de¬

sired GDD illustrates the negative TOD. This behavior of the FDD is responsible for a

considerable reduction of the HR bandwidth for the long wavelengths, as it is clearly

shown by the solid lines of Fig. 3.17 (a). An explanation for this reduction of band¬

width is given in the next subsection. There we will also discuss the effect of adding a

quarter-wave section after the simple-chirp section to increase bandwidth. The result is

shown by the dash-dotted lines of Fig. 3.16 (a) and (b). As mentioned above, achieving

a negative TOD near the HR edge on the short-wavelength side is impossible. This is in¬

dicated by the large deviation ofthe designed group delay and GDD to the desired values

at around 600 nm. The correct behavior is obtained for wavelengths above ~ 700 nm.

b. Unfavorable Choice of the Desired Dispersion Characteristic

The analytical discussion ofthe dispersion behavior of DCM's gives insight into reasons

why certain dispersion characteristics may be difficult, if not impossible, to achieve. For

example, a difficult situation arises if the absolute value of the desired second-order

dispersion coefficient d, is chosen too low or too high, or if the ratio between the

different dispersion coefficients D1(2 is chosen in an unfavorable way. Generally, a

relatively small chirp is necessary to obtain a high amount of negative dispersion. As a

consequence, one needs many index steps to achieve a broad enough HR bandwidth.

For the opposite case, it is possible that the reflectance is reduced due to the strong chirp

over a small number of index steps. Thus, for given coating materials, there is always an
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optimum range for the dispersion, over which a high réflectance and a smooth GDD can

be achieved simultaneously.

One major advantage of the design method described in this thesis is that situations, in

which the optimum range is left, are clearly indicated by plotting and analyzing the

chirp law derived from (3.75) or (3.79). As an example, the non-invertible region in

Fig. 3.14 (a) at a finite Bragg wavelength is a consequence ofthe increase ofthe desired

GDD with respect to wavelength (see Fig. 3.17 (b)). In fact, the critical Bragg wave-

number corresponds exactly to the wavenumber where the desired GDD becomes posi¬

tive. Using the values of the preceding subsection for case (III), the critical wavenumber

for vanishing dispersion is t'a = k0 - D, / (cDf) ~ 3.69 mm"1 (Xan ~ 1704 nm) and the

critical Bragg wavenumber is krf1 ~ 4.39 /.im
'

(/(,"' » 1433 nm). These wavenumbers

are connected via (3.67). Now, it is quite easy to understand what happens. As long as

the desired GDD is negative, the Bragg wavenumber is a monotonically decreasing func¬

tion. When the desired GDD becomes positive, the direction of the chirp has to be

changed, which means that the Bragg wavenumber should now increase. Of course, the

formulas derived from WKB solutions cannot cover this case. Additionally, the strong

chirp for the longer wavelengths also explains the problem to maintain the reflectance at a

high level for this range. This is demonstrated by the reduction of the HR bandwidth on

the long-wavelength side (compare Fig. 3.17 (a) solid lines with Figs. 3.15 (a) and

3.16(a)).

A quarter-wave section following the simple-chirp section offers a possible solution over

a limited wavelength range when the non-invertible region is reached. The quarter-wave

stack solves both problems: It increases the reflectance and leads to an almost vanishing

dispersion for wavelengths around the corresponding Bragg wavelength. The dash-

dotted line in Fig. 3.17 (a) demonstrates the increase of the reflectance for the long wave¬

lengths if a quarter-wave stack consisting of three index steps is added after the simple-

chirp section ofthe theoretical design, case (III). As can be seen from Fig. 3.17 (b). the

group delay and average GDD are shifted in the right direction towards the desired target

values. Thus, in such a case the additional Bragg stack can be considered as the

"natural" continuation ofthe simple-chirp section. This is symbolized by the clash-dotted

vertical line in Fig. 3.14 (a). The Bragg wavelength of the quarter-wave section is a free

parameter which can be adjusted to achieve maximum performance. It should be chosen

much smaller than A^11 and relatively close to the last value used in the simple-chirp

section. However, this method works only over a restricted wavelength range.

The conclusion is that, if the inverse chirp law is not invertible in the region of interest,

as described above, the design method proposed in this thesis will not lead to an appro¬

priate theoretical starting design for later computer refinement. A possible solution is to
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change the desired dispersion characteristic or to add a quarter-wave stack after the

simple-chirp section. On the other hand, the failure of producing a reasonable initial

design indicates that an optimum design for a HR coating with the desired dispersion

might not exist. In the next section, we discuss practical limitations for the design of

DCM's that prevent us from the direct use of analytical mirror designs obtained as

described in this section.

3.3 Problem of Matching to Air

The design of a complete mirror is more complicated than what has been discussed so

far. Until now the reflectance of the mirror was calculated with respect to a reference

plane in the first low-index layer. The structure still has to be matched to air. The index-

jump from air to the low-index material again introduces a reflection and, therefore, a

GTFlike oscillation in the group delay, which makes the design useless, despite the

impedance matching structure at the front part of the mirror. Note that it is not possible

to find a simple solution for the matching problem to air, as described by the adiabatic

increase ofthe coupling coefficient. Therefore, we include a broadband AR coating [23-

25] into the design with the goal of suppressing oscillations caused by these additional

GTI-like effects as much as possible. In general, the AR coating is a multilayer structure

that matches the refractive index of the theoretically assumed ambient medium to the

refractive index ofthe actual ambient medium (air). In a standard DCM, the theoretically

assumed ambient medium corresponds to the material, where the structure is embedded.

For the refractive-index profile shown in Fig. 3.8, this is the low-index material, and for

the mirrored index profile it is the high-index material. The AR coating is designed with

the commercial program "OptiLayer" [62] using the needle optimization technique [25,

63]. The basic principles ofthe needle optimization techniques are discussed in Subsec¬

tion 3.4.4.

Figure 3.18 illustrates the influence of the different matching problems on the group

delay by an example. For this example, the actual refractive indices of Si02 and Ti02

have been used. The dashed line shows the desired group delay for a particular design

problem. Assuming that we are ideally matched to the ambient medium, we can design a

mirror with a group delay that follows closely the desired group delay (dotted line).

Similar to the examples discussed m Section 3.2.7-a. this analytical design is nearly per¬

fect over a wavelensth ranse from 600 nm to 1000 nm. If we take the refractive-index
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jump from air to the first layer into account, which causes a reflection of about 4%, we

endup with the dash-dotted curve. We clearly see strong oscillations. If we put a 14-

layer high-quality AR coating on top ofthe mirror [64], we obtain the solid curve.

Obviously, the oscillations are only suppressed in the wavelength range from about

680-920nm, in which the residual reflectance of the AR coating, ( line), is low

enough to suppress the GTI effects sufficiently. More precisely, simulations show that

the effect of suppression of oscillations is only seen if the residual reflectance of the AR

coating is less than -10
4

(see Fig. 3.18). For the given material parameters and

wavelength range, we achieve such a low reflectance over a maximum bandwidth of only
= 240 nm. This is in accordance with the achievable bandwidth that can be estimated

from [64], Thus, for a standard DCM., we estimate the bandwidth, over which a very

smooth group delay and GDD can be expected, by the bandwidth of the AR coating.
However, we point out that due to the imperfection of the AR coating, small oscillations

still remain, even after computer refinement of the theoretical starting design.
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Nevertheless, the theoretical design (solid line in Fig. 3.18) is an excellent approximation

to the desired design goal. Therefore, we use this analytical predesign as a starting

structure for a computer optimization program, which improves the design performance.
The optimization algorithm minimizes the oscillations in the group delay and modifies the

reflectance slightly, if necessary, as described m the next section.

3.4 Merit Function Optimization

3.4.1 Introduction

So far, we have obtained a design consisting of two parts, a theoretical DCM structure

and an AR coating. The resulting reflectance of such a mirror is high over a broad

bandwidth and the group delay looks similar to the solid line shown in Fig. 3.18.

Although these properties are quite respectable, they are far from being optimal. In

particular, the oscillations in the group delay and GDD are still too large to support sub-

JO-fs pulses from a Ti:sapphire laser. Additionally, requirements such as a transmission

window for a pump laser are not incorporated into the theory derived above. Therefore,

we use a numerical refinement technique to optimize the design performance of the

DCM's. Indeed, for the design of optical multilayer coatings, it is very common to use

optimization algorithms for an improvement of the performance of a given starting design

(see, e. g., [25]). Nowadays, there exist a lot of different commercial software

programs, in which various types of algorithms are incorporated. In [65] a short

overview about "numerical methods for optical thin films" is given. Additionally, a table

with a selection of the most popular currently available commercial design programs can

be found. In [661, 10 different optimization algorithms are shortly discussed and

compared with respect to the quality of the final design and computational speed. A brief

introduction into the philosophy of different optimization algorithms and their

mathematical implementation in a computer code is given in [67],

3.4.2 Definition of a Merit Function

The optimization problem can be described as the search for construction parameters of

the system that lead to the best satisfaction of the desired optical specifications [66]. For

the construction parameters we restrict ourselves on the thicknesses of the layers, k e.,

we assume that the laver materials (including the substrate and incident medium) are
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fixed. The performance of the design during the optimization procedure is measured by a

merit function. This single-valued function contains information about the desired and

actual spectral properties ofthe multilayer coating. In our case, we use a merit function

F of the form

^(R}) = SKft)-WR}.*()-^ft)

+v»7[K ' T[\d\,k)~TAk

+w,.M-faW^-W*.)

+wGDD(ki)\GDD{{dm}.kyGDDjk,)^ (3.80)

Here. j7/m} denotes the set of layer thicknesses, which is varied by the optimization

algorithm. The set {A",} defines the wavenumbers, for which the merit function is

evaluated for the optimization. Properties with an index "des" describe the desired

values. Functions depending on the set of layer thicknesses jc/w} describe the spectral

properties of the mirror for the actual construction parameters. The functions w;(&,)
with ,/ g j/?, T, T„, GDD\ are wavelength dependent weights for each spectral quantity.

Thus, the merit function represents a weighted sum over the squared differences of the

functions J. Some special cases are included in the general formulation (3.80). For

example, if a weight function w,^,) is set to zero for one of the functions ./, this

function is completely ignored for the optimization procedure. Note that there exist many

other possibilities to define a suitable merit function. Generally, the problem of optimiz¬

ing a complex merit function like (3.80) is to find proper weight functions »R',). It is

necessaiy to launch a lot of optimization runs, in which the weight functions are always

newly adjusted. Therefore, a fast optimization procedure is needed in order to keep the

time-consumption on an acceptable level, as discussed in the next subsection.

3.4.3 Local vs. Global Optimization Algorithms

Obviously, a lower boundary of F is given by zero, which would be a global minimum

ofthe merit function. The goal of all optimization procedures is to decrease the value of

the merit function as much as possible by finding an appropriate set of construction

parameters {//„,}. Generally, for a fixed number of layers, one has to distinguish

between two categories of optimization algorithms: (I) local search algorithms and (II)

global search algorithms. Examples of the first category are: simplex methods.
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Newtonian methods, quasi-Newtonian methods, and conjugate gradient methods.

Examples of the second category are: Monte Carlo methods, simulated thermal

annealing, Langevin dynamics, and genetic algorithms. The basic difference between an

algorithm from category (I) and (II) can be illustrated by a simplified model according to

Fig. 3.19. The position of the ball marks the actual values of the construction parameters

in a high-dimensional phase space and the corresponding value of the merit function F.

Using an optimization algorithm from category (I), the layer thicknesses are varied such

that the ball rolls more or less directly in the direction of the next local minimum along the

negative gradient of F with respect to the construction parameters. If F is inteipreted as

an energy function, the energy of the state is continuously decreased. Obviously, the

system has no chance to find a deeper local minimum or the global minimum. The idea

of all algorithms of category (II) is to introduce a stochastic component so that the system

has a certain probability to leave the region around the next local minimum. In doing so,

one hopes to find better local minima (e. g., right minimum in Fig. 3.19). A rigorous

implementation of this strategy is to use a Monte Carlo method, which changes the state

Fig. 3.19: The meritfunction (energy function) F measures the difference between the

values erf a given target function and the actual values obtained with

the current construction parameters. The position of the ball marks the

actual values of the construction parameters in a high-dimensional phase

space and the corresponding value of the merit function F. During the

optimization procedure the construction parameters are changed and,

therefore, the value of the meritfunction changes. In the case of a local

optimization algorithm the ball redis to the next local minimum (left mi¬

nimum (I)). In the case of a global optimization algorithm the ball has a

certain chance to jiass the barrier and to reach other minima with lower

values ofthe merit function (rightminimum (II)).
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ofthe system randomly. A "softer" way is to use a gradient algorithm of category (I) and

to put a stochastic noise component on the gradient (Langevin dynamics). The noise

level is regulated by a parameter called "temperature". Higher temperatures correspond

to a larger noise level. In this way. the system gets a chance to pass the potential barrier.

During the optimization procedure the temperature is reduced such that the system is

frozen in a deeper minimum somewhere in the phase space.

In general, finding deeper minima by using stochastic algorithms (II), is at the expense of

computational speed [66]. The more complex the merit function and the higher the di¬

mensionality of the problem the less efficient the algorithm works. Practically, stochastic

algorithms can be used up to an upper limit of about 10 independent optimization

parameters. In the case of such low-dimensional design problems, stochastic methods

have some potential. Flowever. even a 10-dimensional phase space is too large for

finding an acceptable solution in a limited time, if pure Monte Carlo techniques are

applied.

A dielectric DCM typically consists of about 50 to 60 layers, and the DCSM discussed in

Section 4.3 of 126 layers. This shows that pure stochastic search algorithms are

absolutely impractical for optimizing a DCM structure. Additionally, if one remembers

that the starting designs derived in Section 3.2 and 3.3 are already close to the final

design goal from the very beginning, it is clear that such algorithms are an overdone.

Therefore, our designs are optimized with a standard gradient algorithm of category (I).

We use the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm, which is a method of

the quasi-Newtonian type. The algorithm has been taken from [67] and has been

implemented in a self-written Fortran code. According to [68], the BFGS algorithm is

one of the most efficient gradient algorithms. For comparative purposes, we also tried

out a conjugate gradient algorithm. Similar results have been achieved. However, the

computation time for each iteration step has been found to be considerably longer.

Additionally, sometimes a slow convergence to the local minimum has been observed.

As an example. Fig. 3.20 shows the physical layer thicknesses of a DCM structure for

the starting design and for the final design obtained after optimization with the BFGS

algorithm .
The DCM was designed for dispersion compensation in an OPO (see, e.g..

(69, 70J). The details of this special design are discussed in [71]. The desired spectral

properties are similar to the properties of the DCM design of Section 4.2, which is used

for dispersion compensation in an OPA (see. e. g., [17, 72]). Here we are only inter¬

ested in the change ofthe layer thicknesses due to the optimization procedure. The total

design consists of 54 layers, in which 46 layers have been used for the theoretical DCM

structure and 8 layers for the AR coating. The layer thicknesses of the AR coating are
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250

Substrate

AR Coating Double-Chirp Section Simple-Chirp Section

Fig. 3.20: Layer thicknesses of a DCM design, which is useful for dispersion com¬

pensation in an optical parametric oscillator, as discussed in detail in [71 J.
The thicknesses of the high- and low-index layers are shown before and

after computer optimization. The layer thicknesses of the AR coating are

only shown after optimization because the two thinnest layers of the AR

coating are removed during the refinement procedure. Obviously, the dif¬
ferent sections of a DCM can still be clearly identified even after computer

optimization.

only shown after optimization. The reason is that we started from a 12-Iayer AR coating,

but during the optimization procedure it was possible to eliminate the two thinnest layers

ofthe AR coating leading to an effective reduction of 4 layers. The figure illustrates two

facts: The first observation that the analytical initial design of the DCM does not change

very much during optimization. Most corrections to the starting design occur in the AR

coating in the front part of the total mirror. The other observation is that the different

sections of the DCM can still be clearly identified. In the AR coating, the layer

thicknesses seem to change randomly, whereas the double-chirp section starts with very

thin high-index layers with increasing thicknesses along the DCM. The thickness of the

low-index layers decreases in the double-chirp section. In the simple-chirp section, the

thicknesses of the high- and low-index layers increase simultaneously. The stability of

the starting design against changes due to the optimization procedure is understood by the

fact that a sufficiently good AR coating can be designed over a bandwidth of about

180 nm at wavelengths around 600 nm. If one tries to extend the bandwidth with

smooth dispersion properties beyond the bandwidth ofthe AR coating, it is possible that

the optimization will also significantly change the layer thicknesses ofthe DCM structure.
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Additionally, the amplitude of the oscillation in the GDD will increase with the required

bandwidth.

3.4.4 Needle Optimization Technique

Before a complete DCM can be optimized with the BFGS algorithm, we need an AR-

coating section. This multilayer subsection is separately designed with the commercial

software "OptiLayer" [62] using the needle optimization technique [25, 63], as

mentioned in Section 3.3. The needle optimization technique is based on the general

theory of optimal control [73]. This theory was carried over to the design of optical

coatings by Tikhonravov [74, 75]. It is an approach that does not fall into one of the

categories described above. Other than in the techniques discussed so far, the number of

layers is not fixed but generally increases during the optimization procedure. This allows

the design of coatings without the necessity for a starting design, which explains the

power of this approach. Thus, we design our AR coatings by starting from a one-layer

system.

The basic idea behind the needle approach is as follows: Let us assume that we have

reached a local minimum with an algorithm from category (I) and no further improvement
is possible by changing the construction parameters. Then one tries to find the position

inside the structure, which reacts most sensitively upon the introduction of an additional

layer. According to Fig. 3.21, a function P(z) is defined that measures the sensitivity

along the mirror structure. This function is directly proportional to the change of the

merit function. 8F <* P{z) if a thin needle-like layer of thickness Ac is positioned at

location z- Actually, the needle is put at that position c. which results in the strongest

decrease ofthe merit function, see Fig. 3.21 [25], We note that adding a needle leads to

an increase ofthe number of layers by two. After the needle is added, the new system is

again optimized with an algorithm from category (I). The optimization now runs in a

higher-dimensional phase space. The whole procedure is repeated until a satisfying

solution is found, the maximum number of layers is exceeded, or no essential

improvements are possible.

The needle optimization technique is the fastest way of designing an AR coating

consisting of about fO layers, The quality ofthe design is much higher than what can be

achieved with one of the global search algorithms in a comparable time. Recently,

Tikhonravov et ed. have shown that, in principle, the method can be also applied on the

design of a chirped mirror by "starting from nothing" [76]. Similar to a global search

algorithm, however, this is very time-consuming and even impractical for the design of a
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Fig. 3.21: The sensitivity function P(z) measures the sensitivity of the coating upon
the introduction of an additional thin needle-like layer at position z.

Actually, the needle is put at that position z, which results in the strongest
decrease ofthe merit function. (Figure according to Ref. [25])

DGSM with 120 or more layers. Using the needle optimization technique for fine tuning

an almost perfect DCM design, though, seems to be a valuable option for the future.

This will allow improving the design performance and eliminating redundant layers if

such layers are present in the current design.

3.5 Sensitivity on Deposition Errors

Even a perfect design might be impractical from a manufacturing point of view. To

evaluate the feasibility of a design, its robustness toward deposition errors has to be

evaluated. One finds that the reflectance of a chirped mirror is relatively stable and does

tolerate relatively large deposition errors. Unfortunately, the group delay and GDD of a

chiiped mirror are extremely sensitive on errors in the grow th of the layers [6, 77]. The

sensitivity can be quantified by a sensitivity matrix. This matrix measures the change of
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the considered quantity as a function of wavelength (x-axis) and the layer (y-axis), for

which a given error is assumed. The calculation can be done for any spectral quantity.

In our case, the GDD is the most important and most sensitive quantity. Therefore, in

the following, the sensitivity analysis is restricted to the GDD.

As an example, Fig. 3.22 (a) shows the sensitivity matrix of the GDD for a particular

DCM design. This design consists of 62 layers and is similar to the ultrabroadband

design, which we will discuss in Subsection 4.1.2 in more detail. Compared to that

design, the oscillations in the GDD are somewhat smaller at the expense of a slightly

reduced bandwidth (625-1005 nm) and a narrower transmission window for the pump

laser. The matrix shows the deviation in the GDD for an error of only +2 A in the

thickness of an individual layer. Obviously, the form of the matrix is roughly triangular.

This means that an error in the thickness of a layer in the front part ofthe mirror results in

a larger deviation to the designed GDD. Additionally, this deviation strongly increases

with wavelength. The figure demonstrates that the assumed small error in one of Ihe

first layers can lead to a deviation of about ±15 fs" in the GDD. The triangular form is

explained by the fact that the long wavelengths penetrate deeper into the mirror structure

than the short wavelengths. Thus, an error in a layer of the front part effects all

wavelengths, whereas an error for a deeper laying layer can only affect wavelengths,

which have to pass through this layer. The amplitude of the deviation can be qualitatively

estimated by the length of the GTI built up by the considered layer and the position where

the wavelength is mainly reflected (classical turning point). Essentially, the amplitude of

the GDD oscillation is proportional to the squared length of the GTT. Hence, in a chiiped

mirror, the longest GTI with strongest oscillations is built up by the first layer and the

location, where the longest wavelength ofthe HR range is reflected.

The average effect of each layer on a deposition error can be quantified by averaging the

sensitivity matrix over the wavelengths. The result obtained for the matrix shown in

Fig. 3.22 (a) is illustrated by Fig. 3.22 (b). The y-axis depicts the absolute value of the

deviation ofthe GDD averaged over the interesting FIR range. As can be seen, the layers

number 4, 8, and 12 are the most sensitive layers ofthe design. An error of +2 A in one

of these layers leads to an average deviation of about 3-4 fs2 at each wavelength. We

note that the these layers are the three thinnest layers of the front part of the DCM with

physical thicknesses below 20 nm. This observation can be extended to the following

general trend; The GDD reacts strongest on deposition errors in the thin layers in the

front part of a DCM.

Flic global behavior of the mirror characteristics on growth errors can be illustrated by

the simulation of random errors in all lavers. For demonstration, we assume that the
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Fig. 3.22: (a) Sensitivity matrix of the GDD for a broadband DCM. The matrix

shows the deviation in the GDD for an error of +2/1 in the thickness of
an individual layer. The matrix is roughly triangular. This means that an

error in the thickness of a layer in the front part of the mirror results in a

larger deviation to the designed GDD. Additionally, the influence of
errors in layers, which lie deeper in the mirror structure, is shifted to

longer wavelengths, (b) Net influence of the layers with an error of +2 À

in the thickness erf the individuallayer. The figure is obtained by averaging
the GDD deviation ofthe sensitivity matrix, shown in (a), over the wave¬

length range erf interest.
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Fig. 3.23: Sensitivity ofthe GDD on deposition errors. The figure shows the results

of 20 simulation runs of Gaussian-distributed random errors with an as¬

sumed standard deviation of CT = 2 A. Obviously, random fluctuations
lead to a strong enhancement of the GDD oscillation. The deviations in¬

crease with wavelength.

error in the layer thicknesses is Gaussian distributed with a standard deviation of

ö" = 2 A. Figure 3.23 shows the GDD curves obtained for 20 different simulation runs.

We clearly see that for the short wavelengths the GDD remains almost unchanged,

whereas the deviation strongly increases for the long wavelengths, in accordance with the

discussion above. This global behavior scales with the value assumed for the standard

deviation ofthe Gaussian distribution. For instance, with a = 5 A, in most simulations

the GDD strongly deviates from the designed GDD, such that the DCM is useless for

dispersion compensation in sub-10-fs lasers.

Typically, the measured GDD of our DCM's (see, e. g., Section 4.1) deviates from the

designed GDD on a similar scale as is shown in Fig. 3.23. Thus, we conclude that our

mirrors are fabricated with an effective accuracy better than a few Â per layer. Such a

high precision is achieved by using ion-beam sputtering [8] with an active layer control

during growth [78]. In the near future, further improvements in the control of the layer

thicknesses will allow an even better reproducibility ofthe designed GDD.
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3.6 Methods for the Reduction of Residual

Oscillations in the GDD

As we have seen in the preceding sections, the group delay and GDD of chiiped and

double-chirped mirrors show unavoidable oscillations due to the imperfect matching to

the incident medium. The oscillations increase with the required bandwidth and with

fabrication errors. For the starting of the modelocking process and the stability of the

pulse in a femtosecond laser these oscillations are very disturbing. The formation of

stable ultrashort laser pulses is prevented, if the net oscillation in the group delay per

cavity round trip exceeds a certain value. Thus, in the case of ultrabroadband

applications, the dilemma is to keep the net oscillation on an acceptable level over a broad

enough bandwidth. The problem is enhanced by the fact that within a cavity round trip

multiple bounces on DCM's with the same dispersion characteristics lead to an add up of

the oscillation. In the following subsections, we discuss some possible solutions for

overcoming this problem.

3.6.1 Combination of Double-Chirped Mirrors from

Different Coating Runs

The straight-forward idea is to combine DCM's with oscillations, which are spectrally

shifted by the half period of the oscillation. Then the net oscillation of the GDD for the

combined system of DCM's is reduced. Due to the high accuracy of the ion-beam

sputtering process, the GDD of all DCM's fabricated in one coating run show

approximately the same behavior of the dispersion characteristics. Hence. DCM's from

at least two different coating runs are necessary to realize this idea. Figure 3.24 shows

an example for a three-mirror combination, where two types of DCM designs with

different amplitudes in the GDD oscillation are used. The dotted line, DCM I. depicts

the GDD of an ultrabroadband design. The reflectance and other properties of this design

are explicitly discussed in Subsection 4.1.2. DCM 2 (clash-dotted line) was designed to

show the inverse oscillation in the GDD of DCM I. with half of the oscillation amplitude.

The solid line demonstrates that the GDD, obtained as the average of one bounce on

DCM 1 and two bounces on DCM 2. is relatively smooth over most of the design

bandwidth. The cancellation is not perfect because the frequency and amplitude of the

oscillation for a DCM is not constant over the whole wavelength range, and the

frequencies of both designs are not equal. The situation gets even worse because of

deposition errors, which change the GDD curves of both DCM designs in an

uncontrolled way, especially for the long wavelengths (see Section 3.5). Flcnce. in
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Fig. 3.24: GDD erf two different DCM designs. The GDD of the second DCM is

designed to show the oscillations shifted by approximately a half period.
The figure also shows the desired GDD and the average GDD of a three-

mirror combination. The solid line is obtained assuming two bounces on

DCM 1 and one bounce on DCM 2.

practice it is the goal to find a combination of fabricated DCM's, which yields the best

cancellation of oscillations in the measured GDD. An advanced realization of using a

mirror combination is to optimize such a combination from the very beginning, as

proposed in [79], Thus, the optimization routine runs in the higher-dimensional phase

space spanned by the two or more different types of DCM's. With this method an almost

perfect theoretical combination seems to be in reach. Flowever, due to the deposition

errors, the combination of fabricated mirrors will show deviations, similarly large as a

combination of separately optimized DCM designs. Nevertheless, with a further

improved accuracy of the manufacturing process, proceeding in this direction is a

noteworthy option.

3.6.2 Using a Double-Chirped Mirror at an Oblique Angle
of Incidence

Another possibility, which only requires one mirror run, is using the DCM at an oblique

angle of incidence. The basic idea of this approach is that an angle of incidence different

from zero effectively results in a shift of the spectral response characteristics to shorter

wavelengths. In the theory of thin-film optical coatings, it is well known that all

formulas derived for normal light incidence remain still valid in the case of oblique light

incidence, if the following substitutions take place [23-25]:
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<A,/i = K/A/i -» An = k"uAn cos(ah/i). (3-8i)

77] -~> 77^ = n} cos(a] ) for s - polarized light, (3.82)

77 —> /7P = ——r for p - polarized light. (3.83)
cos(a,)

Here, the index j e {h, 1, inc, sub} denotes the high- or low-index material, the material

ofthe incident medium, or the substrate material. Consequently, a. describes the angle

of light propagation in the corresponding material with respect to the perpendicular

direction (c-axis). The angles a are connected via Snell's law of refraction. From

(3.81) follows that the optical thickness of each layer seems to be shortened by a factor

cos(ah/A Therefore, light with a wavelength, which is shortened by the same factor,

experiences the same phase shift by passing through the layer as the original wavelength

at normal light incidence. One has to note that the displacement factor is different for the

high- and low-index material because of the different angles ah and ai inside the

materials. Additionally, from (3.82) and (3.83) follows that the different angles or, lead

to a modification of the amplitude characteristics. At oblique light incidence, the effective

Fresnel reflectivity is given by

7" for s - polarized light, (3.84)

/• for p - polarized light. (3.85)

Thus, for s-polarized light, we expect an increase of the reflectance and a broadening of

the HR bandwidth because of the greater Fresnel reflectivity. On the other hand, for

p-polarizcd light, the reflectance decreases and the bandwidths becomes narrower

because of the smaller Fresnel reflectivity. Hence, the behavior of the mirror in total is

more complex and does not only result in a shift of the design towards shorter

wavelengths. Generally, the shift of the mirror properties only describes a global

tendency of the coating.

Figure 3.25 (a) shows the reflectance and Fig. 3.25 (b) the GDD of a DCM, which was

originally designed for p-polarized light at an incidence angle amc = 5° (dotted lines).

The design is the same as has been used for the sensitivity analysis of Section 3.5. If the

angle of incidence is increased to a = 20°, we obtain the dash-dotted lines. As can be
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Fig. 3.25: Reflectance and GDD of a broadband DCM, which is designed for p-po-

larized light with an incidence angle amr. = 5° (dotted lines). The dash-

dotted lines show the results for an incidence angle of ainc = 207. (a) The

reflectance decreases and shifts towards shorter wavelengths. Addition¬

ally, the HR bandwidth narrows, (b) With an increasing angle of inci¬

dence, the oscillation in the GDD also shifts towards shorter wavelengths.
The amplitude of the GDD oscillation increases. The solid line show's the

GDD for a four-mirror combination, i. e., we assume three bounces on a

DCM with an incidence angle of 5° and one bounce on a mirror with an

incidence angle erf' 20°. As can be seen, the average GDD is much

smoother than the GDD of each curve separately.

clearly seen, the reflectance is decreased and the HR band is narrower and shifted

towards shorter wavelengths. From Fig. 3.25 (b) follows that the shift of the GDD is

stronger for the longer wavelengths. Additionally, the oscillation strength is enhanced.

The solid line shows the average GDD of a four-mirror combination, i. e., the average

GDD if we assume three bounces at an incidence angle of 5° and one bounce at 20°. The

reduction ofthe net oscillation is obvious. We note that the angle of incidence should not

be much larger than 20°. Otherwise, the GDD oscillation becomes too large and the

decrease ofthe reflectance is not negligible anvmore.
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On a first view, it seems that the cancellation is not as good as the method described in

the preceding subsection. However, the main advantage of using oblique light incidence

is that the method works with mirrors from one coating run. In fact, it also works for

manufactured mirrors almost regardless of deposition errors. The reason is that the

actual GDD of the DCM's is shifted independent of how close this GDD is to the

designed GDD. Practically, an oblique light incidence on a DCM is introduced in the

laser cavity by using the DCM as a folding mirror. Recently, this technique was

successfully applied in our Ti:sapphire laser and resulted in the generation of sub-6-fs

pulses directly from the oscillator [11]. The laser cavity has been built up with a four-

mirror combination, as discussed above.

Finally, we point out that, of course, the methods described in this section can be applied

in a combined form in order to obtain a perfect cancellation ofthe GDD oscillation.





Chapter 4

Realization of Various Types of

Double-Chirped Mirrors

In this chapter, we discuss a representative selection of different DCM designs, which

are obtained from the theory and the optimization procedure described in Chapter 3,

These examples illustrate the wide range of application of DCM's in ultrafast laser

sources. So far, manufactured DCM's were only incorporated in laser oscillators. We

also designed DCM's for application in OPO's and OPA's. Such designs will be

fabricated in the near future. Flere. we restrict ourselves to the discussion of DCM's that

fall in one of these classes. Generally, chiiped mirrors can be also used for ultrabroad¬

band dispersion compensation in external pulse compressor schemes, as has been shown

by Baltuska et al. [14] and Nisoli el al. [15]. Of course, using the DCM approach we are

also able to design mirrors for such applications. We do not discuss mirrors of this type

because the requirements on externally used chirped mirrors are much less critical than on

intracavity chiiped mirrors. Thus, the more sophisticated design procedure resulting in

the DCM structures presented in this chapter automatically covers the case of designing

extracavity DCM's.

In the Sections 4.1 and 4.2. we discuss three examples of standard dielectric DCM's.

The first two designs are suitable for dispersion compensation in a Thsapphire laser

working in the visible and near-infrared spectral region (Section 4.1). The third DCM

design should compensate for the dispersion in a broadband OPA working in the visible

around =600 nm [80] (Section 4.2). Finally, in Section 4.3. we present the first step

towards an semiconductor saturable absorber mirror (SHSAM) that also provides a

broadband dispersion compensation. In this very promising approach, the DCM design

technique is applied on semiconductor materials below the band gap, yielding a double-

chirped semiconductor mirror (DCSM). The successful application of the DCSM in a

Nckglass laser is demonstrated. We discuss the potential integration of absorbing

quantum-well layers inside the DCM structure, which leatls to a novel all-in-one device, a

so-called double-chirped SESAM (DC-SESAM),
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4.1 Dielectric Double-Chirped Mirrors for the

TkSapphire Laser Oscillator

4.1.1 Double-Chirped Mirror with Smooth Dispersion
Characteristics

The DCM that we discuss in this subsection is an example of a design with a relatively

narrow bandwidth but with very smooth dispersion properties. In fact, these DCM's

have been originally used in our group in a Thsapphire laser set-up for the generation of

6.5-fs pulses [9, 81]. At that time, these were the shortest pulses ever obtained directly

from a laser oscillator.

For this and the following examples, we summarize the most important properties of

each DCM coating in a table. Additionally, we discuss the spectral response characteris¬

tics and sensitivity of the designs in detail. The left part ofthe table lists the most impor¬

tant sources of dispersion in the considered laser set-up (see, e. g., Table 4.1). In the

first example, the DCM was designed to compensate for the dispersion of the Tksapphire

crystal (5.2 mm) and a prism pair with a prism separation of 27.9 cm and a total prism

insertion of 6.0 mm (Table 4.1). The DCM's should compensate for this dispersion per

round trip. Hence, the table-entry "number of bounces" gives the number of reflections

on DCM coatings per round trip, on which the total desired GDD of the mirrors is

Table 4.1: Design parameters ofthe DCM with a relatively narrow bandwidth but very

smooth dispersion properties.

Total Prism Inser¬

tion (SQ1 ) /;, [mm]
6.0

">/r
A = [nm] 760

Prism Separation
L. [cm]

27.9 /)„ [fs2]
*- *

-50.0

TkSapphire Crystal
Path Fcngth. [mm]

5.2 A. [fs'] 32.2

Number of

Bounces
6 A-1*1] 268.2

Number of

Layers
50

1

IX. [IV] -62.3

Angle of Incidence

p-Polarized Light
(T A- Us'1] 0.0
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distributed. For the example considered, 6 bounces indicate that the ideal laser cavity

should be built up with three DCM's (Table 4.1). The other two entries give the number

of layers of the final design after computer optimization and the angle of incidence, for

which the DCM has been optimized. The right part of the table summarizes the center

wavelength and dispersion coefficients of the desired target GDD of the DCM per

reflection.

Figure 4.1 shows the designed and measured reflectance of the DCM, which is

composed of 50 layers. The reflectance R is indirectly measured via the measurement of

the transmittance T with a standard spectrophotometer (Varian, CARY 5E) and using the

relation R = l-T. In this relation, losses are neglected. This is justified because the

absorption and scattering losses of the ion-beam sputtered layers are so small that the

error is within the accuracy of the measurement. As can be seen, the DCM is highly

reflective (R> 0.998) over a continuous band from about 655 nm to 915 nm

(AX ~ 260 nm, Av « 130 TFIz). The DCM was designed to be highly transmissive at

around 500 nm for the strongest lines of an argon-ion pump laser. The excellent

agreement between the designed and measured reflectance demonstrates the very high

accuracy ofthe ion-beam sputtering fabrication process.
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Fig. 4.1: Designed (solid lines) and measured (dotted lines) reflectance of the DCM

design with a HR bandwidth from about 655 nm to 915 nm (R>99.8%). The

high-transmission range at around 500 nm is used as a pump window for an

argon-ion laser.
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In Fig. 4.2, the phase properties of the DCM are plotted. The dashed lines in Fig. 4.2

(a) and (c) correspond to the desired target functions. As mentioned in Subsection 3.2.7,

the desired group delay is adjusted at the center wavelength of the Taylor expansion (see

Table 4.1). The desired GDD shows the behavior of a parabola with its minimum value

at ~ 800 nm. Obviously, the desired TOD should be positive for the short wavelengths

left from the minimum (negative slope) and should be negative for the long wavelengths

right from the minimum (positive slope). This behavior is characteristic for dispersion

compensation with a prism pair (compare with Fig. 3.3). As discussed in Subsection

3.1.2. the advantage of using a prism pair for dispersion compensation is the possibility

of continuously adjusting the amount of introduced GDD. With respect to the design of

DCM's, this hybrid solution (prism pair + DCM's) is also preferable, because a positive

TOD for the short wavelengths corresponds to the "natural" behavior of a DCM (see

Subsection 3.2.7). Flence, the useful bandwidth can be extended on the short-wave¬

length side. On the other hand, without the prism pair the desired TOD of the DCM's

must be negative over the entire wavelength range.

The solid lines in Fig. 4.2 show the designed phase properties. The designed group

delay almost perfectly agrees with desired group delay over the entire FIR range (see

Fig. 4.2 (a) and (b)). In this range the deviation is only = 0.16 fs (mis). The designed

GDD oscillates with an amplitude of ~ 5-10 fs" (
~ 5.8 fs2 (rms)) around the target GDD.

The oscillations are relatively small because the spectral bandwidth of the DCM was

restricted to about 260 nm. This is approximately the bandwidth, over which a

sufficiently good AR coating can be designed (see Section 3.3). If the bandwidth with

desired smooth dispersion properties is extended beyond the bandwidth of the AR

coating, the amplitude of the oscillation in the GDD will strongly increase with this

bandwidth. As an example for such a design, we explicitly discuss an ultrabroadband

DCM in the next subsection. The GDD of the fabricated DCM's is measured using a

white-light interferometer (dotted line in Fig. 4.2 (c)) (82], The measured GDD closely

follows the designed GDD, which again demonstrates the very precise fabrication of the

DCM's. However, for the longer wavelengths beyond ~850nm, a small systematic

drift ofthe measured GDD is visible.

As discussed in Section 3.5. random fluctuations of the layer thicknesses due to the

fabrication process results in strong deviations to the designed GDD. Assuming an error

of +2 A in the thickness of each layer leads to the sensitivity plot shown in Fig. 4.3 (a).

Obviously, the layers number 4 and 12 are the most sensitive layers of this design. In

Fig. 4.3 (b), we have simulated the influence of Gaussian-distributed random errors with

a standard deviation of a = 2 A on the GDD. The figure show s the result of 20 different
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some wavelength legions the measuied GDD is outside the "woist-case" band The

leason is that, of com se, 20 simulation nuis aie not enough loi a ichable definition of

the "woist-case" band Additionally, we suppose that theie might also exist a small

systematic enoi in the maiiufaetuitng piocess due to the active layei contiol dining

giowth [78]
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As mentioned above, the DCM's presented in this subsection have been successfully

used in a Ti:sapphire laser, wliich generated 6.5-fs-pulses. This has been only possible
because the DCM's compensated for the dispersion over a broad wavelength range.

With these mirrors, an excellent compensation is achieved from about 650 nm to

850 nm. For the longer wavelengths the systematic drift leads to an overcompensation

of the net intracavity GDD. resulting in a frequency dependent spectral phase. As a

consequence, the pulses are chirped in the time domain, and the power spectrum is

distorted from the ideal seclb-shape. as discussed in [81]. In fact, the unbalanced GDD

prevents modelocking of the long wavelengths, and therefore, the generation of even

shorter pulses.

4.1.2 Ultrabroadband Double-Chirped Mirror

Now, it is an obvious idea to increase the useful spectral bandwidth of the DCM's in

order to achieve dispersion compensation over a much broader bandwidth. For this

reason we designed ultrabroadband DCM's covering a bandwidth of about 400 nm. Of

course, such an enormous increase of the DCM bandwidth is only achievable by

introducing more layers. According to Table 4.2. 62 layers have been used for this

design. The table also shows that the DCM's have been designed for p-polarized light

with an angle of incidence <x„, =5°. This is a realistic value for the conditions, under

which the DCM's are used in the laser cavity.

Table 4.2: Design parameters ofthe ultrabroadband DCM.

Total Prism Inser¬

tion (SQ I)/;, [mm]
7.9

~>K

A0=—-. [nm] 760

Prism Separation
L, [cm]

34.0 If, [fs~] -59.0

TkSapphire Crystal

Path Length, [mm]
5.2 A, [fsl 40.5

Number of

Bounces
6 A< hVl 300.8

Number of

Layers
62 A, [fssj -222.4

Angle of Incidence

p-Polari/ed Light
5" L\, [f0] 1962.3
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Figure 4.4 shows that the reflectance is very high over the wavelength range

625-l015nm (AX ~ 390 nm, Av = 184 TFlz). The transmission window extends from

480 nm to 550 nm (/?<3%). It is useful for different pump lasers (e. g. argon-ion laser

around 500 nm, frequency-doubled Nd'.YAG laser at 532 nm). Again, the measured

reflectance is in excellent agreement with the designed reflectance. As can be seen, the

measured reflectance is larger than the designed reflectance over the entire high-

transmittance window. The difference is approximately constant with a value of ~ 4%.

The reason is that the substrate is not AR coated on its back side. Of course, this feature

is undesired and can be avoided by a proper AR coating on the back side of the substrate.

The dashed lines in Fig. 4.5 (a) and (c) show the desired group delay and GDD,

respectively. Again, the target functions represent a hybrid solution for dispersion

compensation using a prism pair and DCM's. see Table 4.2. The target GDD for the

ultrabroadband DCM's was chosen to be approximately 10 fs" lower compared to the

narrow-bandwidth design of the preceding subsection. Hence, the values for the prism

separation and prism insertion are different for the two designs (compare Table 4.1 with
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Fig. 4.4: Designed and measured reflectance of the ultrabroadband DCM design with

a HR bandwidth from about 625 nm to 1015 nm (R>99.8%), The very

broad high-transmission region (R<3% in the range 480-550 nm) can be

used as a window for different pump lasers.
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Table 4.2). Obviously, for ultrabroadband DCM's the designed phase properties (solid

lines) strongly deviate from their target functions. Now, the rms-deviation in the group

delay is ~ 1.35 fs over the HR range, see Fig. 4,5 (b). The GDD oscillates with an

amplitude of =30 fs2 (=17.3 fs2 (rms)) around the desired GDD, see Fig. 4.5 (d).

Thus, we can conclude that the extension of the bandwidth extremely beyond the band¬

width of the AR coating is at the expense of much larger deviations of the designed to the

desired phase properties. It is noteworthy that the additional constraint due to the desired

broadband transmission window is also partly responsible for an increase of the

oscillations. This follows from the fact that such a transmission window can be only

obtained by putting a sufficiently strong weight on the reflectance or transmittance for

this spectral region during the optimization procedure. Thus, the weight for the optimi¬

zation of the group delay and/or GDD is reduced relatively to the pump window, leading

to larger oscillations. The measured GDD (dotted line in Fig. 4.5 (c)) almost perfectly

agrees with the designed GDD for wavelengths below =850 nm. The deviations are

larger for the long wavelengths. In particular, the large bump at around 864 nm with a

deviation of more than 60 fs2 to the target GDD is very disturbing. The sensitivity-

analysis yields similar results as shown in Fig. 4.3 for the first DCM design. Therefore,

we skip this discussion in the case of the ultrabroadband DCM's.

Using these DCM's. we tried in our group to generate pulses shorter than the 6.5-fs

pulses achieved with the DCM's discussed in the preceding subsection. However,

multiple bounces on the ultrabroadband DCM's lead to an unfavorable multiplication of

the deviations resulting in very large deviations ofthe net intracavity GDD from the ideal

constant value. This prohibited the generation of pulses shorter than 8 fs [12, 60]. This

clearly illustrates the necessity to shift GDD oscillations with one of the techniques

described in Section 3.6.

The initial problems encountered with the ultrabroadband DCM's show how careful the

design has to be optimized. However, there is another very attractive field, in which

ultrabroadband DCM's with larger oscillations can be applied, namely for the tuning of

sub-100-fs pulses over a broad wavelength range without changing the cavity mirrors.

Typically, standard "broadband" laser mirrors for the visible and near-infrared spectral

region cover a range of ~ 100-200 nm. Thus, it is necessary to exchange and readjust

all laser mirrors in the cav ity if the current wavelength range is left and the new range of

interest lies somewhere outside. As a consequence, one needs a mirror set for each spec¬

tral region. Additionally, the readjustment of the mirrors in the cavity might be a time-

consuming task. For such applications, dispersion compensation with ultrabroadband

chirped mirrors in combination with a prism pair is the optimum solution. As a further

aspect, we want to point out that ultrabroadband chirped mirrors are also of commercial
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interest for companies, which sell broadband lasers. For such companies it might be

more important to sell "easy-to-handle" lasers than lasers, which produce shortest

possible pulses. In this case, the hybrid solution allows one to tune the center wave¬

length ofthe pulses simply by changing the prism insertion and/or using a knife edge for

cutting off parts of the spectrum. This idea was first realized with standard chirped

mirrors by Mayer et cd. [83 j. They were able to tune = 85-fs pulses over a bandwidth of

~ 285 nm. With the ultrabroadband DCM's presented here, we are able to tune shorter

pulses with a duration of about 30 fs over a broader range of ~ 300 nm extending from

700 nm to 1000 nm [12, 60].

With respect to the generation of pulses shorter than 6.5 fs, we have seen that simply

increasing the bandwidth of the DCM's is not the right way. Nevertheless, it was

recently shown by Morgner et al. [10] and our group [11] that even shorter pulses in the

two-cycle regime (sub-6-fs) can be obtained with ultrabroadband DCM's. In both cases,

the bandwidth of the DCM's is slightly reduced compared to the bandwidth of the

DCM's presented in this subsection. We also relax the strong constraint on the

transmission window, k e., the residual reflectance is allowed to be higher over a

narrower bandwidth similar to the transmission window of the first design discussed

above. Additionally, the techniques described in Section 3.6 arc applied in order to

achieve a partial cancellation of the oscillations. Furthermore, we use a specially

designed output coupling mirror, which leads to a spectral shaping of the reflected and

transmitted pulses. The discussion of this shaping mechanism is beyond the scope of

this thesis. For details we refer to Ref. [U].

4.2 Double-Chirped Mirrors for Optical Para¬

metric Amplifiers and Oscillators

In this subsection, we present the design of a DCM, that is useful for dispersion

compensation in an OPA. It is obvious that chirped mirrors are not only beneficial for

broadband Tksapphire laser oscillators but also for OPO's and OPA's working in the

visible (see, e. g., [69, 70] and [84-86], respectively). In the case of OPA's, pulses as

short as 8fs were demonstrated without the use of chirped mirrors [72], In such

systems dispersion compensation is achieved only with prism pairs. Therefore, the

compensation is limited by remaining higher-order contributions of the GDD introduced

by the prism pair. Recently, these contributions have been successfully compensated for
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Table 4.3: Design parameters ofthe DCM that is useful for dispersion compensation in

an optical parametric amplifier (OPA).

Use of a

Prism Pair
no

,
2k

A0
= —-, [nm| 615

BBO Crystal

Path Length, [mm]
1.0 | IT. [fs2]

*

-32.7

Sapphire Plate

Path Length, [mm]
l.o \ A, [is1]

t

-15.0

Number of

Bounces

>
1

6 I A. [fs1]
*

-1.3

Number of

Layers
60 \ If, [IV] -2.8

Angle of Incidence

p-Polarized Fight
0e \ D(), [fs6] -0.6

with chirped mirrors, yielding sub-5-fs pulses [17]. However, this hybrid solution

results in a relatively complicated OPA set-up. Therefore, it was our goal to design

DCM's for dispersion compensation in an OPA without the use of a prism pair. This

leads to a simplification ofthe set-up [80].

The design presented here is similar to the OPO design discussed in detail in [71]. As

follows from Table 4.3, these DCM's should compensate for the material dispersion

introduced by a 1 mm thick sapphire plate (generation of the continuum seed) and the

material dispersion of a f mm thick BBO crystal (noncollinear parametric amplification).

This dispersion should be compensated for over a broad spectral range in the visible

around 600 nm. Distribution of the total GDD on six reflections on the DCM's results

in a relatively small amount of negative GDD per mirror bounce (see Table 4.3).

Figure 4.6 shows that the reflectance of the final design" is continuously high over the

range ~ 490-725 nm. In contrast to the OPO design discussed in [71], this DCM

should be highly transmissive around 780 nm in order to suppress the reflection of the

fundamental light. Again, this requirement represents a strong constraint with respect to

the optimization ofthe other parameters like group delay and GDD. Similar to Figs. 4.2

1
The final version ol this OPA design was obtained bv Lukas Gullmann.
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and 4.5, the dashed lines in Fig. 4.7 correspond to the target values and the solid lines

show the designed phase properties. The positive slope of the desired GDD indicates the

desired negative TOD of the DCM's (see Fig. 4.7 (c)). The designed group delay is very

smooth over the range
~ 510-720 nm (AX -210 nm, Av = 171THz). In this range

the deviation from the desired group delay is only 0.25 fs (rms), see Fig. 4.7 (b). As is

demonstrated by Fig. 4.7 (c), the designed GDD oscillates around the desired GDD with

an amplitude of = 10 fs2 (7.6 fs2 (rms)). We note that the useful range for dispersion

compensation is narrower than the HR bandwidth. The reason is the impossibility of

designing a DCM with a negative TOD near the FIR edge on the short-wavelength side,

as has been already discussed in Subsection 3.2.7. Hence, the range between

490-510 nm gets lost. This behavior can be avoided by use of a prism pair. The results

of the sensitivity analysis are plotted in Fig. 4.8. Qualitatively, the plots show the same

behavior as Fig. 4.3 for the first DCM design. This is not surprising because all DCM

designs are derived from the same universal structure shown in Fig. 3.6. Hence, the

qualitative behavior of all DCM designs is similar, independent of the details of the

desired dispersion characteristics.

o
c
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Fig. 4.6: Designed reflectance erf the DCM design that is useful for dispersion

compensation in an OPA. The HR bandwidth covers the rangefrom about

490 nm to 720 nm (R>99.8rc). The high-transmission region around

780 nm is designed in order to suppress the reflection of the fundamental
light.
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4.3 Double-Chirped Semiconductor Mirror

(DCSM)

4.3.1 Introduction

It is well known that reliable self-starting of the modeiocking process in a laser for the

generation of ultrashort pulses is provided by semiconductor saturable absorber mirrors

(SESAM's) (see. e. g., [87, 88]). A detailed description for the design of different types

of SESAM's used in Ti:sapphire lasers can be found in [89], In principle, all standard

SESAM's consist of a highly reflecting bottom mirror followed by the saturable absorber

structure and, depending on the special type of SESAM, a top mirror. A disadvantage of

standard broadband SESAM's for Tksapphire lasers is the relatively small modulation

depth. Additionally, it is difficult to design SESAM's with a custom-tailored behavior of

the absorption, e. g., an equally distributed absorption over abroad spectral range.

It is an obvious idea to combine the concept of a SESAM with the DCM design

approach. A double-chirped semiconductor saturable absorber mirror (DC-SESAM)

provides both, a broadband dispersion compensation and a custom-tailored broadband

absorption. Such a mirror is a very powerful and compact all-in-one device useful for

various types of femtosecond lasers. The ultimate application of a DC-SESAM would be

in a compact high-repetition-rate femtosecond Ti:sapphire laser, providing sub-50-fs

pulses with a repetition rate of «25-30 GHz [00]. Additionally, we point out that

manufacturing a DC-SESAM is less time-consuming and is much cheaper than the

manufacturing of ion-beam sputtered dielectric DCM's.

Up to now, only one successful demonstration of a dispersion-compensating saturable

absorber mirror exists [91]. This so-called D-SAM (dispersive saturable absorber mir¬

ror) is based on a GTT-s truc ture with an incorporated absorber layer. The D-SAM was

designed for a CnhiSAF laser at 840nm and provided dispersion compensation over a

bandwidth of ~ 10 nm. The D-SAM design has two major drawbacks caused by the use

of a GTTstructure for the generation of a negative GDD. The first one is, of course, the

limited useful bandwidth. Secondly, it is difficult to control the delay spectrum

precisely. The reason is the high sensitivity of the GTT-structure towards small uncertai¬

nties in the refractive indices or layer thicknesses. Another approach for the design of a

highly dispersive semiconductor mirror has been proposed by Dods et al. [47]. This

method is based on inverse spectral theory and direct optimization in the spectral domain.

The authors obtained a GTI-like mirror structure with a useful dispersion-compensation

bandwidth of about 10 nm. The potential integration of the dispersive structure with
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absorber layers has been proposed but was not demonstrated by the authors. An integra¬

tion with absorber layers would result in a design performance similar to the D-SAM.

Recently, we made initial progress towards the design and fabrication of broadband DC-

SESAM's. In [71], we demonstrated a theoretical design of a DCSM (double-chirped

semiconductor mirror without absorber layers) composed of 60 layer pairs of

GaAs/AlAs, which works for wavelengths at around X0 = 1050 nm. To simplify the

discussion in that paper, we used constant refractive indices for the semiconductor

materials. Additionally, we did not discuss the problem of matching the DCSM structure

to air and the improvement of the design by computer optimization. Of course, for a real

DCSM. one has to use the wavelength-dependent refractive indices ofthe layer materials,

and one has to include the missing design steps. In this section, we present a practical

DCSM design based on the initial description in [71]. This DCSM is designed for

providing negative dispersion in a Nd:glass laser (X0 = 1055 nm). It has been

manufactured by metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD). Using the DCSM

in the Nd:glass laser we are able to generate 200-fs pulses without other dispersion-

compensating elements [92, 93]. In the next step, it is the goal to add absorbing

quantum-well layers on top of this DCSM structure. Such a device is currently in the

fabrication process.

Another approach is the direct incorporation of quantum-well absorber layers into the

DCSM structure. This approach is more closely related to the philosophy of the DCM

approach. The power of the DCM design technique lies in the fact that different

wavelengths are reflected at different positions inside the mirror. Thus, it makes sense to

distribute a couple of absorber layers over the whole mirror structure such that each

spectral range ofthe HR band has its own absorber layer. In this way custom-tailoring

ofthe absorption behavior is possible. In particular, for broadband and ultrabroadband

applications (e. g., in a Ti:sapphire laserk this approach displays its full power. We

separately follow up on this idea.

4.3.2 Design Procedure

In this subsection, we demonstrate the design of a DCSM starting from a pure DCM

design. Subsequently, the resulting mirror is matched to air with a broadband dielectric

AR coating and refined in the same way as a standard dielectric DCM.

According to Table 4.4, the DCSM should compensate for the material dispersion

introduced by the Nd:glass laser material ( 12.0 mm £ 260 fs2) with one bounce on the

mirror. Additionally, it should provide for a net negative GDD, which is necessary for
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Table 4.4: Design parameters ofthe double-chirped semiconductor mirror (DCSM).

Use of a

Prism Pair

;
', 2k

no ', Xr, = —-, [nm] 1055

Nd:Glass

Path Length, [mm]
12.0 t A. [fs2] -750

Number of

Bounces
1 \ Dv, [fs'] 0

Number of

Layers
120 + 6 D4, [fsll 0

Angle of Incidence

p-Polarized Light
0° A. ffsî 0

the formation of ultrashort modelocked soliton pulses [94, 95]. Therefore, we use a

constant value of -750 fs2 as the target GDD and neglect higher-order contributions.

This has been done in order to avoid the problems arising for the design of a DCM with

negative TOD. Using semiconductor layer materials, it is no problem to achieve higher

amounts of negative dispersion. The reason is the weaker coupling strength due to the

smaller ratio of the refractive indices 7?h / 7?, for semiconductor materials. Thus, the

coupling into the reflected wave is distributed over longer distances. This results in a

larger dispersion. On the other hand, it is necessary to use many more layers compared

to dielectric DCM's in order to achieve a high enough reflectance over a broad spectral

range. The DCSM should compensate for the dispersion around the center wavelength

A0 = 1055nm. Hence, the materials must be transparent for the entire desired wave¬

length range. This means that the photon energy of the incident light must be below the

band gap energy of the semiconductor.

We generate the basic DCM structure by using 60 layer pairs of AlAs/GaAs. Both

materials are transparent for the wavelength range of interest. For the given material

system Al(x)Ga(l-x)As, this combination of materials leads to the strongest refractive-

index contrast. This is preferable with respect to bandwidth considerations. The

wavelength-dependent refractive index is determined from the model proposed by

Afromowitz [96]. In principle, the generation of a DCM structure with semiconductor

materials is identical to the design of a dielectric DCM. as has been shown in [71]. For

the design presented here, the double-chirp section is extended over the entire

semiconductor mirror for very smooth dispersion properties. The reduction of band¬

width due to this long matching section is acceptable because of the relatively narrow

gain bandwidth of Nckglass. We note that the DCSM is generated by double-chirping the
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thickness ofthe low-index layer, in contrast to all other designs presented in this thesis.

As the contact of the uppermost AlAs layer with air would result in an uncontrolled

oxidation of this layer, we have to use an GaAs top layer.

The DCSM has still to be matched to air. For this purpose we design a broadband AR

coating composed of SiCMTiOi lavers. The refractive index contrast between AlAs and

GaAs is much too low for a high-quality broadband AR coating that matches the index of

GaAs (/7GaAs -3.6) to the index of air. Therefore, we use dielectric materials with a high

refractive index contrast and indices lying between the index of air and the index of AlAs.

Applying the needle optimization technique described in Subsection 3.4.4, we are able to

design a sufficiently good AR coating consisting of 6 layers. Adding the AR coating on

top of the DCSM we end up with a design that is composed of 126 layers in total (120

high- and low-index layers and 6 dielectric lavers).

4.3.3 Discussion of Results

The theoretical structure (126 layers) derived in the preceding subsection is refined with a

standard gradient optimization algorithm, similar to the BFGS algorithm mentioned in

Subsection 3.4.3'k Figure 4.9 shows the physical layer thicknesses of the starting

design and the optimized layer thicknesses. As can be clearly seen, there is almost no

change in the layer thicknesses during the optimization procedure. Only the thickness of

the high-index layers at the beginning of the double-chirp section are slightly modified.

This confirms the high quality of the starting design derived from the DCM approach.

This is a very important issue in respect to the computational time because of the huge

number of layers involved in the optimization procedure. As mentioned above, the

semiconductor mirror has been grown by MOCVD. Afterwards, the dielectric layers

have been ion-beam sputtered on top of the semiconductor structure in the same way as it

is done for the standard dielectric DCM's.

In Fig. 4.10, the designed (solid lines) and measured (dashed lines) reflectance of the

DCSM are shown'\ The reflectance is very high (A7>99.9%) over a bandwidth of

about 60 nm (1025-1085 nm). Obviously, the agreement between the designed and

'

The DCSM was designed and optimized by Dr. Rüdiger Paschotta, who uses a different kind of

gradient algorithm.

1
In contrast to the dielectric DCM's, the icflectance ol the DCSM is obtained from an absolut

measurement.
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measured reflectance is excellent. Figure 4.11 shows the phase properties of the DCSM.

There are two interesting features, which we want to discuss shortly. The first

observation is that the group delay and GDD oscillate faster compared io standard

dielectric DCM's. This means that for a given spectral bandwidth one finds more

oscillations. Over the optimi/ation range from 1030 nm to 1080 nm, the deviation of

the designed group delay to its target value is only - 0.3 fs (rms) (see Fig. 4.11 (h)).

For the GDD we find ~ 18.6 fs2 (rms) (see Fig. 4.11 (d)). However, we can clearly see

a systematic drift ofthe designed group delay (Fig. 4.11 (b)). This drift corresponds to a

mismatch ofthe GDD values (Fig. 4.11 (d)). In the design procedure, such a mismatch

has been explicitly tolerated to achieve smaller GDD oscillations. The measured

dispersion properties lie surprisingly close to the designed values if the relative

inaccuracy ofthe MOCVD process is taken into account (= 4 Â per layer). Figure 4.12

shows the sensitivity of the GDD on deposition errors (see Fig. 4.12). Flere. we assume

the realistic error of +4 Â in the thickness of the individual layers. The plot illustrates

the high sensitivity of the dielectric layers of the AR coating on deposition errors.

Additionally, it shows that the thin, double-chirped low-index layers (AlAs) in the front

part of mirror are more sensitive than the high-index layers (GaAs). As can be seen,

deposition errors in these layers result in deviations of several tens of fs2 in the GDD.

The combined action of errors in all layers can sum up to a deviation of 100-200 fs2, as

the comparison of the dotted line with the solid line in Fig. 4.11 (c) clearly shows.

The usefulness ofthe DCSM has been demonstrated with a diode-pumped Nd:glass laser

similar to the one described in [97]. Instead of a prism pair, one reflection on the DCSM

has been used for dispersion compensation. This leads to a very compact laser cavity.

Self-starting modelocking has been achieved with a separate (non-dispersive) SESAM.

We obtain clean transform-limited soliton pulses with 200 fs duration [92. 93], as ex¬

pected from soliton modelocking theory using the calculated total intracavity dispersion

and Kerr nonlinearity [94. 95].

As mentioned above, further research will concentrate on the integration of quantum-well

absorber layers. This can be done in two different ways. For relatively narrow-

bandwidth applications, as presented here, the absorber layers can he put on top of the

DCSM stack. However, for a precise control of the wavelength-dependent absorption in

broadband and ultrabroadband applications, the absorber layers should be directly

incorporated into the DCSM structure.
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Chapter 5

Summary and Outlook

In this thesis, we have derived an accurate theory of chirped and double-chiiped mirrors.

The theory is based on an exact coupled-mode analysis. This means that the coupling

and detuning coefficients of the standard coupled-mode theory are adapted such that the

spectral properties obtained with the redefined coefficients yield the same results as the

exact transfer-matrix theory. This justifies the application of the exact coupled-mode

equations on arbitrary multilayer structures.

The analytical treatment of chirped mirrors using the coupled-mode approach leads to the

physical insight, which is needed for an understanding of the problems of designing

chiiped mirrors. In particular, the theory shows that the oscillations typically observed in

the dispersion properties are caused by an impedance mismatch in the front part of the

mirror. The DCM design technique in combination with an AR coating solves this

matching problem in an analytical way. We have shown that the oscillation strength can

be minimized by an appropriate chirp of the coupling coefficient in addition to the chirp

ofthe Bragg wavelength (double-chirp section). Flowever, the ultimate limit of residual

oscillations in the GDD has been found to be the bandwidth of the AR coating. This

clearly illustrates the trade-off between the dispersion-compensation bandwidth and the

amplitude ofthe GDD oscillation.

We have investigated the inverse problem of finding a chirp law. Generally, this is a

very difficult task. We have found an universal closed-form solution for the chirp law

that determines the chirp of the local Bragg wavelengths. This is equivalent to a

determination ofthe layer thicknesses for given layer materials if the double-chirp in the

front section of the DCM is taken into account. The chup of the Bragg wavelength

corresponds to a chirp of the detuning coefficient. These results can be roughly

summarized as follows: The coupled-mode equations offer two parameters for the

design of a DCM. Controlling the coupling coefficient eliminates the oscillations and

controlling the detuning coefficient allows for the design of DCM's with custom-tailored

dispersion characteristics.
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We have shown by the extensive study of different examples that the analytical formulas

are veiy well suited for the generation of initial DCM designs with prescribed dispersion

properties. Using simple refinement techniques, excellent mirror designs for

femtosecond lasers are obtained. We have presented a selection of some of our DCM

designs. Broadband and ultrabroadband DCM's for the Tksapphire laser have been

discussed as well as DCM's, which are appropriate for dispersion compensation in an

OPA. Finally, we have shown that the DCM concept can be directly transferred from

dielectric materials to semiconductor materials. A DCSM has been presented, which

produces a large amount of negative GDD with one bounce on the mirror. The

successful implementation of this device in a Nchglass laser has been demonstrated.

Now, the question arises if there are still challenging tasks concerning the theory and

design of chiiped mirrors. From the theoretical point of view, one important question is

obvious. We have shown that the chirped mirror design problem can be divided in two

impedance-matching problems. Each of them is solved by a separate matching

subsection. Now, one might ask if it is possible to combine both matching problems and

to solve them simultaneously with one matching section. Thereby, we reduce the

number of layers building up the matching section. From the practical point of view, it is

always preferable to achieve mirror designs with similar spectral characteristics by

reducing the number of layers. The analytical treatment of this problem would be an

interesting task for future work. Concerning the design of DCM's, the application of the

DCM approach on semiconductor technology is obv iously unfinished. As a matter of

principle, increasing the dispersion-compensation bandwidth and the incoiporation of

quantum-well absorber layers into the DCM structure is no problem. However, we will

have to show that the resulting broadband DC-SESAM can be precisely fabricated such

that the scattering losses are kept on an acceptable level. Unsaturable losses might be a

challenging problem in relatively thick chiiped semiconductor mirrors.

Finally, we want to point out the commercial aspects of chiiped and double-chirped

mirrors. Laser companies have realized the potential of broadband dispersion-

compensating mirrors. Therefore, thev show an emerging interest in such coatings. In

particular, the broadband tunabilit) of Ti:sapphire lasers using only one mirror set is a

very attractive application of chirped mirrors. Indeed, such a laser is already

commercially available. So far, chirped mirrors have not been introduced as a standard

device for industrial femtosecond lasers because only a few research institutes can

fabricate these mirrors with the required precision. Therefore, there is a need for the

transfer of this technology from research laboratories to coating companies.

Nevertheless, we believe that in the next couple of years most of the commercially

available femtosecond lasers will be supplied with some kind of chirped mirrors.
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A. Heuristic Derivation of the Coupled-Mode

Equations

In this appendix, we heuristically derive the standard coupled-mode equations for a peri¬

odic, binary multilayer interference coating. The layers are assumed to be nonsorbing

and homogeneous, i. e., the refractive index is a piecewise constant real quantity. We re¬

strict ourselves to the case where the incident light propagates perpendicular to the layers.

Furthermore, it is assumed that the electromagnetic field can be described by plane

waves. We essentially follow the derivation given by Southwell [98] and Sipe et al. [55].

it is worth mentioning here that there exist a lot of extensions to the coupled-mode

equations derived here. For example, in [98], rugate filters'4 are treated for the case of

an oblique angle of incidence, where the two different states of polarization (s-polarized
and p-polarized light) have to be distinguished. In [55]. a multiple scale derivation of the

coupled-mode equations is given, which includes effects that are second order in the

grating parameters. In [99], the effect of higher-order Bragg coupling is considered,

i. e., scattering from higher-order resonances into the fundamental first-order stop band.

According to Fig. A. 1. we assume that the light is linearly polarized and travels in the z-

direction. The vector of the elctric field is parallel to the v-axis and the magnetic field

parallel to the y-axis. Under these assumptions, the electric and magnetic field can be

written in complex notation as

E(r./) = £(~)e'"e., (A.l)

H(r.r) = /f(:)e'rX. (A.2)

'
A tugate filler is an interference coaling with a sme-wave re frac live-index profile. The word rugate is

an adjective meaning wrinkled. Sometimes, in Ihin-lilm applications, the word ''rugate"' is also used as

a noun, meaning a rugate liltei. (Lvplanation according to Rcf [98])
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Fig. A.l: Schematic drawing of a periodic Bragg grating. The upper plot shows the

layered structure consisting of two different materials with the refractive indices

nh and n}. The lower plot depicts the corresponding refractive-index pro¬

file, which is composed of symmetrically defined index steps of length A.

Using these expressions, the Maxwell's equations reduce to the following two coupled
differential equations for the amplitude functions E(z) and H(z). which depend only on

the single variable z.

i(j)[l0H(zf (A3)

iae^ Ffz ) = -~ioj£0ir(z)E(z). (A.4)

Here, 03 is the angular frequency of the incident light and //0 and £0 denote the

permeability and permittivity of free space, respectively. The derivation is made for

nonmagnetic (//, =1) and nonahsorbing dielectric materials. Hence, both the relative

permittivity £x and the refractive index /; are real quantities, which are connected via the

relation £, =nrfz). Taking the second derivative of (A.3) and substituting (A.4) into it

yields the Helmholtz equation

^-r F(z) + k2if(z)E(z) = 0. (A.5)
dz~

In this equation k = 2k IX = to I c denotes the vacuum wavenumber, where X is the

vacuum wavelength, and c the light velocity in vacuum.

tL
dz

fL
dz

E(z) = -

H(z) =
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The function n2 (zl) can be expanded into a Fourier series, because the refractive index

n(z) is a periodic function with respect to the spatial variable z. Thus, we can write

+ È<\.cos(vKc) (A.6)

where K = 2k IA denotes the wavenumber of the periodic index profile with the period
A. Due to the symmetric definition ofthe index steps, the series only consists of cosine

terms (see Fig. A.l). For the piecewise constant refractive indices, the expansion
coefficients follow to

4 rsr. ,

,,

= — f n2(z)corfvKz)dz
1

A
Jo

v

A Jo

-^](-l)l'2A7/7Tsin[v^^-
VK

n: - 2Ann cos VK
<7„

K A J
sin(v;r)

~(xA + ipdfrf = -~r(nhdh + pel,)2 + o((Ä77)2);
, 1V.

4Ä777T
. ( Cl

(-1) sin VK—

VK V A

v = 0

v>0

(A.7)

Here. An = nh
-

77, denotes the difference in the refractive indices between the high- and

low-index layers and ïï = (nh +//,)/2 is the average refractive index. One has to note

that the case v = 0 can be directly obtained from the second equality in the limit v —> 0.

Now. we interpret the zeroth-order term as an effective refractive index and define

"en =—{»A+nA) = -a!f (A.8)

where the term proportional to (An)' has been neglected, because the refractive-index

difference is assumed to be small, i. e., An I nm « 1. The assumption of a small Pertu¬
bation is one ofthe key features of standard coupled-mode theory. A homogeneous me¬

dium of length A with a refractive index /701l has the same optical thickness as one period
of the perturbed medium. The sum in (A.6) describes the deviation from the effective

refractive index dependent on the position c. Combining (A.6)-(A.8), we obtain
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n2 +f(z)-Ann (A.9)

with

/t-) = £(-!)" .1 sin
7-1 VK A )

os(vKz (A. 10)

Substitution of expansion (A.9) in (A.5) yields

d2
^rjE(z) + ß2

f .
_^

l+/(:)^
y rfu

E(z) = 0. IA.11)

where ß = kneii is an effective wavenumber of the layered medium. In order to find an

approximate solution of (A. 11). we make an ansatz of the form

E(z) = a(z)e'^+b(z)Cß7. (A. 12)

This ansatz is motivated by the following consideration: In the unperturbed case

(A/7 = 0), the solution of (A.f 1) is given by (A. 12). where a and b are constants. In the

coupled-mode approach, one attempts to take into account the effect of small pertubations

by permitting the coefficients a(z) and b(z) to be slowly varying functions1'' of z-

Taking the second derivative of (A. 12) results in

E"(z) = (a"{z)-2ißa'(z)~-ß2a(z))c->

+ {b"(z) -2ißb\z)-ß "b(:))cß: (A. 13)

Tn this appendix, a prime at a physical quantity denotes its derivative with respect to the

variable z. From this expression follows that the condition of slowly varying coefficients

can be written as

1-1
This method is also called the sanation ot constants.
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\a"(z)\«\2ßarfz)\ and \b"(z)\«\2ßb'(z)\- (A. 14)

These conditions mean that for small Pertubations the first-order derivatives dominate

over the second-order derivatives. Or. in other words, the coefficients a and b are

allowed to vary only very slowly on a length scale of the order of the Bragg period in

contrast to the exponential functions in (A. 12), which oscillate on that length scale.

Neglecting the second-order derivatives and substitution of (A. 12) and (A. 13) in (A. 11)

yields

0 = -2ia'{z)e~'ß:-2ib'{:)c'lk

+ßf(z)^{a(z)X'ß~+b(z,)elßA. (A. 15)

In the next step, (A. 15) is multiplied with the rapidly oscillating exponential functions

ct,ß'. Then we are able to extract two coupled differential equations by integrating over a

sufficiently long distance r. In this case, the integrals over rapidly oscillating terms tend

to vanish. If we do so, only two contributions of the integrals remain and we obtain

f i"'U) + i^f(:)e2'* b(z)]dz = 0, (A. 16)

P \b\z) - i^ f(z)X2ßi «U)U = 0. (A.17)
J:<

{ 2"ell j

The second term of both equations still contains rapidly oscillating contributions. Only
terms, which fulfill a phase-matching condition, "survive" the integration. Hence, we

are looking for slowly varying contributions of

f(z)e22,ß: = £(~iy -^-sinl v;A Ic-'-V ^r+c->M ^7\ (Aa8)

Obviously, the first exponential function is always rapidly oscillating. In contrast, the

second one is slowly varying, if the phase-matching condition ß = vK I 2 = VK I A is

approximately fulfilled. This equation defines the vth-order Bragg resonance. In the

following we assume that we operate at wavelengths near the fundamental Bragg
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resonance (v = l). Therefore, the higher spatial harmonics do not contribute to the

integrals (A. 16) and (A. 17) and we obtain

P larfz) - i^sinf K^]t'^k'" <K~)U = 0, (A.19)
1

l m7tt V A ) J

r- {//(-)+,-MîÊsinf K-L\ -«v- m, fl(r)U = 0. (Ai20)

Since the integrals have to vanish for all arbitrarily chosen z, and z,2, the integrands

themselves have to vanish. This leads us to the coupled-mode differential etiuation

system for the slowly varying amplitudes. In matrix notation it is written as

dzXH:) ~e°:,Ä "^ H7XU (A-21)

Here, we have introduced a detuning coefficient S and a coupling coefficient K. The

former describes the deviation of the effective wavenumber from the Bragg resonance.

The latter is a measure for the coupling of the right-traveling wave into the left-traveling

wave and vice versa. Comparison of (A.21) with (A. 19) and (A.20) shows that

kAnn
. ( elf) 2A/777

.
( elf] K

,. _

K = -sin K— \ = sin K— 1 = c}, (A.22)
kii,u y A J Xnelt v A 1 2Xnctt

8 = ß~^ = Kß^-j\ (A.23)

Thus, in the standard coupled-mode approach the coupling coefficient is essentially given

by the first Fourier coefficient of the periodic relative permittivity £, (z). Another form of

the coupled-mode equations is obtained, if variables

A(z) = a(z)e"- (A.24)

and
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B(z) = b(z)c ,ß-
(A.25)

for the whole right- and left-traveling parts of the electric field according to (A. 12) are

defined and substituted in (A.21). Finally, it results

A.
dz B(z)j

'

-ß -KQ

/ce

-A-y (A{:^

yB(zu
(A.26)

In the Chapters 2 and 3, our analysis starts from this form of the coupled-mode

equations.

B. Transfer Matrix of One Bragg Period

The transfer matrix for the first Bragg period, which connects the amplitudes at the

positions z = -<' and ~

= —( + A. according to Fig. 2.2 and (2.16), can be written as the

following product:

M(-/.-i + A) = T,S.I.S,.T, (B.l)

The explicit form of the propagation matrices Th and T, is

T =

e'° 0

v.0 e~°rf
(B.2)

rri
e

; 0

0 e
:

(B.3)

with cf)h =knhdh and </>, =knldl. The normalized Fresnel matrices, which describe jumps

ofthe refractive index discontinuities "up" and "down", are given by
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s„ =

A'Vi

'a ^
-An

S -

•

\"h"l

- —A/7 77

V 2

'
-

x
V

^
77 —A/7

"1

- A/7 n

(B.4)

(B.5)

Now. we introduce the sum and difference of the phases <f> = cph + cpl, Acf) = cpb - cpx and

the Fresnel reflectivity r = An / (2n). With these définirions, and by multiplying the

matrices (B.2)-(B.5), we find

t .'<">

M{-(,-(+\):
\-r

v

e
- r e

-2/'/-sin(o,

'W
%'rd
2iram{(ph

7

e-'<W2c'A<
(B.6)

C. Transfer Matrix in the Case of Energy Con¬

servation and Time-Reversal Invariance

WTe show that due fo energy conservation and time reversal invariance an arbitrary

transfer matrix T is necessarily an element of the matrix group ST(2.) and possesses

complex conjugate matrix elements

(C.l)

with

detT= /,," - r,, + 1. (C.2)

Hence, these matrices form a subgroup of the group SL (2. <T]
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Proof:

The transfer matrix T combines the amplitudes ofthe right-and left traveling waves by

B, =T'U) (C3)

where the matrix is ofthe general form

T = K" H (C.4)
\h\ hi i

Time reversal invariance requires that the matrix (C.4) does not change under the lime

reversal operation /—>-/, which is equivalent to the following exchange of the

amplitudes:

A, -> B, . (C.5)

B, -> A
. (C.6)

Backtransformation and reordering ofthe original amplitudes finally leads to the matrix

T =

f" f;) !. (C7)
Un /,

Comparison ofthe elements ofthe matrix (C.4) with (C.5) results in the conditions

/*,, =7\, <=> tu= t::. (C.8)

ti2 =f?l <=»r,, =r:i. (C.9)

Thus, time reversal invariance requires a matrix of the form (C. 1).

The unimodularity (C.2) is then a consequence of energy conservation, which means that

the net flow of energy, i. e.. the difference of the squared absolute values of the

amplitudes, has to be preserved:

U,f -\b]: =|A,|:-|ß,f. (CIO)
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Substitution of (C.3) into the left side of (CIO) and comparison of the coefficients leads

to

Imf-M:=l- «All)

With (C.8) and (C.9). it follows that this expression is exactly the determinant (C.2).

Thus, under the given prerequisites the assertions (CI) and (C.2) about an arbitrary

transfer matrix are proven.

The property that all possible transfer matrices (C I) generate a subgroup of the special

linear group SL(2,<£) follows directly from the multiplication of two arbitrary transfer

matrices. The result is a new matrix, which is again unimodular and of the same form

as matrix (C.l). Therefore, this set o( matrices is closed under matrix multiplication.

From the physical viewpoint, it is a necessary consequence of energy conservation and

time-reversal invariance. Obviously, matrix multiplication is an associative operation.

There also exists an unimodular inverse matrix to each transfer matrix of the form (C.l)

and the neutral element (identify) is represented by the unit matrix. Thus, all condi¬

tions that define a group (here, the subgroup of SL{2. (C) are fulfilled; but note that this

group is not Abelian.

D. Linearization of the Coupling and Detuning

Coefficients Around the Bragg Wavenumber

In this appendix, we expand the redefined coupling and detuning coefficients (2.39) and

(2.40) in a Taylor series at the Bragg wavelength up to terms of first order. We show

that we get the usual expressions from Section 2.1 if we use quarter-wave layers

( Acp = 0) in the limit r « 1.

The Taylor series at the Bragg wavenumber /cB =K I (nhdh + ihcf) can be written in the

form

K = Kf+4fk-kB)+0[(k~knf). (D.l)

Ô = 8t) + Ôl-(k-kn) + o((k-k„f\ (D.2)
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The quantities KB and 8B denote the exact expressions (2.39) and (2.40) for the coupling

and detuning coefficients evaluated at the Bragg wavelength and k"b and 8]B are the

corresponding first derivatives with respect to k. The calculation of these four values

results in

with

^"b=^U, =-TTP"aBsmlc>'>By. (D.3)

i
_

^K

K*-Jk
C = L

rp-jP^B^nc^hB
1-7

r l + aBFRB

s{: = 8
r"

^AoBMii(A<Osin(dhB)k

B U = l„ [_
-aRsin(A()n),

(D.4)

(D.5)

0R =-
dô

dk

_J 1_
l-r%'„ aB[-;r + /-"A^r cos(A0n )]

r4 l + aBFh
K B

1-7- FRB-L
AepBsin(A(f>B (D.6)

ilB

ln|-FRB + ^FR-„-

y^RB-1

F =--

1

1-7

AoB=A'B (//,//,, -77,elf),

PhB^V'iA-

(l + rcos(A0B)),

(D.7)

(D.8)

(D.9)

(D.10)

In general, none of the four expressions (D.3)-(D.6) vanishes. So the equations (D.l)

and (D.2) cannot be simplified, and the linear expressions here arc very different from

the simple expressions (2.7). (2.9) and (2.10) normally used.

It can be directly seen that a simplification is possible if the layers have the same optical

thickness ( AcpB = 0, c\ B
= ö, R

= k I 2). In this case we get
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,.o . i i + r

K=-\n]^-L
(D.ll)

KB=0, (D.12)

^ = 0, (D.13)

5D=^_ln(|^\ (D.14)
2rkB 71-r)

Further simplification is only possible if the Fresnel reflectivity r is much smaller than

one. Then the expansion of the logarithm \ ields

\'l=-2r. (D.15)

81 =~. (D.16)
kn

Thus, only if the conditions A</>„ = 0 and /• « I are fulfilled, we can write

k = -2i\ (D.17)

8 = K-

V^*B
= 0-k. (D.18)

Whereas the linear detuning coefficient (D.18) is the same as in Section 2.1, we see that

the constant coupling coefficient (D. 17) is equal to (2.11).

E. Derivation of the Semiclassical WKB

Solution

Here, we introduce an ordering parameter £ « 1 in order to derive the solution for the

current I as an asymptotic expansion with respect to this parameter. The condition of a

slowly varying potential in the semiclassical limit is then equivalent to a rescaling of all

derivatives in the Schrödinger equation (3,35) by (el I dm) -> e(d I dm) [55, 100].

Thus, we obtain from (3.35) with (3.37) and (3.40)
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-£2~jI + (U0 + £2UlA)~I = O. (E.l)

Now, we write the solution of this equation as an asymptotic expansion in £ [56, 57],

i. c.,

I=exp\^± + h(]+£hl+--f. (E.2)

For the three lowest-order expansion coefficients /;
,, /?0 and /;,, after substitution of

expansion (E.2) into (E.f), we obtain

£° : lLl=±\^U;)dm, (E.3)

e1: //0=--lmt/0), (E.4)

£2: /^^k^-AML (E.5)

In solving the Schrödinger equation (E.l), we assumed that the potential has the shape
shown in Fig. 3.11 (a). We further assume that the reflectivity is high, so that we can

neglect reflections from the left turning point m{ .
Then the semiclassical WKB solution

for this Schrödinger equation can be written as

/=-7T=Tsin(0/(;H)), (E.6)
Jcrfm)

where q is an effective propagation constant and oj is the phase of the current wave

from the beginning of the mirror to the classical turning point. Equation (E.6) follows

from (E.2) with (E.3)-(E.5) and by asymptotically fitting the wave function on the left

and right side of the right turning point mu [56. 57J, for £ = 1.

q = ^77fj~ > o, for 777 > /77f| (E.7)

and
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4

with

K pm

(f)(m) = — +\ q(m)dm + <f>2 (E.8)
a •</«,.

lu. Un a l^n] i ,

&=-| —U^,+-^--—M/-k/m. (E.9)
-

J-.2(i; 4f/0 16 C/02 f

The phase 0, is a second-order correction, which is one order beyond the standard WKB

solution. In this thesis, we neglect this additional phase shift <p2, which means that we

consider only the zeroth-order term U{) of the scattering potential.
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